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1 Introduction

Think of playing your favorite game and then think about playing this same game
but then exactly tailored to your skills. The goal of this work is to create a dy-
namic adaptable system that tailors serious games to individual trainees such that
it optimizes the learning experience of the user. Serious games are a type of game
created for the purpose of teaching a certain task to a human user. Learning can
best be done by experiencing new situations which are suitable for the skill level of
the user. Immediately exposing the user to the final and most difficult task that
eventually has to be learned, is not a good approach because the user will not grasp
the subtleties of the different subtasks and will become very frustrated because he
will not be able to solve this task. The skill level on which different users start can
be very different, and also the learning rate of different users can differentiate a lot.
What is needed is an automated control system for these serious games to adapt to
the users’s capabilities.

Quite some research [20, 78] has been performed already on grasping the idea of
what makes computer games interesting to play. This has been conveyed by the term
“game flow” or “flow”. Different experiences have been identified to define when
the player experiences flow. The main idea is that the game offers challenges that
are commensurate to the abilities of the player. Thus the game should constantly
be in the light blue area of the graph in Figure 1.1. Many of the factors needed
are already available in most commercial computer games. But making the game
just challenging enough for all types of players is an aspect that is still not achieved
in most games. Figure 1.1 shows a dynamic process, adjusting the difficulty in the
right direction to keep the player challenged in the right amount. This is what we
want to achieve.

In almost all games that are produced today, the difficulty of the game is com-
pletely pre-defined. In most of these games it is possible to adjust the difficulty using
different preset implementations (easy, medium, and hard, for example). There are
certain disadvantages to this approach. Not all players learn with the same speed;
so for some players the game would become too simple after playing in easy mode
for a while, while starting directly at a higher difficulty could have been too difficult
for the player to get used to the game. For other players which in the beginning were
skilled enough to play at the high difficulty level, it could become too difficult when

1



INTRODUCTION 1.0

Figure 1.1: Adaptation to keep players in the “flow”

progressing further in the game. Also it can be quite labor intensive to create and
adjust these different implementations. First an estimation has to be made on the
difficulty of a certain implementation and then they have to test it using different
players and fine tune for all the difficulties. When using dynamic difficulty levels,
the ideal scenario would be that for every player a perfect scenario is dynamically
and automatically created.

If dynamic difficulty adjusting is used, it is very important to keep the following
issue in mind; a danger when using dynamic difficulty is failing to make sure that the
player is still challenged and that negative feedback could be eliminated. If a certain
player struggles to get past a certain point in a level, adjusting the difficulty could
easily result in removing the challenge completely. This is very dangerous because
it does not keep the player motivated; if the player plays below his potential on
purpose, the game just becomes easier. Also if the game is used for learning tasks,
the goal is that eventually the player will reach a certain skill level and that he
is able to perform the required tasks. Thus instead of removing the challenge an
alternative way should be found such that the trainee has enough abilities when
reaching the challenge to be able to tackle it.

Dynamic difficulty has to be done in such a way that the player hardly notices
that the game is dynamically changing. It would ruin the believability and experi-
ence of the game if the player notices that the game is changing in an unrealistic
way. A commonly used example of this is the “rubber banding” used in some racing
games. This means that all the opponent cars controlled by the computer will drive
exactly fast enough to stay close to the human player. It does make the game more
interesting because there is more equal competition for the player. But it is likely
that the player soon becomes aware that all the cars drive at a speed similar to the
player. Behavior like this makes the game less realistic and makes it easy to exploit
the dynamic behavior by driving slowly and suddenly at the end drive very fast.

When dynamic difficulty is used for serious games, a tradeoff has to be made
between maximizing the learning rate of the player and the enjoyment of the player.
These two points are not necessarily completely compatible with each other, but
if the player is enjoying the game more (while learning a bit slower) it could help
keeping the attention of the player for longer periods of time.

2
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If a challenge becomes too hard, the player can become anxious and frustrated,

the result will be that the player will not enjoy the game and is less able to learn the
given task. If a challenge is too simple the player will become bored, this will make
the player lose interest and he is not challenged enough to learn the task as fast as
possible. User satisfaction is recognized by the game development community as a
key characteristic for a successful game. The strange thing is that most commercial
video game makers only spend a relatively small percentage of their resources on
user satisfaction [7].

In the remaining part of this chapter we discuss how the above issues have mo-
tivated our own work in section 1.1. In section 1.2 we discuss some characteristics
that differentiate serious games from other games and thus influence the type of
solutions that we will be developing in this thesis. The research scope and research
questions will be discussed in 1.3 and 1.4. The requirements are specified in sec-
tion 1.5. We introduce our main approach in section 1.6. In section 1.7 we discuss
the structure of the thesis.

1.1 Motivation

Most current systems and research on adapting games to the user, use a very cen-
tralized approach. The benefit of doing this is that it makes it easier to implement
and to control the system. In these centralized control systems the adaptation of
all the different elements is simultaneously decided by the central controller. This
is a good approach when the number of elements that need to be adapted is small
enough for the system to control. However, when the number of elements increases
this becomes very impractical. It also depends on the complexity of the adaptation
of the different elements, the higher the complexity of the different parts the more
it will help to use a multi agent approach. Changing different elements from a
centralized system will also result in less natural adaptation.

There are a lot of different elements that should be adapted. All these different
elements should adapt in a natural and believable way to the user. However using a
very centralized approach is not the best way to create natural adapting elements.
A better way would be to make these different elements more autonomous to reduce
the amount of coordination that is needed. A good way to achieve this autonomous
behavior is to model the different elements as agents in a multi-agent system. The
different elements cannot be completely autonomous, they still have to cooperate
to make sure the user is learning the given tasks. To make sure we can still define
these properties, the agents should be managed by an agent coordination system.

The primary aim of this research is to develop a framework in which one can
specify how elements of the simulation can adapt to situations in the world in order
to support user learning. Elements can be virtual characters, but might also be
parts of the environment, such as a building, the lay-out of a town, etc. However,
having all elements adapt themselves to the situation in the world might lead to
a chaos on the level of the game. E.g. if all characters at the same time decide
that a player is experienced enough to make their opposition more difficult for
her, it might result in a situation that becomes too difficult for the player (given

3



INTRODUCTION 1.2

the combined efforts of all characters). Therefore the adaptation of the elements
of the simulation should be restricted according to some organizational principles
that guard the overall game/training goal. This overall goal should determine the
general level of difficulty and the challenges that are interesting or necessary for the
player to encounter. The balance between the individual adaptation (required for
naturalness) and the central control over the goals of the simulation is an important
and little understood aspect. In order for a training to be effective (or a game to
keep engaging) the simulation should consistently pose challenges to the trainee of
sufficient difficulty (but not too difficult), while retaining a feeling of naturalness
by adapting to the reactions of the trainee.

1.2 Characteristics of serious games

Before we get to the research question and scope of the research, we will discuss
some aspects that differentiate serious games from other types of games. Serious
games have some different requirements than games that are only played for fun.
One main difference is that a training with a serious game should not take more
than a certain amount of time. For example a certain part of a course should not
take more than a day. While for entertainment the game should just be enjoyable
for as long as possible. Another difference is that serious games are usually better
structured and thus easier to split up into different subtasks. This is because these
games are created for training different abilities of the user. Usually these subtasks
are tested in a relative short amount of time and possibly repeated multiple times
to see if the player has improved enough. A typical scenario is that in the beginning
most tasks are done one by one to avoid overloading the user and when the training
progresses, more tasks are done in parallel. This creates an extra load on the
user and fundamentally complicates the task. This is an element that also has to
be factored in when selecting tasks. This means that if the trainee has learned
the different subtasks without having to do multiple tasks at the same time, the
difficulty of these subtasks combined increases.

The storyline of most serious games is usually also more important than most
commercial games. The trainee is supposed to achieve a certain skill level for a
number of tasks before he is exposed to tasks that require these previously learned
skills. We want the training to be as flexible as possible, meaning that we want to
allow different orderings and combinations of the subtasks as long as it results in a
legal ordering specified by the designer.

In most commercial games the characters do not change a lot over the course of
the game. Often this is the case because the player only interacts for a relatively
short amount of time with these game characters. For example, the characters are
shot by the player within one minute of interaction. They also usually do not change
because the game is not adapting to the users. If characters do change their behavior
this is done in a very pre-scripted fashion. In serious games it often happens that
the player interacts with the game characters for relatively long periods of time.
For example, interacting with a team mate in a joint operation in which the trainee
is the team leader. Characters are active for more than one measurable episode
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1
and these episodes should follow each other as smooth as possible. This means
that from the perspective of the trainee, the whole training is one continuous task.
Because we want the game to adapt to the performance of the user the characters
are changing their behavior over time. The difficulty when adapting elements of the
game that are observed by the player is that the player will notice if these elements
adapt in an unnatural and unbelievable way.

The goal of a serious game is to teach certain pre-specified tasks to the user of the
game (the trainee). Because all users are different not all users learn optimally when
providing them with the same challenges. We want to provide different challenges
to different users. Complementary to having different users and different tasks
there also is a storyline of the game. The storyline is the intended progress of the
game as intended by the game designers. This means that we want to be able to
model different users, select appropriate tasks for them and to guarantee the desired
gameflow.

Different adaptable elements of the game will be responsible for teaching different
tasks to the user. This means that if the user is able to adapt to certain tasks
quicker than other tasks these elements have to adapt faster. Keep in mind that
the behavior of all the adaptable elements in combination with the environment is
what defines the task for the trainee.

1.3 Research question

The research question that we will try to answer in this thesis can be formulated
as follows: How can serious games be modeled to provide different challenges for
different trainees, using possibly fundamentally different tasks that might be or-
dered and combined in different ways, while maintaining a consistent storyline and
allowing adaptation that could help the achievement of the learning aims of the
game?

If we analyze this question we see that we that we focus on the serious game
genre. This does not directly mean (parts of) this work is not applicable for en-
tertainment games but we do not focus on this genre. Because we are focusing on
serious games, the main goal is not to make the game more entertaining but to
help achieve the learning goals. Different users require different tasks to optimally
achieve these learning goals. Therefore the goal is create a system that provides the
trainee with the most suitable tasks. To optimize these tasks we want to go further
than simple parameter tuning in the characters but we want to provide the trainee
with fundamentally different interactions, scenarios and character behavior. Allow-
ing these fundamentally different plans makes it much more difficult to maintain
the storyline of the game.

As explained in the next section we mainly focus on the computer science aspects
of this research question. To answer this question we will specify our requirements,
investigate current related work and design a framework that meets these require-
ments.

5
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1.4 Research scope
Adapting games to a user involves many fields of research. One could for example
spend years of research figuring out the exact tasks that will benefit the teaching of
the trainee with a certain skill level the most. We will not research the pedagogical
aspects because the aim is to understand how to adapt, not the reasons for adapta-
tion. Thus we assume that the right tasks for the training at each level are known
and available. Our focus will be in finding the right task between all possible tasks
and maintaining believability and coordination while choosing these tasks to adapt.

We will also not determine the ”right” difficulty level for a trainee at each
moment. The exact relation between the posed challenge and the trainee’s ability
is subject of psychological research. We assume this also to be given and use it in
the adaptation. A different aspect could be to investigate what the right relative
difficulty could be for a certain trainee. Finally we also limit our feedback of the
trainee’s performance to some easily measurable parameters. Our framework is
not limited to these parameters though. If more feedback measurements like stress
sensors are used that give reliable information about the stress (and thus coping)
of the trainee, this information can be used as well to adapt the difficulty (such
that the stress level is kept in a certain bandwidth). One could imagine that this
could even vary widely between different subjects. One could also research how
to measure the stress levels of the trainee during the game and adapt the training
accordingly. Here it would even be possible to take advantage of different sensors
like heart sensors or galvanic skin response sensors.

All these research topics are very interesting and relevant to our work but we
decided to focus more on the computer science aspect of adapting games. The main
goal of our research is to create a framework that allows these specialized tasks
for adaptation while dealing with the coordination problems and preserving the
intended storyline of the game.

1.5 Requirements
As discussed in the introduction chapter there are still some possible problems with
coordination adaptation in games. In this work we propose a solution to solve
some of these issues. Before we talk about solving issues we first have to define the
requirements that we are trying to fulfill. Below we show a list of the requirements
and after that we will discuss each of these requirements in more detail.

• Online adaptation

• Separate adaptation on different tasks

• Allow fundamentally different tasks by the NPC’s (Non Player Characters)

• Keeping the game believable on the NPC level

• Maintaining the intended storyline

• Keep the coordination scalable
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1
The first requirement might be obvious but is an important requirement nonetheless.
We require the game to adapt to the skill level of the trainee while he is playing the
game. The game should present the player with challenges that are fitting with his
proficiency.

Because serious games usually involve different tasks that the trainee needs to
learn (extinguish fire and evacuate victims for example) we want to take adaptation
a step further. We want the game to not just be able to adapt to one general skill
level but we want to be able to adapt to these skill levels independently.

We want the games to be suitable for a large variety of players with varying
skill levels. This means that the challenges the player could be exposed to also
should have a large variation. We believe that this could not be achieved by pre-
programmed behaviors that adapt by adjusting some parameters. We need to cre-
ate and deal with fundamentally different behavior. An often heard complaint for
adapting games is that the believability of the characters is disturbed. This often
occurs when an NPC with which the player interacted before changes its behavior
because of the adaptation. An example of this would be an NPC that suddenly
behaves less intelligent and autonomous without a reasonable explanation. We
therefore require that passed actions of the NPCs and its relation to a new possible
action needs to be taken into account.

Maintaining the storyline is usually not a big problem for games that do not
adapt to the trainee or only do simple parameter tuning because the results of the
actions of the NPCs are mostly fixed. Given that we want to allow the agents to
perform fundamentally different behavior we have to take special care to make sure
that the actions of the NPCs combined still result in the desired progress of the
game as intended by the designer.

The last requirement is that the coordination of the actions should remain man-
ageable both on a human design level as on the computational complexity level. A
lot of different approaches would be able to coordinate the adaptation of the agents
but centrally controlled solutions usually do not scale at all and at design time they
require the combination of so many elements at once that they are hard to manage
by a designer.

1.6 Decentralized control with central coordination

In the application of a game with multiple adapting Non Player Characters (NPC’s)
one really needs to think about coordination. If a purely decentralized approach
is used where all the agents adapt completely independent from each other a lot
of issues will arise. If no coordination is used in the adaptation then it would be
almost impossible to prevent cases of over-adjusting (the game suddenly becomes
too difficult or too easy) or use a very slow rate of adaptation that will probably not
keep up with the trainee. If the adaptation of the trainee also involves fundamentally
different tasks than it is almost impossible to write the NPC’s in such a way that
they perform the combined tasks intended by the game designer. For example, in
the case where the agents need to lift an object together. And it would be even
more difficult to preserve the long term storyline of the game if there would be no
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coordination between the agents. One might think that these problems might all
be solved when all the independent NPC’s are allowed to communicate with each
other. This might theoretically be able to solve these coordination issues but it
would require a large amount of communication messages and would require the
implementation of the NPC’s to be very complex just to be able to coordinate these
tasks thus making the adaptation unmanageable and too inefficient to use on-line.

Another extreme that is mostly used in current computer games is a purely cen-
tralized approach. In this approach the central control system would either com-
pletely dictate the new behaviors needed to be performed by the NPC’s or it would
dictate small adjustments in the agent’s behavior by tuning a simple parameter.

The approach of adjusting a single parameter is currently used in many games
and is relatively easy to implement. This approach however does not allow the
agents to perform different plan types to improve the adaptation.

Allowing the NPC’s to perform fundamentally different plans while centrally dic-
tating the behavior of the agents also is not a very practical approach. If the agents
can perform a lot of different plans then the possible combinations of plans that can
be performed by the NPC’s together grows to impractical sizes very quickly. Besides
this problem we would also like the NPC’s to operate in believable manner through-
out their game lifetime. A purely centralized system that needs to keep these past
actions of all the agents into account becomes even more slow and unmanageable.

To solve some of the problems mentioned in the section above, we propose to use
a different approach. In our approach we use intelligent agents instead of scripted
NPC’s. The agents need to be able to operate in varying situations and therefore
we have selected to use goal driven agents that are able to achieve these goals in
larger sets of possible game states without specifying every action for each game
state.

We also propose that the agents have the responsibility of staying believable.
This means that they should take their past actions into account when selecting
new actions and make sure these fit well together. The purpose of this is that the
user should not notice that the agents are adapting and that the realism should not
be disturbed. Leaving the responsibility of believability on the NPC level greatly
reduces the scaling problem of the coordination.

There are also problems with all the adaptable elements being completely au-
tonomous without any central control mechanism. We therefore propose a system
that uses decentralized control with central coordination. This means that the
agents operate on their own when no coordination is required. While providing a
central control mechanism that the agents can use to make sure their combined
adaptation gives the desired results with regards to the difficulty for the trainee.
Where the agents can easily coordinate joint actions and preserve the storyline of
the game.

1.7 Thesis structure

Although this thesis has been written as a monography, it is based on earlier pub-
lications. In order to improve the readability of this thesis we used different parts
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1
of the papers in different Chapters.

The idea of using an agent organization model for defining the progress of games
was introduced in [89]. In [88] we introduced the user model updates and task
selection using this model. The whole framework is further developed and specified
in [87]. The connection between agents and games is investigated in [26]. In [85]
we focus on the agent perspective and show different possible adaptations. The
scalability of the system is investigated in [86, 90].

In Chapter 2 we specify the requirements for our framework. We will discuss
related work on serious games and game adaptation. We look at what is currently
there, what is still missing and what we can reuse.

In Chapter 3 we discuss the fundamental building blocks that are used as basis
for constructing our framework. We look at the OperA organization model and the
OperettA tool that are used as a starting point for defining the game models. In
this chapter we also introduce the agent programming language 2APL that we have
selected as a basis for our NPC implementation.

In Chapter 4 we introduce the 2AGF framework and discuss the different ele-
ments of the framework. This stands for Adapting Agents Games Framework. The
main goal of this chapter is to explain the general principal and the workings of the
whole framework. The details of the different elements will be discussed in later
chapters. We recommend to read this chapter before any of the following chapters.

In Chapter 5 we show how an agent organization can be used to define the
progression of a game.

In Chapter 6 we explain the workings of the adaptation engine. The adaptation
engine is responsible for making a task combination that matches the skill of the
trainee.

In Chapter 7 we discuss the modeling of the user model. We discuss the user
itself in more detail and talk about different ways to adapt to the user.

In Chapter 8 we discuss the implementation of the different parts of the 2AGF
framework. And in the last chapter we will discuss the conclusion and possible
future work.
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2 Related work

The work in this thesis focuses on game adaptation using agent technology. In this
chapter we will discuss related work in game adaptation. In sections 2.1-2.4 we
discuss general approaches and techniques that are employed for adaptation within
games. In section 2.1 we look at current approaches used in game adaptation
(especially the ones that do not employ agent technology). In section 2.2 we look
at one prominent centralized technique for adaptation within games called dynamic
scripting. In section 2.3 we discuss machine learning techniques and how they can
be used for game adaptation. In 2.4 we discuss current work on Interactive Digital
Sorytelling (IDS). IDS tries to adapt the storyline to the actions of the user rather
than individual behavior of the NPC’s. Section 2.5 discusses other work connecting
intelligent agents to games in order to make the NPC’s behave more intelligent and
natural. Finally, in section 2.6 we discuss the state of the art of games that are
used for training in order to see the main challenges and how our approach links to
them.

2.1 Adaptation in games

Even though many commercial games do not use any dynamic difficulty adapta-
tion [63], already some research has been done on difficulty adaptation in games.
Most of this research focuses on adaptation of certain (simple) quantitative elements
in the game that do not influence the storyline of the game. For example better
aiming by opponents or adding more or a stronger type of opponents.

Current research on online adaptation in games is based on a centralized ap-
proach [74, 41]. Centralized approaches define the difficulty of all the subtasks top
down. This is only feasible if the number of adaptable elements is small enough
and if the separate adaptable elements have no separate time lines that need to
be taken into account. In shooting games, for example, these requirements are not
problematic. The games only adapt to the shooting skill of the trainee and most
characters only exist for a very limited amount of time. In serious games, one could
think of a math game that gives the trainee an extra math problem if the previous
one was answered incorrectly and continue if the trainee answered correctly.
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Another important aspect of adaptation in (serious) games is the distinction
between direct and indirect adaptation. Direct adaptation occurs when the designer
specifies possible behavior of the agents in advance and specifies how and when to
change this behavior. The designer also specifies what input information should
be used. Direct adaptation only allows adaptation to aspects that the designer has
foreseen. No unexpected behavior can emerge when using direct adaptation. On the
other hand, in indirect adaptation, performance is optimized by an algorithm that
uses feedback from the game world. This requires a fitness function and usually
takes many trials to optimize this function. If indirect optimization is used the
algorithm also needs to be able to cope with the inherent randomness of most
computer games. In our work, we will use an approach that has the benefits of
direct adaptation without the need for the designer to directly specify how the
adaptation should be done. The designer is able to specify certain conditions on
the adaptation to guarantee the game flow but does not have to specify which
implementations are chosen after each state.

An added challenge for user adaptation in games is, that it can only be done
while the user is playing the game [11, 20]. Online adaptation requires that the
algorithm adapts quicker with less episodes and learning data. Because the game
is adapting while the user is participating in the game, it is also important that
no unwanted and unpredictable situations are introduced by the adaptation. This
means that the adaptation should only try promising and believable solutions while
exploring different options. In our case we solve this issue by using human authored
options (from which the most suitable ones are selected by the agents).

Research has been done on using reinforcement learning in combination with
adaptation to the user [6]. The aim of these adaptation approaches is learning
the optimal policy (i.e. making it as difficult as possible for the user). In order to
avoid that the system becomes too good for the user, some approaches filter out the
best actions to adjust the level of difficulty to the user. This results in unrealistic
behavior where characters that are too successful suddenly start behaving worse
again. An example of this is [21], where Q-learning is used to estimate how effective
a certain action (in a fighting game) is. Normally the action that has the highest
estimated effective is selected, but because they adapt to the trainee they do not
select the best estimates but select the actions as follows: “ For a given situation,
if the game level is too hard, the character does not choose the best action in
the Q-Table. Instead, it chooses the second best one, the third, and so on, until
its performance is as good as the player’s. Similarly, if the game level becomes too
easy, it starts to choose actions one level above.” This will be obvious to the trainee,
the opponent will stop performing its best action if it is beating the player and the
other way around. Another disadvantage of this approach is that is requires an
offline learning phase.

Little attention is paid to preserving the storyline in present online adaptation
mechanisms, because they only adjust subtasks that do not influence the storyline
of the game. Typical adjustments are, for example, changing the aiming accuracy
of the opponents or adding more enemies.
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2.2 Dynamic scripting

Dynamic scripting [75] is a method for real-time adaptation of the behavior of
characters in games.

This technique has been applied in the role playing game Never Winter Nights
and in the real time strategy game called Wargus. This technique has not yet been
applied to any serious games. This technique is more successful than most other
learning techniques in quickly learning to perform well in complex games. The main
reason for this is that the algorithm uses a database of human written scripts and
will therefore spend less time on exploring pointless actions.

When using dynamic scripting, every character has a knowledge base with a
number of predefined domain specific capabilities. All characters using dynamic
scripting use a technique inspired by reinforcement learning to optimize the selection
of these actions. The feedback (reward function) is based on both information about
the character itself and information about the “party” (group) he is participating
in.

All the possible actions a character can perform are stored in a knowledge base,
not all actions from this knowledge base are applicable in every state (for example
it is not possible to buy a certain item if you do not have the money for it). All
actions have a corresponding score; an applicable action is selected with a chance
proportional to the scores. After a character has selected a certain action and
performed it, the feedback for that action is calculated. This feedback is used to
increase or decrease the score of this action. The scores of all the other actions are
adjusted accordingly to keep the total amount of points the same.

Using certain changes in the algorithm it is possible to not always optimize
on choosing the best action but to adapt the difficulty to the (possibly human)
opponent. Three different techniques are possible to do this. One way is called
“high-fitness penalizing” and it works by changing the fitness function in such a
way that “most equal” results will get the highest feedback. A second way is called
“weight clipping” and it works by increasing the variety of actions that are selected
when the computer player is playing too good, and decreasing the variety (selecting
the best actions more often) when the difficulty should be increased. This change
in variety is caused by setting a maximum score; if a score of an action is higher
than the maximum, the score is lowered to the maximum. Figure 2.1 shows an
example of different actions values. In this case when weight clipping is used, then
the weight of action 2 will be lowered to Wmax. This will lower the probability of
action 2 being selected.

The height of the maximum score can be changed to adapt to the user. Winc is
the increase modification that will be performed on Wmax if the game is too easy
and Wdec the modification if the game is too simple.

And finally there is also “top culling” which works very similar to “weight clip-
ping” but completely removes actions that have a score higher than the adaptable
maximum. In the example in Figure 2.1 this means that the action 2 cannot be
selected at all.

Even though this is already more of a multi-agent approach, there are some
limitations to using this system. It can only be used to decide between different
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Figure 2.1: Dynamic Scripting: weight clipping and top culling

actions given a certain state. It is not possible to do any planning or use information
about the order in which actions are performed. There is also no real collaboration
or even communication between the different characters, making it difficult to ensure
that their combined behavior is optimal for a given task.

2.3 Machine learning
Not all learning algorithms are suitable to use for adaptation in computer games.
An important factor is that adapting to the user in games can only be done while
the user is playing the game [11, 20](online adaptation). This contrasts with offline
learning where learning is done in an earlier phase based on previous prerecorded
data, without direct input from the user. Online adaptation requires that the al-
gorithm learns quicker (than offline learning) with less episodes. Because the game
is adapting while the user is participating in the game, it is important that no un-
wanted situations caused by the adaptation occur. This means that the adaptation
should only try promising and believable solutions while exploring different options.
In offline learning this is not important as long as the end result is good. Something
else to keep in mind is that with online adaptation you do not want the algorithm
to converge because the skill level of the user keeps changing. This means that, for
example, the learning rate should never be decreased to zero.

In this thesis, we will focus on unsupervised learning. That is, we do not expect
the user or an expert to specify the performance of the user on certain tasks. The
algorithm also needs to be scalable, meaning that it also functions fast enough if a
lot of adaptable elements are added.

One of the most important factors when performing online adaptation is to limit
the size of the state space. In offline learning the algorithms are usually given a lot
of different input variables and the algorithm is given enough time and is flexible
enough to learn which have the most influence. In online learning this usually takes
too much time. The number of possible actions should also be small enough. It
takes a lot of time to learn which actions are promising in which state. This means
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that either expert knowledge or offline learning algorithms should be used to identify
which states are important and which actions are most promising. The algorithm
should also be able to cope with incomplete information because not all information
is available to the character to make sure it behaves believable.

With these requirements in mind, certain algorithms can already be excluded.
For example, evolutionary algorithms are not suitable for this task because testing
different possible individual policies would already consume a lot of time and this
process has to be repeated for every generation. There are some extensions that
make it possible to do online learning. rtNeat [76] is one of the most known ex-
tensions. It requires that a number of the same characters are active at the same
time. Then ever so often they remove the worst individual and replace it by a
newly recombined one from the best parents. This process is still too slow for our
requirements because only one agent can be adapted at the same time and they still
explore a large number of unpromising possibilities in the learning phase. It also
does not meet our requirements because we don’t have a larger number of identical
agents performing at the same time.

Reinforcement algorithms are more suitable but also cannot be used without
some limitations because of the points we discussed here. We will base our approach
on reinforcement learning but adapt it to our specific needs of making it suitable
for online adapatation.

2.4 Storyline preservation

Some work has been done on preserving the storyline [51, 18, 73] with adapting
agents but they focus on interactive storytelling or story creation. They mainly
focus on preserving the plot of the game. Many demonstrators have been authored
by engineers, using pre-existing story material that was initially meant for linear
forms of presentation in other media, such as literature or film. Examples for these
kinds of adaptations are the Emo-Emma demonstrator [19] based on Flaubert’s
novel “Madame Bovary”, or demonstrations using the “Little Red Riding Hood”
tale as a basis [69]. These exercises illustrate how stories have to be formalized in
such a way that they can be processed by the engines. Porteous et al. [62] modeled
the “Merchant of Venice” as a planning domain with STRIPS-like propositions
with operators, after extracting actions, initial/goal states and predicates directly
from the original artwork. Bosser et al. [15] have modeled “Madame Bovary”
as a network of linear logic operators in order to prove causal integrity. Other
work [65] has also been done on interaction between the agents and the storyline
while adjusting to the trainee. They mainly focus on solving problems with changing
storylines or storylines that are not know beforehand, making it impossible to design
agents that never conflict with the storyline. They therefore suggest agents that
explain why they failed believability and therefore make it less of a problem. They
also advocate the use of agents that are able to use different actions to reach their
goals. This framework adjusts to the trainee to preserve and repair the plot of the
game. This is very different from adapting the difficulty level for the trainee. If the
player plays the game without disturbing the storyline then no adjustment will be
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done at all, only when the player disturbes the storyline then will the characters
adjust to save the storyline.

2.5 Agent and game engine interaction
In this section, we discuss several approaches to the integration of agents in game
engines. Many games already advertise the use of AI, however the meaning of
the term agent differs between game developers and AI researchers. In the next
subsection we discuss the type of agent we will focus on in this thesis. Subsequently
we discuss different ways in which agents are connected to game engines.

2.5.1 Software agents
In the game developer community the term software agent usually refers to some
character or unit within the game. In contrast, in the area of agent research many
definitions of software agents are used, which can lead to confusion when the term
is used by different communities. (For some attempts to get to a common definition
and characterize agents see e.g. [35].). However, there are some features of agents
that are generally accepted in the community, which we will also adhere to in this
thesis. They are that software agents should be autonomous, pro-active, reactive
and socially able. In this thesis, we assume the following, more specific, definition
of a software agent: A software agent is a piece of software that has its own goals
available (is pro-active) and will try to achieve them without intervention of a user
or other program (is autonomous), while sensing its environment and reacting to
possible changes (is reactive). Additionally, agents in a multi-agent system (MAS)
are not centrally controlled, execute asynchronously and should be able to commu-
nicate with each other, the user(s) and the environment. Software agents might be
able to learn and adapt, but we do not consider these features as essential for agents
although we use them in our approach.

The above definition mentions the generally accepted features of agents, but is
still quite vague. However, it does give an indication of what type of features one
generally expects in agents. Without going into a complete classification of agent
types we do want to mention a few types of software agents that are already used in
the context of gaming. Most important are virtual agents or believable characters.
They are especially useful for user interfaces and as such the emphasis is on natural
interaction of the characters with persons. See [12, 47] for examples of these types
of agents. The goals of these types of agents exist only implicit in the way that
the rules with which they react to the environment are modeled and ordered in
a way to resemble the fact that they have a goal. Because these types of agents
usually have only one goal (something like assisting the user to understand or use
the system) this will work fine. However, this approach fails when the character
has more complicated goals or several goals that are competing. This happens
particularly when more than one virtual agent is present at the same time and they
have to cooperate which is usually avoided in this type of applications.

Much work on using multiple agents with (relatively) simple behavior is done
in the area of (agent based) social simulation (see e.g. [8]). These agent systems
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focus on the emergent behavior of the system as a result of the interactions of
the agents according to simple rules. Work where multiple agents have been used
in a simulation environment for training is [70]. In this work the agents represent
individuals or groups that interact in a virtual village, region or country. The goal is
to study how the behavior of groups influences that of other groups or individuals.
In these simulations the agents are not really autonomous. They react to their
environment through relatively simple rules. More importantly they do not plan
but only execute actions one by one. Planning can be simulated by manipulating
the environment in such a way that sequences of actions are forced after the first
action is taken. However, it is difficult to program long term goals in these agents.

In the research on multi-agent systems (MAS) the starting point is that each
agent represents a point of view or party with its own goal. Therefore usually each
agent runs in its own thread such that it can be autonomous. Also, agents usually
contain some mechanism to deliberate about which action to take next in order to
reach their own goal. The interactions between the agents emerge from the fact
that the goals of the agents are not independent and thus the agents need each
other to achieve their goals. Therefore the design of agent interactions in such a
way that all agents can reach their goal is of prime importance. This is illustrated
by the amount of game theory related research reported at the recent MAS confer-
ences [59]. In MAS the communication facilities play a crucial role. Because not
all interactions are preprogrammed a high degree of flexibility is needed to handle
the communication. The de-facto standard communication language is the FIPA
ACL [33], which is based on speech act theory and can be used to pass information,
but also to request or order actions. MAS platforms support communication by
providing addresses of all agents, delivering messages in the right order, etc. The
most widespread MAS platform is JADE(X), which is provided as a library of JAVA
classes and fully supports the use of FIPA ACL communication (and thus provides
easy interoperability with other FIPA ACL compliant platforms).

Good examples of applications of MAS are logistics and virtual organizations.
In these business applications the benefits of representing the stakeholders by their
own agent that pursues the goal of that party while interacting with the other
parties (either cooperatively or competitively) becomes obvious. It is this kind
of MAS that we are aiming to connect to the games. Taking this type of MAS
as starting point provides a means to design each virtual character with its own
goal, while being able to interact with other characters to reach its goal. Also in
MAS there are several types of agents. We are particularly interested in intelligent
agents, which will use some form of logic to perform their deliberation. That is,
they are able to reason about their own goals and plans, check which plan is best
to achieve their goal given the current situation of the world and re-plan when
the situation changed. The most well-known type of intelligent agents are the so-
called BDI agents [93], which are specified (and sometimes implemented [22, 14]) in
terms of the agent’s beliefs, desires and intentions. We believe that the BDI agents
are most suitable to implement consistent long term intelligent behavior in games.
They seem a natural extension to the work started by the use of Goal Oriented
Action Planning in gaming as they also make explicit use of goals and planning.
However, they also incorporate mechanisms to effectively use communication and
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other interaction mechanisms in their action deliberation.

2.5.2 Connecting games and agents

Current work on combining agent systems such as described above, and game en-
vironments either uses a server or client side approach. The server side approach
can be said to be the traditional approach used in game design. In server side
approaches, the decision making process of the agents is usually completely inte-
grated into the game, resulting in agents that have to make decisions within one
time-step of the game loop. As such, server side approaches have not made use
of available agent systems. Examples of this approach are Quake III [2], Never
Winter Nights [55], F.E.A.R. [1] and Bos Wars [12]. In contrast, agents in client
side approaches are separate applications using the network information that is usu-
ally sent to a client game (a game instance that connects to a server for the world
information, such as the one used by the human player). Some examples of this
approach are Gamebot [43] connecting to Unreal Tournament 2003, Flexbot [44]
connecting agents to Half-life, and Quakebots [81] in Quake II. Most of these types
of implementations are made for research purposes.

Intelligent, humanlike, behavior is important in first person shooter games be-
cause in the newest ones, the agents control single avatars just like humans can
control their avatar. Thus bots should be intelligent enough to perform in a way
that makes their avatar resemble an avatar of a human player. In real time strategy
games a whole team is controlled by a single agent. The team members are just
executing basic instructions received from this top level control. In this setting
the emphasis is more on the quality of the strategy and whether it will win the
game than whether the strategy resembles that of human players. For some games
it is claimed that more sophisticated agent technologies are used, but this is diffi-
cult to verify because most games are not open source. Most games also have no
publications from the creators and third party publications are often inconsistent.

2.5.3 Multi-agent interaction

Most agent applications in games concern the implementation level of system de-
velopment. On the level of game design few games have tried to leverage these ap-
proaches to add multiple agents and create a more compelling game play. Current
games are generally not created with multi-agent interaction in mind; interaction
is not implemented at all or added as an extra feature in a later phase. For games
in which interaction is simple this is not problematic. For example, Quake III has
a game mode in which two teams strive to capture each other’s flag. The player
plays one character in a team, while all the other characters, from his own and the
opposing team, are computer controlled agents. Although the interaction between
agents and between agents and the player is limited, the game conveys the feeling
of a dynamic interactive world. The same can be said about the communication
between characters in F.E.A.R. Although the communication looks quite natural it
is actually added to the interaction scene afterwards. It thus serves more to enhance
reality than that it has a function in the gameplay! See [58] for a description of the
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problems encountered.

If the interaction in a game becomes more complex and the multi-agent interac-
tion is not an intricate part of the design process, some unexpected or unbelievable
behavior might occur. For instance, users who were testing the game “Elder Scrolls:
Oblivion” by Bethesda games [92] noticed that if they gave one character a rake
and the goal “rake leaves” and another a broom and the goal “sweep paths” this
worked smoothly. But when they swapped the items, so that the raker was given
a broom and the sweeper was given the rake, in the end one of them killed the
other so he could get the proper item. If communication between agents in this
game would have been possible, they could have communicated about their goals
and solve their problem. In the academic community much work has been done on
sharing, exchanging and rejecting goals [48]. So far, this has not been absorbed by
the game developer community.

Current games also do not facilitate multiple agents requiring complex decision
making. For instance, in a real-time strategy game an opponent agent needs to
observe the playing field, assess the state of his own units, make an assessment
of the strategy of its opponents, generate a strategy, form a plan to execute that
strategy, coordinate plans with other agents within the same faction, and in some
cases evaluate actions in order to learn from them for future battles. Depending on
the algorithms used this can take considerable processing time.

Current games make high demands on computer processors in order to display
graphics, simulate physics, create 3d audio, and perform network communication,
amongst others. Many games are therefore forced to minimize the processing time
used for individual agents. If each agent has its own reasoning process running in
parallel to generate behavior this can spiral out of control quickly. This is certainly
the case in games with many characters in a scene. Current games therefore often
forego the generation of complex behavior and script the behavior of non playing
characters. For instance in a first-person shooter game two computer controlled
players happen to be within equal distance of a power-up. In current game AI
design approaches, such players enter a scripted line of reasoning, resulting in the
decision to retrieve the power-up. This will lead them towards the same area in
the game and within shooting range of each other. This behavior is an example of
non-realistic behavior due to oversimplification in a script.

A human player expects the entire game world to persist even when not present
in a particular area, because the player will notice if the rest of the game does not
progress or keeps resetting. Many games have an optimized design that allows a
game to be compressed to events, behaviors and reactions that directly surround
the player, and therefore only the ones visible to the player. So when a non-playing
character falls out of the scope of the player, the game engine no longer simulates
the interaction between a non-playing character and its environment. Thus the
game is optimized and the demands on computer hardware are reduced. However,
simulating only parts of the game world might result in unrealistic behavior. For
instance, in large first-person shooter games, the positions of guards are reset (or
their behavior no longer updated) when the player has reached a certain distance.
Each time the player returns to the initial area, the guards will be at the same
places or even have become alive again while they were killed before. The example
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shows that simulating an agent depending on the position of the play can lead to
discontinuities in the game world. This is of particular concern for serious games
that need to stay believable. Therefore we might not be able to use some of the
optimizing techniques currently employed in games for the agents.

2.6 Agent systems for training

In this section we present state of the art work that we use as a source of inspi-
ration for our own approach, and we will also show why these approaches do not
yet achieve the properties we want to achieve. Besides the purpose of entertain-
ment, games are also used for training and education. These so-called serious games
are for example used for the training of pilots, soldiers, and commanders in crisis
situations. The training scenarios often involve complex, dynamic situations that
require fast decision making. By interacting with these games, the player learns
about the consequences of his actions from the reactions of the environment and
other (non-player) characters to his behavior. Explanations can enhance the player’s
understanding of a situation [53]. Several approaches of self-explaining agents have
been proposed [42, 79, 36]. In addition to performing interesting behavior, such
agents are able to explain the underlying reasons for it afterwards. By understand-
ing the motivations of the other characters in the game, the player learns how his
behavior is interpreted by others.

An example of a serious game to which explanation capabilities could be added
is virtual training for leading fire-fighters. In such training, the player (training
to become a leading fire-fighter) has to handle an incident in the game, and is
surrounded by virtual characters representing his team members, police, bystanders,
or victims. A possible scenario is a fire in a building. During the training session,
the player commands his team members to go inside a building and extinguish a
fire. The player’s team enters the building, but after a while he still does not see the
fire shrink from the outside. To better understand the situation, he might ask the
virtual characters to explain their behavior. Their possible answer is that they saw
a victim inside the building, and decided to save the victim first before extinguishing
the fire.

The scenario just given is described on a high level. The virtual characters get
commands from the player such as go to the building, find the fire, and extinguish
the fire. When they explain their behavior, they refer to abstract concepts such as
priorities between different tasks (saving a victim has priority over extinguishing a
fire). However, the abstract decisions that the characters make results into actions
that have to be executed and visualized in the virtual environment. Instead of
the description go to the building, more specific information is required on the
implementation level, e.g. the coordinates of the agent’s starting position, exact
path and final position. So in order to perform actions in the virtual world, the high-
level descriptions generated by an agent’s reasoning process have to be translated
to low-level descriptions required by the game engine.

Besides acting in the environment, agents sense their environment and informa-
tion flows from the game engine to the agent. The low-level information that is
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made available by the engine is not immediately useful to the agents. Instead of
the exact positions of all the entities and objects in the game at every time-step,
agents use abstractions, e.g. someone is going inside a building, exploring a building
takes some time, and the entity in the building is a victim who needs help. The
low-level information provided by the game engine needs to be translated to con-
cepts that are useful for the agent. For instance, information about the course of
the coordinates of a character could be translated to the more abstract description
that the character enters a building. And if a state holds for a certain amount of
time-steps, this could be translated to the high-level “concept for a while”. This
concept has to be flexible, as the agent might decide to take an action at time t,
but the game engine can only process its action a few steps later. After translat-
ing the available low-level information to concepts that agents use, an agent itself
can select which of the high-level information will influence its future actions. For
the generation of explanations about agent behavior a high-level representation of
the agent’s reasoning process is needed. For instance, agents implemented in a
BDI (Belief Desire Intention) programming language appropriate for the addition
of explanation capabilities. Concepts such as goals, beliefs and plans are explicitly
represented in BDI agents and thus available for reasoning and the generation of
explanations. Moreover, it has been demonstrated that BDI agents are suitable for
developing virtual non-player characters for computer games[13, 57]. A non-playing
character however needs to act in and sense its virtual environment, in which other
representations of the game world are used. The example illustrates the need of a
middle layer in serious gaming, where a translation between the two representation
levels takes place.

2.6.1 Multi-agent systems

Multiple intelligent non-playing characters bring additional challenges to game de-
sign. Currently there are few facilities that allow efficient multi-agent behavior.
Issues that should be addressed are for example how an agent determines whether
there are other agents in the game. If so, how can it communicate with these other
agents? How does it know that a message has reached the intended agent? How
is information filtered such that it allows an agent to reason about social concepts,
e.g. about groups, group goals, and roles within a group?

In the fire-fighting scenario sketched in the previous subsection, the team-members
of the leading fire-fighter (player) are intelligent agents (non-players). Although they
have to execute the commands of the player, they still need intelligence of their own.
In the first place because they might take initiatives by themselves; in the scenario
the non-playing characters decided to save the victim first instead of extinguishing
the fire as the commander had told them. Second, because they act in a team and
have to coordinate their actions with each other. For instance, if the group has to
decide whether to go left or right, they have to communicate to each other in order
to make a common decision. Or, only one of the characters needs to carry an axe
for opening doors, but the others have to know that one of the team-members is
responsible for this task.

Suppose that a team of fire-fighters goes into a building with the goal to extin-
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guish a fire. One of the members is responsible for opening locked doors and another
has to extinguish the fire. If the first carries an axe and the second an extinguisher
this will work smoothly. However, the situation in which the door-opener carries an
extinguisher and the fire-extinguisher an axe, is more complex and requires com-
munication. The door-opener has to be aware of the other character, come up with
the idea to communicate with it, send the right message, wait -long enough- for the
result, and finally connect the right action to it. The next action of the door-opener
depends on the information it receives from the fire-extinguisher.

In most games everything is created and run in a game engine. A game engine
is a system designed for the creation and development of video games. The core
functionality typically provided by a game engine includes a rendering engine, a
physics engine or collision detection, sound, scripting, animation and more helper
modules to create a functioning game. In our case the agents are not created and run
in the game engine but in a separate agent platform and the associated technology
to develop the intelligent agents, because platforms such as JADEX, Jack, Jason
and 2APL provide optimal support for developing the agents themselves.

We believe that communication between different agents in a game should go
through the game engine instead of taking place on the agent platform because the
effect of communication has influence on the game world itself and not only on the
agents. For instance, if the two agents in the scenario successfully communicated
and decided to exchange their tools, this needs to happen physically in the virtual
environment as well. If communication would not go through the game engine, there
is a danger that processes in the game world and between the agents are no longer
synchronized. For example, if the agents agree to swap items, they would both
send a message to the game engine and believe that the items will be successfully
exchanged in the game world. This however is not obvious. The actual swap in the
virtual world is managed by the game engine, e.g. one agent puts down its tool,
has its hands free to receive the other tool, and the other agent picks up the tool
from the ground. For such a process it is crucial that the game engine receives the
messages from both agents at the same time, or at least connects them to each other.
This can be better realized if the game engine is included into the communication
loop.

In turn, physical changes in the world have effect on communication as well.
For example, if the door-opening agent asks a team-member to take over, it expects
this member to come and take his axe. By perception the agent derives whether its
colleague perceived the message and decided to assist, or if it should communicate
more. The colleague might have a good reason to refuse, e.g. it has to assist a third
agent already. It could communicate this to the requesting agent. The timing of
this communication and the action to help the third agent should be synchronized;
otherwise the requesting agent might for example unjustly belief that it is being
ignored. Such timing is facilitated by including communication into the game loop.

Further issues concerning careful time management include a translation of time
for the game engine to time for the agents. For instance, if the door-opening agent
sends the message what tool are you carrying? to the other agent, it expects a
reaction. It is not realistic to expect a response directly in the next time-step, the
game engine could give priority to other processes first and the other agent might
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need some time to reason about the question. However, the agent also should not
wait indefinitely because it could be that the message never arrived, or that the
other agent misunderstood the content, etc. So after a certain amount of time, the
agent has to react, for example by sending the same message again, or by sending a
message did you understand my previous message? In the middle layer a translation
of time for the game engine (a number of time-steps) to time for the agents (time
in which a reaction could be expected) has to be made.

The examples in this subsection aim to make clear that communication is more
than just an exchange of information. After sending a question or a command, the
sender expects an answer or action. If it does not see an effect of its communication
action for whatever reason, the sender will react on that. Decisions of agents depend
on the information they receive by communication and perception, and their com-
munication actions have effect on the game world and the behavior of other agents.
Therefore, the communication processes and the actions in the game world have
to be well synchronized. In the next section we will describe the most prominent
training tool that makes use of agents in our sense of the word.

2.6.2 Defacto

DEFACTO [68] is a training tool for incident commanders, it is one of the first
training applications using the combination of a game like environment and “real”
agents in the sense defined by the AI community. This training application consists
of three parts; the graphical user interface (using both a 2D and a 3D view), the
proxy framework and flexible interaction.

The DEFACTO system is not a normal training tool for learning separate tasks
to a human player. Their main focus is on optimizing the interaction between
human experts and autonomous systems that work cooperatively. It is however still
a very useful source because it comes close to satisfying some of our requirements.
The cooperating elements (in this case only the fire engines) can function fully
autonomous and the system is also capable of performing team based tasks.

As can be seen in Figure 2.2 the agent system is modeled using proxies and is
based on the Machinetta system [67]. Using the proxies makes it possible to use
very different software architectures as long as they implement a proxy. Teams of
proxies can implement Team Oriented Plans (TOPs) which describe joint activities
to be performed in terms of the individual roles to be performed and any constraints
between those roles. These TOPs can be initiated in runtime when the different
preconditions are filled by the different proxies.

A feature of Machinetta [67] that is related to the difficulty adaptation we want
to achieve is adjustable autonomy. The agents are able to decide on their own to
change their autonomy, making it possible to transfer control to the human user
and thus putting a higher load on the user. They however do not use this feature
for creating a training program for the user but to maximize performance of the
whole system.

A downside of this system for our goals is that everything is controlled in a
centralized way. Agents are more a type of service providers; the central control
system assigns tasks to agents that are best suited to perform these tasks, the
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Figure 2.2: Architecture of the DEFACTO system

agents have no active role in this. Also the team oriented plans are assigned by
the centralized system. Another disadvantage of this is that the possible plans,
capabilities and preconditions all have to be defined in the design phase.

The DEFACTO system is also not really a game, it is a simulation of predefined
scenarios. Every storyline or training situation has to be programmed separately.

A danger when using a multi-agent system with agents that are able to learn is,
that it is possible for the agents to learn to hinder each other to optimize their own
performance. In our case we are not trying to optimize to the complete environment
but are optimizing to adjust to the user, this will probably give less conflicting goals.
It is however still possible that different elements all make a change in the same
direction at the same time; suddenly making it too difficult or too easy for the
player.

2.7 Conclusion

Even though research is done in the different areas we will focus on in this thesis,
they do not fulfill all our requirements yet.

We will use some elements of current game adaptation techniques, but we want
to take it a step further and allow more complex adaptation that cannot be solved
by only parameter tuning because the actions should also depend on the actions
of other agents. We want to model situations where different agents adapt to the
user and coordinate their adaptation to each other in order to jointly arrive at the
best adaptation. Sometimes such coordination can be achieved by using a single
parameter to adapt all agents at once, but often they will adapt to different aspects
of the user behavior and thus this could not be achieved using a single parameter.

We will also use storyline preservation but we need to do this in a different way.
We require the general progression of the game to not deviate too much while still
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allowing enough flexibility for the adaptable elements.
In order to create believable and intelligent behavior we will need BDI-like agents

instead of the scripted characters that are currently used in game engines. The BDI
agents are best developed using MAS platforms. This will necessitate the extra step
of connecting such platforms to game engines. In the next chapter we will describe
the basic building blocks that we will use to build our framework.
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3 Enablers for game
adaptation

Many elements can be adapted in a game to enhance the learning of a trainee. In
this chapter we first discuss the different elements that we consider for adaptation
in the game. These elements determine the type of techniques necessary to actually
adapt them during the game. Then we introduce the two approaches that we used
as a starting point for our framework.

The content of this chapter reflects our comprehension of existing frameworks
that form the basis for our work and is necessary to understand the following chap-
ters. In section 3.2 we will introduce the OperA model and the OperettA Environ-
ment that is used for creating OperA models. It is based on paper [3].

In section 3.3 we will introduce the agent programming language 2APL based
on [23]. This is the programming language which we used as a starting point for
the implementation of our agents. In this chapter we will also explain why we use
these tools and why they are useful as a starting point for our approach.

3.1 Adaptable elements
In this section we look at which elements can be adaptable in a serious game and
which elements are most useful to adapt. Some elements are adaptable but adapting
would disrupt the realism of the game. One could, for example, adapt some physics
elements in the game like gravity to let the fireman spray further or run faster but
these incorrect physics would be very obvious for the player to notice. We therefore
have chosen not to adapt any of the game physics. There are a lot more factors that
can be adapted in games but are not expected to have a big influence in the difficulty
for the trainee. These include elements of the graphics and sound. However, these
elements usually do not influence the difficulty level of the game too much and thus
their manipulation does not contribute to the learning of the trainee. In the coming
subsections we discuss which elements we do adapt and why.

3.1.1 Characters
Characters in a game usually play a very important factor in defining the diffi-
culty [40, 94]. For example if more opponents are added, the game becomes harder
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or if cooperating characters become more intelligent, the game becomes easier. In
most commercial games with (manually) adjustable difficulty this is the only factor
of the games that is different.

Character adjustment can be both proactive and reactive, depending on whether
they are already observable. When a reactive adjustment is made to a character
the believability of the character should be taken into account. A character that
becomes more intelligent during the course of the game is plausible, but usually a
character that decreases in performance without a special cause is not very realistic.
This could be done in a kind of coordinated adjustment, where a character becomes
dim witted after receiving a blow to his head e.g. by a wall collapsing on him.

The NPC’s are the main adaptable elements in our framework because they
have such an big influence on the difficulty level. Keeping the realism of the NPC’s
while adapting is an important factor.

3.1.2 Environment

One can also create an adapting environment that, for example, dynamically creates
new corridors and rooms (the game map) just before the player enters them.

It is not possible to change the observable part of the map. The percentage
of the observability of the level is highly dependent on the domain specific task.
Parts that have not been visited or observed could be adapted in any way. For the
player it will always be consistent because he has no valid expectations about the
rest of the environment. Important to keep in mind is that certain elements of the
environment can never be changed once the player has visited that location because
that would make the game inconsistent. For example if the player walks back
through a corridor and the room he just visited is suddenly completely different,
this would be very confusing for the player.

Even though adapting the game map could give a nice adaptation to the difficulty
of the trainee it would be difficult to create these adaptable environments, to know
in advance how they influence the difficulty for the user and it would be difficult to
keep it consistent. Because of the mentioned difficulties with this approach we have
chosen to use pre-specified environments. In some case we have multiple instances
of pre-specified environments (on the room level) that could be selected at a given
transition. This prevents most of the before mentioned problems but still allows
us to present the player with a more specialized environment that fits his current
needs.

Items or powerups could also be counted as part of the environment. Powerups
usually are also proactive because certain types of items are defined to have certain
fixed properties, for example a health pack will always have 25 points. This is of
course not a requirement, items could also be defined to have a certain property
but the strength of the property could be defined when the player picks it up. Or
one could even create a universal powerup from which the property is known when
the player picks it up (or opens a box). These kinds of elements are present in a lot
of entertainment games but much less in serious games. In serious games the tools
that NPC’s can use for their actions can be seen as powerups. E.g. a firehose can
produce more or less water, or an axe can be more or less powerful to open doors..
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There are some more dynamic elements that are also part of the environment
that could be changed reactively. This is only the case for elements that also have
dynamic behavior in real life. One could think about elements like wind, rain and
fire. It can be very useful to adapt these types of elements in a serious game and
the adaptation can easily be regulated to keep the realism. Thus we also will use
these elements of the environment to adjust the game.

3.1.3 Storyline

The storyline is a special case because in most games the story line is not really
a separate element of the game but mostly the result of other elements like the
environment and the scripted characters. But it still would be desirable to have a
certain amount of control about how the game develops and adjust it to the user’s
needs. In some games it is possible for the player to have control over the storyline
by making certain decisions. This is exploited in Interactive Digital Storytelling
(IDS) systems. The possible storylines are usually scripted in a branching tree
format. It is also possible to adapt the storyline reactively to actions of the trainee.
This is done in some commercial games mainly to adapt to the players tendency
to be “good” or “evil” [10]. Adapting the storyline in this way is not useful for
serious games because we want the player to play the game a certain way. Possible
adaptations that are useful are adaptations that regulate the skills the trainee needs
to focus on. As we will see in subsequent sections we use the storyline as adaptable
element in a limited way. The main goals of the story are fixed as they have to
ensure the teaching of the trainee.

3.2 Organizational models for storyline

Adapting the game to the trainee for complex learning applications requires both
learning capabilities and decentralized control. However, in order to guarantee
successful flow of the game and the fulfillment of the learning objectives, the system
needs to be able to describe global objectives and rules. Although many applications
with learning agents exist, multi-agent systems with learning agents are usually very
unpredictable [60]. In order to limit unpredictability in MAS, organization-oriented
approaches have been advocated such as OperA [27] and MOISE [39].

The use of an agent organization model is a very good fit with our requirement
of creating a flexible but controllable game framework. We have chosen OperA as
a starting point for our framework. Other agent organization frameworks do exist
but there are several reasons that make OperA more suitable than the others. The
formal semantics of the model provides guarantees on the reachability of certain
goals in the workflow given that agents behave in certain ways. This can be tied
seamlessly with the formal description of BDI agents, taking care that they actu-
ally do behave properly (even when adapting). In our opinion this requirement is
necessary to use the model in a usable implementation. Another important reason
for choosing OperA is because we have more in-house expertise on this particular
approach.
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3.2.1 Organization modeling: the OperA framework

Organization models, combining global requirements and individual initiative, have
been advocated to specify open systems in dynamic environments [32, 28]. Organi-
zational models should enable the explicit representation of structural and strategic
concerns in a way that is independent from the behavior of the agents that fulfil a
role in the organization. We take formal processes and requirements as a basis for
the modeling of complex systems that regulate the actions of the different agents.

The deployment of organizations in dynamic and unpredictable settings brings
forth critical issues concerning the design, implementation and validation of their
behavior [61, 38, 83], and should be guided by two principles.

• Provide sufficient representation of the institutional requirements so that the
overall system complies with the norms.

• Provide enough flexibility to accommodate heterogeneous components.

Therefore, organizational models must provide means to represent concepts and
relationships in the domain that are rich enough to cover the necessary contexts
of agent interaction while keeping in mind the relevance of those concepts for the
global aims of the system.

The OperA model [28] proposes an expressive way for defining open organiza-
tions distinguishing explicitly between the organizational aims, and the agents who
act in it. That is, OperA enables the specification of organizational structures,
requirements and objectives, and at the same time allows participants to have the
freedom to act according to their own capabilities and demands. At an abstract
level, an OperA model describes the aims and concerns of the organization with
respect to the social system. These are described as organization’s externally ob-
servable objectives, that is, the desired states of affairs for the organization.

The OperA framework consists of three interrelated models. The Organiza-
tional Model (OM) is the result of the observation and analysis of the domain
and describes the desired behavior of the organization, as determined by the orga-
nizational stakeholders in terms of objectives, norms, roles, interactions and ontolo-
gies. The OM provides the overall organization design that fulfills the stakeholders’
requirements. Objectives of an organization are achieved through the action of
agents, which means that, at each moment, an organization should employ the rele-
vant agents that can make its objectives happen. However, the OM does not specify
how to structure groups of agents and constrain their behavior by social rules such
that their combined activity will lead to the desired results. The Social Model
(SM) maps organizational roles to agents and describes agreements concerning the
role enactment and other conditions in social contracts. Finally, the Interaction
Model (IM) specifies the interaction agreements between role-enacting agents as
interaction contracts. IM specifications enable variations to the enactment of inter-
actions between role-enacting agents.

The OperettA framework is developed to specify organization models, according
to the OperA framework, which will be described in more detail in section 3.2.2,
using as example the conference organization scenario taken from [30].
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3.2.2 The organization model

A common way to express the objectives of an organization is in terms of its ex-
pected functionality, that is, what is the organization expected to do or produce.
In OperA, the Organization Model (OM) specifies the means to achieve such objec-
tives. That is, OM describes the structure and global characteristics of a domain
from an organizational perspective, where global goals determine roles and interac-
tions, specified in terms of Social and Interaction Structures. E.g., how should a
conference be organized, its program, submissions, etc.

Moreover, organization specification should include the description of concepts
holding in the domain, and of expected or required behaviors. Therefore, these
structures should be linked with the norms, defined in the Normative Structure, and
with the ontologies and communication languages defined in the Communication
Structure.

The social structure.

The social structure of an organization describes the roles holding in the organiza-
tion. It consists of a list of role definitions, Roles (including their objectives, rights
and requirements), such as PC-member, program chair, author, etc.; a list of role
groups’ definitions, Groups; and a Role Dependencies graph.

Abstract organization objectives form the basis for the definition of the ob-
jectives of roles. Roles are the main element of the Social Structure. From the
organization perspective, role descriptions should identify the activities and ser-
vices necessary to achieve organization objectives and enable to abstract from the
individuals that will eventually perform the role. From the agent perspective, roles
specify the expectations of the organization with respect to the agent’s activity in
the organization. In OperA, the definition of a role consists of an identifier, a set
of role objectives, possibly sets of sub-objectives per objective, a set of role rights,
a set of norms and the type of role. An example of role description is presented in
Table 3.1. The objectives are the desired results of the corresponding role. These
objectives can consist of smaller sub-objectives that need to be fulfilled to reach the
objectives. Rights are special properties that allow an agent fulfilling a rule to have
certain permissions. A fire-commander can for example give orders to fireman. The
norms are guidelines to the agent fulfilling the role is supposed to follow. These
norms can also be broken.

design, implementation and validation of their behavior and
should be guided by two principles [?].

• Provide sufficient representation of the institutional re-
quirements so that the overall system complies with the
norms.

• Provide enough flexibility to accommodate heterogeneous
components developed independently.

Therefore, organizational models must provide means to
represent concepts and relationships in the domain that are rich
enough to cover the necessary contexts of agent interaction
while keeping in mind the relevance of those concepts for the
global aims of the system.

****The OperA model [4] proposes an expressive way for
defining open organizations distinguishing explicitly between
the organizational aims, and the agents who act in it. That is,
OperA enables the specification of organizational structures,
requirements and objectives, and at the same time allows
participants to have the freedom to act according to their own
capabilities and demands.

At an abstract level, an OperA model describes the aims
and concerns of the organization with respect to the social
system. These are described as organization’s externally ob-
servable objectives, that is, the desired states of affairs for the
organization.

The OperA framework consists of three interrelated models.
The Organizational Model (OM) is the result of the observa-
tion and analysis of the domain and describes the desired be-
havior of the organization, as determined by the organizational
stakeholders in terms of objectives, norms, roles, interactions
and ontologies. The OM provides the overall organization
design that fulfills the stakeholders requirements. Objectives
of an organization are achieved through the action of agents,
which means that, at each moment, an organization should
employ the relevant agents that can make its objectives happen.
However, the OM does not specify how to structure groups
of agents and constrain their behavior by social rules such
that their combined activity will lead to the desired results.
The Social Model (SM) maps organizational roles to agents
and describes agreements concerning the role enactment and
other conditions in social contracts. Finally, the Interaction
Model (IM) specifies the interaction agreements between
role-enacting agents as interaction contracts. IM specification
enable variations to the enactment of interactions between role-
enacting agents.

The OperettA framework is developed to specify organi-
zation models, according to the OperA OM, which will be
described in more detail in section III, using as example the
conference organization scenario taken from [8].

III. THE ORGANIZATION MODEL

A common way to express the objectives of an organization
is in terms of its expected functionality, that is, what is
the organization expected to do or produce.In OperA, the
Organization Model (OM) specifies the means to achieve such
objectives. That is, OM describes the structure and global
characteristics of a domain from an organizational perspective,

where global goals determine roles and interactions, specified
in terms of its Social and Interaction Structures. E.g., how
should a conference be organized, its program, submissions,
etc.

Moreover, organization specification should include the de-
scription of concepts holding in the domain, and of expected
or required behaviors.Therefore, these structures should be
linked with the norms, defined in Normative Structure, and
with the ontologies and communication languages defined in
the Communication Structure.

A. The Social Structure.

The social structure of an organization describes the roles
holding in the organization. It consists of a list of role defi-
nitions, Roles (including their objectives, rights and require-
ments), such as PC-member, program chair, author, etc.; a list
of role groups’ definitions, Groups; and a Role Dependencies
graph.

Abstract society objectives form the basis for the definition
of the objectives of roles. Roles are the main element of the
Social Structure. From the society perspective, role descrip-
tions should identify the activities and services necessary to
achieve society objectives and enable to abstract from the
individuals that will eventually perform the role. From the
agent perspective, roles specify the expectations of the society
with respect to the agent’s activity in the society. In OperA,
the definition of a role consists of an identifier, a set of role
objectives, possibly sets of sub-objectives per objective, a set
of role rights, a set of norms and the type of role. An example
of role description is presented in table I.

Id PC member
Objectives paper reviewed(Paper,Report)
Sub-objectives {read(P), report written(P, Rep), review received(Org, P, Rep)}
Rights access-confmanager-program(me)
Norms & PC member is OBLIGED to understand English
Rules IF paper assigned THEN PC member is OBLIGED

to review paper BEFORE given deadline
IF author of paper assigned is colleague

THEN PC member is OBLIGED to refuse to review asap

TABLE I
PC member ROLE DESCRIPTION.

Groups provide means to collectively refer to a set of roles
and are used to specify norms that hold for all roles in the
group. Groups are defined by means of an identifier, a non-
empty set of roles, and group norms. An example of a group
in the conference scenario is the organizing team consisting of
the roles program chair, local organizer, and general chair.

The distribution of objectives in roles is defined by means of
the Role Hierarchy. Different criteria can guide the definition
of Role Hierarchy. In particular, a role can be refined by
decomposing it in sub-roles that, together, fulfill the objectives
of the given role.

This refinement of roles defines Role Dependencies. A
dependency graph represents the dependency relations be-
tween roles. Nodes in the graph are roles in the society.

Table 3.1: PC member role description.
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Groups provide means to collectively refer to a set of roles and are used to
specify norms that hold for all roles in the group. Groups are defined by means of
an identifier, a non-empty set of roles, and group norms. An example of a group in
the conference scenario is the organizing team consisting of the roles program chair,
local organizer, and general chair.

The distribution of objectives in roles is defined by means of the Role Hierarchy.
Different criteria can guide the definition of the Role Hierarchy. In particular, a role
can be refined by decomposing it in sub-roles that, together, fulfill the objectives of
the given role.

This refinement of roles defines Role Dependencies. A dependency graph rep-
resents the dependency relations between roles. Nodes in the graph are roles in
the organization. Arcs are labelled with the objectives for which the parent role
depends on the child role. Part of the dependency graph for the conference orga-
nization is displayed in figure 3.1. For example, the arc between nodes PC-Chair
and PC-member represents the dependency between PC-Chair and PC-member
concerning paper-reviewed (PC − Chair �paper reviewed PC −Member).The way
objective g in a dependency relation r1 �g r2 is actually passed between r1 and
r2 depends on the coordination type of the organization, defined in the Architec-
tural Templates. In OperA, three types of role dependencies are identified: bidding,
request and delegation.

organizer
role

session
chair
role

author
role

PC
member

role

presenter
role

conference_organized

paper_submitted

PC chair
role

program _fixed session_organized

paper_reviewed paper_presented

Figure 3.1: Role dependencies in a conference.

The interaction structure.

Interaction is structured as a set of meaningful scenes that follow pre-defined ab-
stract scene scripts. Examples of scenes are the registration of participants in a
conference, which involves a representative of the organization and a potential par-
ticipant, or paper review, involving program committee members and the PC chair.
A scene script describes a scene by its players (roles), its desired results and the
norms regulating the interaction. In the OM, scene scripts are specified according
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to the requirements of the organization. The results of an interaction scene are
achieved by the joint activity of the participating roles, through the realization of
(sub-) objectives of those roles. A scene script establishes also the desired interac-
tion patterns between roles, that is, a desired combination of the (sub-) objectives
of the roles. Table 3.2 gives an example of a scene script.

Scene Review Process
Roles Program-Chair (1), PC-member(2..Max)
Results r1 = ∀ P ∈ Papers: reviews done(P, rev1, rev2)
Interact. Pattern PATTERN(r1): see figure 3.2
Norms & Rules Program-Chair is PERMITTED to assign papers

PC-member is OBLIGED to review papers assigned
before deadline

Table 3.2: Script for the Review Process scene.

OperA interaction descriptions are declarative, indicating the global aims of the
interaction rather than describing exact activities in details. Interaction objectives
can be more or less restrictive, giving the agent enacting the role more or less free-
dom to decide how to achieve the role objectives and interpret its norms. Following
the ideas of [72, 49], we call such expressions landmarks, defined as conjunctions
of logical expressions that are true in a state. Landmarks combined with a partial
ordering to indicate the order in which the landmarks are to be achieved are called
a landmark pattern. Figure 3.2 shows the landmark pattern for the Review Process.
Landmark patterns look similar to workflow diagrams. However, they only define

start

assign 
paper
PC1

end

assign 
paper
PC2

Assign
deadline

receive 
review
PC1

receive 
review
PC2

Review
deadline

Figure 3.2: Landmark pattern for Review Process.

a temporal ordering between desired states. The agents are free to choose actions
to get from one landmark to the next. The use of landmarks to describe activity
enables the actors to choose the best applicable actions, according to their own
goals and capabilities.

The relation between scenes is represented by the Interaction Structure (see fig-
ure 3.3). In this diagram, transitions describe a partial ordering of the scenes, plus
eventual synchronization constraints. Note that several scenes can be happening
at the same time and one agent can participate in different scenes simultaneously.
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Figure 3.3: Interaction Structure in the Conference scenario.

Transitions also describe the conditions for the creation of a new instance of the
scene, and specify the maximum number of scene instances that are allowed simul-
taneously. Furthermore, the enactment of a role in a scene may have consequences
in following scenes. Role evolution relations describe the constraints that hold for
the role-enacting agents as they move from scene to scene.

The normative structure.

At the highest level of abstraction, norms are the values of a organization, in the
sense that they define the concepts that are used to determine the value or utility
of situations. For the conference organization scenario, the desire to share infor-
mation and uphold scientific quality can be seen as organization values. However,
values do not specify how, when or in which conditions individuals should behave
appropriately in any given social setup.

In OperA, norms are specified in the Normative Structure using a deontic logic
that is temporal, relativized (in terms of roles and groups) and conditional. For
instance, the following norm might hold: “The authors must submit their contri-
butions before the deadline”, which can be formalized as: Oauthor(submit(paper) ≤
Deadline)

Furthermore, in order to check norms and act on possible violations of the
norms by the agents within an organization, abstract norms have to be translated
into actions and concepts that can be handled within such organizations. To do so,
the definition of the abstract norms are iteratively concretized into more concrete
norms, and then translated into specific rules, violations and sanctions. Thus if a
paper is not submitted before the deadline the sanction will be that it will not be
accepted for review.

Concrete norms are related to abstract norms through a mapping function, based
on the counts-as operator as developed in [4]. For example, in the context of Org,
submit(paper) can be concretized as:
send mail(organizer, files)∨send post(organizer, hard copies)→Org submit(paper)

The second way norms are used is to specify rules for NPC’s that can be violated.
Violating norms can be one way of increasing the difficulty of a game.
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3.2.3 OperettA environment

The OperA framework is the theory with which agent organizations can be de-
scribed. In order to facilitate actual implementations of agent organizations the
OperettA tool kit is developed. The OperettA development environment supports
developers designing and maintaining organization models. It has the following
features that are important for development environments:

1. Organizational Design: The tool provides a means for designing organiza-
tional models in an ‘intuitive’ manner. The tool allows users to create and
represent organizational structures, defines the parties involved in an organi-
zation, represent organizational and role objectives, and defines the pattern
of interactions typically used to reach these objectives.

2. Organizational Verification: The tool provides verification means and assis-
tance in detecting faults in organizational designs as early as possible, to pre-
vent context design issues from being translated to the other levels of system
specification.

3. User-Friendly GUI: A user-friendly graphical interface is provided for users
to create and maintain organizational models easily. Help and guidelines are
useful for beginners to use the tool.

4. Availability: The tool is available under open source license and for use by
other projects.

OperettA is an open-source solution on the basis of these requirements. OperettA
enables the specification and verification of OperA OMs, which satisfies require-
ments 1 and 2. OperettA combines multiple editors into a single package. It pro-
vides separate editors on different components of organizational models; i.e., it has
different (graphical) editors for each of the main components of an organizational
model as defined in the OperA framework. These specialized editors correspond
to the OperA OM structures: social, interaction, normative and communicative.
The OperettA Ontology Manager enables the specification and import of domain
ontologies, as in requirement 3.

The OperettA tool is a combination of tools based on the Eclipse Modeling
Framework (EMF) [77] and tools based on the Graphical Modeling Framework
(GMF) integrated into a single editor. Developed as an Eclipse plug-in, OperettA
is fully open-source and follows the MDE principles of tool development. In the
following we look at the editors provided by OperettA, and how OperettA connects
to MAS solutions. A graphical interface for OperettA has been developed and
is user-tested within the ALIVE project [34]. Finally, in accordance to the last
requirement, OperettA is available opensource at sourceforge1.

The main element of OperettA is the OperA Meta-Model (see figure 3.4 for an
overview of the tools in OperettA and their functionalities). The meta-model, cre-
ated with the EMF tools, provides the (structural) definition of what organizational
models should look like. This meta-model is extended with the default EMF edit

1http://ict-alive.svn.sourceforge.net/
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Figure 3.4: OperettA Tool Components.

and editor plug-ins to provide model accessors and the basic tree-based editor for
the creation and management of OperA models. The basic editor has been extended
with graphical interfaces for editing parts of the organization model: the social di-
agram editor, and the interaction diagram editor. A third graphical editor is used
for editing and managing formulas and norms.

Next to the graphical editing extensions, OperettA contains three other plug-ins
for additional functionality. The Validation Framework provides an improvement
over the default validation of EMF-based tools to provide validation of additional
restrictions. An ontology managing plug-in is included as well to allow the ontology
developed with OperettA to be exported to OWL, as well as allowing for importing
an existing ontology into the organization to boot-strap the organization design.

We discuss the graphical editors and additional plug-ins in more details in the
following. OperettA is not only useful in the design phase but we also use it in
the implementation phase of our framework. With OperettA we can generate an
XML file that can be used as a description of the storyline. This file can be used
by the adaptation engine to check with plans comply with the intended storyline
specification.

3.2.4 Social diagram editor

This graphical editor provides a view of the Social Structure element of OMs. It
allows the graphical creation of organizational Roles and Dependencies, thus spec-
ifying the social relations between important parties that play a part in the orga-
nization. The Social Diagram Editor also provides editing capabilities to specify
and manage Role related Objectives, to provide context for the different Roles in
an organization. Figure 3.5 depicts the Social Diagram Editor of OperettA that is
used to enter organizational roles and dependencies between roles. Role objectives
are created and managed via the objectives editor shown in the bottom part of the
figure.
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3.2.5 Interaction diagram editor
Similar to the Social Diagram Editor, the Interaction Diagram Editor provides a
graphical view of the Interaction Structure element of OMs. This editor allows for
the specification and management of the interaction elements of the organization;
that is, it is for the specification and management of the different interactions that
take place in the organization in order to achieve the different (role) objectives
specified in the social part of the OM. The specification of the interaction is done in
terms of scenes and transitions (the connection and synchronization points between
scenes). Together, these define the order in which objectives are to be reached and
how the organization works (though specified on a high level of abstraction). The
Interaction Diagram Editor allows for the graphical creation and maintenance of
scenes, transitions and arcs (links between scenes and transitions). The graphical
editor provides a user-friendly overview of the structural aspect of the organization,
defining how different interactions within the organization are supposed to help
achieve the organizational objectives. Finally, OperettA allows for the specification
and editing of scene properties (like the scene results, the players active in the scene,
the landmark pattern, etc).

3.2.6 Validation framework
The validation plug-in of OperettA overwrites the basic validation provided by the
EMF framework. Instead of just verifying constraints specified in the OperA meta-
model, the validation has been extended with additional verification constraints to
minimize organizational design mistakes. The overall purpose of the validation plug-
in is to provide OM designers meaningful feedback to eliminate design errors as early
as possible (in the design process). The validation plug-in is installed separately
from OperettA, but after installation it can be invoked from within each of the
different OperettA editing views. The validation plug-in seamlessly overwrites the
standard EMF validation, making it the new default manner of validating OperettA
models.

The validation plug-in works directly on the model instance to verify various
modeling constraints, accessing the model via the meta-model definitions. Some
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Figure 3.6: A Norm in OperettA.

examples of the constraints validated are checking that roles have a name, checking
that role names are unique, checking that all roles have an objective, and so on.
Less stringent constraints are checked as well, like, for example, whether roles are
connected to other roles via dependencies; i.e., while it does not hold for every
OM, in most models roles should be connected to other roles (that is, it should
be depending upon (an)other role(s) or being depended upon by (an)other role(s)).
Such “soft” constraints are presented to the designer as a warning, intended to have
the designer rethink their model and update if appropriate.

3.2.7 Norm editor

Norms are an important part of the organizational Model, providing lead ways on
a high level of abstraction for the agents to follow. An example norm in OperettA
is shown in figure 3.6. The norm shown in this figure describes that buyers should
have paid for the items they have won in an auction before one week has expired.
The norm is input using several logical formulas; one for the activation condition
expressing when the norm is active (the item is bid on and won), one for the
expiration condition expressing that the norm is no longer active (the item has
been paid for), one for the maintenance condition expressing the formula to be
checked when the norm is active to see if violations have happened (the buyer has
not paid and the week has not yet expired), and one for the deadline expressing a
state of affairs before which the norm should have been fulfilled.

3.3 Characters and intelligent agents

Using scripted NPC’s makes it difficult to cope with different situations, which is a
requirement for our framework to deal with the required adaptation. All possible
states that require a certain action have to specified beforehand. Autonomous game
characters should be able to ensure that they maintain a believable storyline. They
also have to make complex decisions during the game because not all information
is known before the game is started. Simple scripted NPC’s are not able to keep
track of their own believabilty.

Using BDI agents allows us to create intelligent characters that are goal directed
and able to deliberate on their actions. The designers only have to specify the
possible plans and the right goals for the agents, making the agents applicable in
a larger variation of possible states. For the implementation of the BDI agents we
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will use the 2APL [25] language.
We selected 2APL instead of other BDI languages because we have more ex-

pertise on this language at our university. 2APL has a complete implementation
with a nice user interface and debugging facilities as can be seen in Figure 3.7.
2APL is used in various academic courses, research projects, and to participate in
the Agent Contest [9]. In particular, 2APL is used to implement different auction
types (e.g., English and Dutch auctions), negotiation mechanisms (e.g., contract
net and monotonic concession protocol), cooperative problem solving tasks (e.g.,
multi-agent surveillance system), and to control robots such as iCat[82]. Because
we need to extend the implementation of the agents to interact with our framework
it was important to us that we had access to the complete source code of 2APL.

Figure 3.7: Application screenshot

2APL is an effective integration of programming constructs that support the
implementation of declarative concepts such as beliefs and goals with imperative
style programming such as events and plans. Like most BDI-based programming
languages, different types of actions such as belief and goal update actions, test
actions, external actions, and communication actions are distinguished. These ac-
tions are composed by conditional choice operator, iteration operator, and sequence
operator. The composed actions constitute the plans of the agents.

3.3.1 2APL: a general description

One of the features of 2APL is the separation between multi-agent and individual
agent concerns. 2APL provides two distinguished sets of programming constructs
to implement multi-agent and individual agent concepts. The multi-agent program-
ming constructs are designed to create individual agents and external environments,
assign unique names to individual agents, and specify the agents access relations to
the external environments. In 2APL, individual agents can be situated in one or
more environments, which are assumed to be implemented as Java objects. Each
environment (Java object) has a state and can execute a set of actions (method
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calls) to change its state. It should be noted that these Java objects can also func-
tion as interfaces to the physical environments or other software. Moreover, the
separation between multi-agent and individual agent concerns allows us to design
and add a set of programming constructs to implement a wide range of social and
organizational concepts in a principled and modular way.

At the individual agent level, 2APL agents are implemented in terms of beliefs,
goals, actions, plans, events, and three different types of rules. The beliefs and goals
of 2APL agents are implemented in a declarative way, while plans and (interfaces
to) external environments are implemented in an imperative programming style.
The declarative programming part supports the implementation of reasoning and
update mechanisms that are needed to allow individual agents to reason about
and update their mental states. The imperative programming part facilitates the
implementation of plans, flow of control, and mechanisms such as procedure call,
recursion, and interfacing with existing imperative programming languages.

2APL agents can perform different types of actions such as belief update actions,
belief and goal test actions, external actions (including sense actions), actions to
manage the dynamics of goals, and communication actions. Plans consist of actions
that are composed by a conditional choice operator, iteration operator, sequence
operator, or non-interleaving operator. The first type of rule is designed to generate
plans for achieving goals, the second type of rule is designed to process (internal
and external) events and received messages, and the third type of rule is designed
to handle and repair failed plans. It should be noted that a 2APL agent can observe
an environment either actively by means of a sense action or passively by means of
events generated by the environment. More sophisticated models of environments
are discussed in [64, 91].

A characterizing feature of 2APL is related to the use of variables in general, and
their role in the integration of declarative and imperative programming in particular.
In fact, 2APL allows agents to query their beliefs and goals, and pass the resulting
substitutions to actions and plans in order to modify their external environments.
Conversely, 2APL agents can observe their environments and update their beliefs
and goals accordingly. Another key feature of 2APL is the distinction between
declarative goals and events. In 2APL, an agent’s goal denotes a desirable state for
which the agent performs actions to achieve it, while an event carries information
about (environmental) changes that may trigger an agent to react and execute plans.
As argued in [26], the use of declarative goals in an agent programming language
adds flexibility in handling failures. If the execution of a plan does not achieve its
corresponding declarative goal, then the goal persists and can be used to select a
different plan. However, an event is usually used to select and execute a plan; the
event is dropped just before or immediately after its corresponding plan is executed.

2APL also provides a programming construct to implement so-called atomic
plans. Because an agent can have a set of concurrent plans, an arbitrary interleaving
of plans may be problematic in some cases. A programmer may therefore want to
specify that (a certain part of) a plan should be considered as atomic and executed
at once without being interleaved with the actions of other plans.
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3.3.2 2APL: syntax
As we will give some example code for the NPC’s that are implemented in 2APL
later on, we will give a brief introduction to the syntax of 2APL in this section.
2APL is a multi-agent programming language that provides programming con-
structs to implement both multi-agent as well as individual agent concepts. The
multi-agent concepts are implemented by means of a specification language. Using
this language, one can specify which agents should be created to participate in the
multi-agent system and to which external environments each agent has access. The
syntax of this specification language is presented in Fig 3.8 using the EBNF nota-
tion. In the following, we use 〈indent〉 to denote a string and 〈int〉 to denote an
integer.

Figure 3.8: The EBNF syntax of 2APL multi-agentsystems

In this specification, 〈agentname〉 is the name of the individual agent to be
created, 〈filename〉 is the name of the file containing the 2APL program that
specifies the agent to be created, and 〈int〉 is the number of agents that should
to be created. When the number of agents is n > 1, then n identical agents are
created. The names of these agents are agent - 〈name〉extended with a unique
number. Finally, 〈environments〉 is the list of environment names to which the
agent(s) have access. Note that this language allows one to create a multiagent
system consisting of different numbers of different agents. The following is an
example of a multi-agent system specification in which one explorer agent and three
carrier agents are created. In this example, the explorer agent does not have access
to any environment while the carrier agents have access to the blockworld and
itemdatabase environments. The specification of a multi-agent system constitutes
a multi-agent program, stored in a file with .mas extension.

explorer : explorer.2apl

carrier : carrier.2apl3@blockworld, itemdatebase

Individual 2APL agents are implemented by means of another specification lan-
guage. The EBNF syntax of this specification language is illustrated in Fig 3.10.
In this specification, we use 〈atom〉 to denote a Prolog like atomic formula starting
with lowercase letter, 〈Atom〉 to denote a Prolog like atomic formula starting with
a capital letter, 〈ground atom〉 to denote a ground atom and 〈V ar〉 to denote a
string starting with a capital letter.

An individual 2APL agent program can be composed of various ingredients that
specify different aspects of an individual agent. In particular, an agent can be
programmed in 2APL by implementing the initial state of these ingredients. The
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state of some of these ingredients will change during the execution while the state of
other ingredients remains the same during the execution of the agent. The program
of an individual agent is stored in a file with .2apl extension. In the following, we
will discuss each ingredient and give examples to illustrate them.

3.3.3 Plans

In order to reach its goals, a 2APL agent adopts plans. A plan consists of basic
actions composed by sequence operator, conditional choice operator, conditional
iteration operator, and a non-interleaving operator.

The sequence operator ; is a binary operator that takes two plans and generates
one 〈sequenceplan〉 plan. The sequence operator indicates that the first plan should
be performed before the second plan. The conditional choice operator generates
〈ifplan〉 plans of the form ifφ then π1 else π2, where π1 and π2 are arbitrary plans.
The condition part of this expression (i.e., φ) is a test that should be evaluated with
respect to an agent’s belief and goal bases. Such a plan can be interpreted as to
perform the if-part of the plan (i.e., π1) when the test succeeds, otherwise perform
the else-part of the plan (i.e., π2). The conditional iteration operator generates
〈whileplan〉 plans of the form while φ do π, where π is an arbitrary plan. The
condition φ is also a test that should be evaluated with respect to an agent’s belief
and goal bases. The iteration expression is then interpreted as to perform the plan
π as long as the test φ succeeds.

The (unary) non-interleaving operator generates 〈atomicplan〉 plans, which are
expressions of the form [π], where π is an arbitrary plan. This plan is interpreted
as an atomic plan π, which should be executed at once ensuring that the execution
of π is not interleaved with actions of other plans. Note that an agent can have
different plans at the same time and that plans cannot be composed by an explicit
parallel operator. As there is no explicit parallel composition operator, the nested
application of the unary operator has no effect, i.e., the executions of plans [π1;π2]
and [π1; [π2]] generate identical behaviors.

The plans of a 2APL agent are implemented by its plan base. The implemen-
tation of the initial plan base starts with the keyword Plans : followed by a list
of plans. The following example illustrates the initial plan base of a 2APL agent.
The first plan is an atomic plan ensuring that the agent updates its belief base with
its initial position (5, 5) immediately after performing the external action enter in
the blockworld environment. The second plan is a single action by which the agent
requests the administrator to register him. An agent’s plans may change during the
execution of the agent.

Plans :

[@blockworld(enter(5, 5, red), L);ChgPos(5, 5)],

send(admin, request, register(me))
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3.3.4 2APL deliberation process

In order to execute an individual agent, the 2APL interpreter follows a certain order
of deliberation steps repeatedly and indefinitely. Each deliberation step is specified
by a set of transition rules indicating which transitions an individual agent can make
at each moment in time. This repeated and indefinite sequence of the deliberation
steps can be generated by the agent’s deliberation cycle. The 2APL deliberation
cycle is illustrated in Fig 3.9.

Start Apply all PG rules

Execute first action 
of all plans

Process
External Events

Process
Internal Events

Process Messages

Rules Applied,
Plans Executed,

Events or Messages
Processed?

Sleep until external
events or messages

arrive

No

Yes

Figure 3.9: The deliberation cycle for individual 2APL agents

Each cycle starts by applying all applicable PG-rules, each rule only one time.
Note that a PG-rule can be applied more than one time since it can be applied to
generate plans for three different goals. For example, for an agent with two goals
g(a) and g(b) and g′(c), the PG-rule g(X)← b(Y )|π(X,Y ) can be applied to both
g(a) as well as g(b) and g′(c). However, according to the 2APL deliberation cycle
the PG-rule will be applied to the first goal g(a) in one cycle and to the goal g(b)
and g′(c) in the next cycle.

The deliberation cycle proceeds by executing only the first actions of all plans.
This is in order to make the deliberation process fair with respect to the execution
of all plans, i.e., in order to allow all plans to get a chance to be executed. The next
deliberation steps are to process all events received from the external environment,
all internal events indicating the failure of plans, and all messages received from
other agents, respectively. An event from the external environment is processed
by applying the first applicable PC-rule (with the head event) to it. An internal
event, which identifies a failed plan, is processed by applying the first applicable
PR-rule to the failed plan. A received message is then processed by applying the
first applicable PC-rule (with the head message) to it. Note that the application of
rules to process events generates and add plans to the corresponding agent’s plan
base.

After these deliberation steps, it is checked if it makes sense to do a new cycle
of deliberation steps. In fact, if in a deliberation cycle no rule could be applied, no
plan could be executed, and no event could be processed, then it makes no sense
to try again a new cycle of deliberation steps, except when a new event or message
has arrived.
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Of course, the order of the deliberation steps in a cycle can be defined in different
ways. For example, at each deliberation cycle one may apply only one applicable
PG-rule (instead of applying all applicable rules), execute one plan (instead of the
first action of all plans), and process one event. It is also possible to process events
before applying PG-rules or execute plans after processing events.

3.3.5 Planning goal rules (PG-rules)
A planning goal rule can be used to implement an agent that generates a plan when
it has certain goals and beliefs. The specification of a planning goal rule 〈pgrule〉
consists of three entries: the head of the rule, the condition of the rule, and the
body of the rule. The head and the condition of a planning goal rule are goal and
belief query expressions used to check if the agent has a certain goal and belief,
respectively. The body of the rule is a plan in which variables may occur. These
variables may be bound by the goal and belief expressions. A planning goal rule of
an agent can be applied when the goal and belief expressions (in the head and the
condition of the rule) are entailed by the agent’s goal and belief bases, respectively.
The application of a planning goal rule generates a substitution for variables that
occur in the head and condition of the rule because they are queried from the goal
and belief bases. The resulted substitution will be applied to the generated plan to
instantiate it. A planning goal rule is of the form: [〈goalquery〉] ← 〈belquery〉“ ←
”〈plan〉. Note that the head of the rule is optional which means that the agent can
generate a plan only based on its belief condition. The following is an example of
a planning goal rule indicating that a plan to go to a position (X2, Y 2), departing
from a position (X1, Y 1), to remove trash can be generated if the agent has a goal
to clean a space R (i.e., clean(R)) and it believes its current position is pos(X1, Y 1)
and there is trash at position (X2, Y 2).

PG− rules :

clean(R) < −pos(X1, Y 1)andtrash(X2, Y 2)|
{[goTo(X1, Y 1, X2, Y 2);RemoveTrash()]}

The action goTo(X1, Y 1, X2, Y 2) in the above PG-rule is an abstract action.

3.4 Conclusion
In order to use BDI-like agents in the games that can adapt, but still keep to the
general storyline it is necessary to use some specification of the game on a high level
that guarantees the fulfillment of overall game objectives while providing individual
freedom to the NPC’s.

The OperA model in combination with the OperettA tool proved a good ba-
sis for defining and controlling the game progress and storyline. They correlate
with storyboards that are currently used by game designers. Using an OperA or-
ganization model allows us to guarantee the game progress while allowing enough
possibilities for the agents to adapt to the trainee.
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Besides this we looked at 2APL that can be used to create agents that are able
to cope with a flexible structure. We use 2APL in our framework because it fits
well with the other components of the system. However the framework itself is not
dependent on 2APL.

We will use these two elements as a basis for creating a game that can adapt in
different ways. This approach was never used in games before. Both OperA and
2APL need to be modified or extended to meet our requirements. For example, even
though 2APL agents can deal with a flexible structure they do not have the ability
to adapt. We therefore implemented some of the missing components to make it a
complete framework. The environment plays an important role in games, however
in standard OperA one cannot describe the environment. The interaction between
the agents and the norms that are specified in OperettA was also not implemented
so we also define an implementation in this work.
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Figure 3.10: The EBNF syntax of 2APL individual agents
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4 2AGF

4.1 Introduction

Dynamic difficulty adjustment is an important aspect in training applications that
need to be suitable for a large variety of users with different skill levels. Current
approaches of dynamic difficulty adjustment in games use a purely centralized ap-
proach for this adaptation [75, 40]. This becomes impractical if the complexity
increases and especially if past actions of the non player characters (NPC’s) need
to be taken into account while trying to adapt to the skill level of the trainee as is
needed for serious games [68, 71]. The use of software agents has been advocated
as a means to deal with the complexity of serious games [50]. Distributing the re-
sponsibility of staying believable and adjusting to game progress over the different
NPC’s creates a more manageable situation because only actions performed and
observed by the agents themselves need to taken into account, but this might lead
to unwanted situations if their adaptation is not well coordinated. The agents could
all adapt at the same time, changing the difficulty too much. Or they could adapt
in such a way that the intended storyline is not preserved. In serious games, quality
is measured in terms of how well the components in the game are composed, how
they encourage the player (or trainee) to take certain actions, the extent to which
they motivate the player, i.e. the level of immersiveness the game provides, and
how well the gaming experience contributes to the learning goals of the trainee [16].
Thus immersiveness is a main driver of serious game development. The search for
enhanced immersiveness has increasingly led game developers to exploit agent tech-
nology in games [50] in order to preserve believable storylines. However, this might
be undermined if agents start to adapt individually to the trainee.

In general, three steps for online game adaptation have been identified [7]. First,
the initial level of the player must be identified. Second, the possible evolutions and
regressions in the player’s performance must be tracked as closely and as quickly as
possible. Third, the behavior of the game must remain believable. We will focus on
how the tracking is used to find the most appropriate solution while making sure
that the game stays believable using adaptive agents.

In order to optimize learning, serious games should provide the trainee an or-
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dered sequence of fundamentally different and believable tasks. Without a clear
organization structure, adaptation can quickly lead to a disturbed storyline and
the believability of the game will be diminished. Furthermore, characters in serious
games are usually active for relatively long periods. An example of a character
that is active for long periods could be a fireman agent which the trainee has to
supervise. The trainee would interact with such a character much longer than with
a zombie in a shooter game. This poses an extra burden on the believability of
the game, namely coherence of long-term behavior [54]. Newly spawned agents
can more easily adapt to the trainee because the trainee does not have any former
knowledge about the agent, giving it more options to perform different behaviors.

Fully centralized solutions are currently used to solve the problem of coordi-
nating multiple adapting agents. They are able to keep this manageable because
they only adjust simple parameter settings which are seen as independent from each
other like aiming accuracy and number of healthpacks. If the adaptation also in-
corporates fundamentally different tasks that need to be coordinated and if passed
events of the characters need to be taken into account, then this fully centralized
approach quickly becomes unscalable and slow.

When there are multiple NPC’s that all have their own preferences and can
all adapt to the trainee independently, it becomes almost impossible to create a
coherent game that has a natural progression of the game and is the right difficulty
for the user. The game progression is more controllable if there is a monitoring
system where the desired progression (could have different paths) is specified. We
propose a system where we do not only have a monitoring system that specifies the
desired storyline but that also tracks the current progression within the storyline.
The NPC’s are still programmed with their own preferences but they receive updates
of the game progression. The agents can then be programmed to perform different
plans, not only dependent on their own beliefs but also dependent on the game
progression.

Coordination of agent actions also becomes more manageable if there is a central
control system that allows the designer to put restrictions on the possible plans
performed by the agents. A very simple example is that the designer specifies
that at a certain point in the game, one of the NPC’s should always check the
left hallway. A possibility would be that all the agents are programmed with this
restriction in mind and that they communicate directly with each other to make sure
that one goes left. We developed a coordination system where all the agents propose
multiple actions with preference weights corresponding to each of these proposals.
From these proposals the adaptation engine will select the optimal solution that
also keeps the restrictions of the designer and the preferences of the agents in mind.
In this example, at least one agent prefers to check the left hallway but it puts
less burden on the designer to allow autonomy within the agents while making sure
that certain critical criteria are always met. We propose the use of multi-agent
organizations to define a storyline (defining coordination restrictions on the agents)
in such a way that there is room for adaptation while making sure that believability
of the game is preserved.

In this chapter we introduce the 2AGF framework. We discuss the different
elements of the framework, what their tasks are and how they interact with each
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other. This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 introduces the 2AGF frame-
work. The usage of OperA in 2AGF is discussed in Section 4.3. The adaptation
engine is discussed in further detail in Section 4.4. The elements in the framework
are formalized in Section 4.5. In Section 4.6 we look at 2AGF from the agent per-
spective. The chapter ends with a short summary of what has been achieved so far
in Section 4.7.

4.2 Framework
Systems of learning agents are usually unpredictable during the learning phase
because they are still exploring less effective options. This is not a problem for
applications like simulations or optimizations where only the end result matters.
But for games, where the agents are adapting to the trainee during the game and
thus the adaptation must have a direct beneficial influence, the system should not
fluctuate too far from the desired skill level. Therefore, adapting the game to the
trainee in complex learning applications requires both stable adaptation capabilities
and some form of coordination. In order to guarantee the successful flow of the game
and the fulfillment of the learning objectives, the system also needs to be able to
describe and maintain global objectives and rules.

Adaptation in games is guided by three main concerns: the trainee, the game
objectives and the agents. The trainee, its capabilities, learning objectives and
learning style are central to the adaptation. The purpose of the game is to provide
a suitable learning environment for the trainee, so the primary requirement for
adaptation is the need to determine the trainee’s initial state, objectives and style.
As important is the game setup. In order to ensure believability and therefore
contribute to the learning experience of the trainee, adaptation should maintain
coherence of the storyline and integrate seamlessly to the scene where the trainee
is situated.

We advocate bringing together three issues in order to adapt serious games to
the user.

• The adaptation should be distributed over the separate elements that consti-
tute the storyline

• These elements should adapt themselves online using some machine learning
technique

• They should do it in an organized fashion to maintain the general storyline.

People that play serious games might not be familiar with the task and not play
video games very often. Especially in the beginning of the training this can result in
big variations in skill levels. The learning rate can also vary from person to person.
To make the game suitable for more trainees we require a system that is able to
cope with these different skill levels and learning rates.

Serious games are usually complex games in which different tasks need to be
taught to the trainee. Adjusting the skill level for such a game is more complicated
than just adjusting small parameters of the dynamic elements. The adaptation
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requires fundamentally different behaviors from the NPC’s and even requires the
ability to expose the trainee to different scenarios.

Besides this adaptation the trainee still needs to encounter and finish certain
specified tasks to guarantee that the trainee reaches his required skill level. This
means that even though the system is dynamically adapting we still require being
able to specify the progression of the game and making sure the games progresses
as specified.

In our approach, agents provide the behavior for different game elements. Agents
can be behind a game character, but also control some other (non living) elements,
such as the strength of the fire and the quality of obstacles in the fire commander
training example. Each agent pursues its own goals, and should be able to adapt
its behavior by providing different plans for a goal or a range of alternative goals.

As discussed in the introduction, we propose an adaptation approach that uses
expert knowledge for the adaptation but is more flexible than current direct adap-
tation methods. Important to keep in mind is that the behavior of the agents is
determined by the tasks and difficulty that are to be executed by the trainee. As
such, the learning of the trainee is dependent on the agent behaviors. Each agent is
responsible for adapting its own subtask(s) while making sure that believability is
preserved. Think of the example where the trainee is a fire commander that needs
to secure victims inside a burning building. An example of a subtask is controlling
the fire, which can easily be increased in difficulty by letting the fire spread and grow
more or less rapidly. However it would be unrealistic if the fire suddenly doubles
in size without a gradual increase. In the same way, many more agents’ subtasks
influence the performance of the trainee. The bystanders could be obstructing the
medical personnel more if time progresses but it would be unbelievable if the number
of bystanders suddenly doubles. A typical example of subtasks directly interacting
with each other occurs when there is a police agent that has the ability to influence
the bystanders. Capable policemen can cope with bystanders if given appropriate
orders, but both policemen and bystanders can make the situation difficult for the
trainee. The trainee needs to give orders to the policeman if he is not performing
well while dealing with the bystanders is a different task.

The game should remain believable for the trainee. There should be no large
unexplainable deviations in the behavior of the NPC’s or in the dynamic elements of
the game world and the continuity of the game should be preserved. These require-
ments combined result in a system that is both flexible enough to be able to adjust
to the trainee’s needs while making sure the intended storyline and believability is
preserved. Agent organization approaches have proven to be successful in handling
these requirements in other domains.

Based on the current state of the trainee and on the current moment in the
game storyline, the adaptation engine should be able to determine what type of
behavior should be requested from the agents. Using this request, each agent can
determine its own possibilities for adaptation (or a range of possibilities) that should
fit with the agent’s own goals and its own perception of its role in the storyline. The
proposals by the agents are used by the adaptation engine to determine the overall
adaptation and request the chosen agents to change their behavior accordingly.
Finally, the resulting game scene is presented to the trainee.
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In training applications, it is usually possible to make an estimation of the dif-
ficulty of a certain task. This can be done using domain expert knowledge that
associates different task implementations with a specific difficulty level. These esti-
mates can be updated in an offline learning phase and will get more accurate if more
users have used the application. Having this information in advance significantly
speeds up the adaptation because the algorithm not only needs to learn the strength
relations between the different task implementations but is even able to directly se-
lect appropriate implementations for a given trainee skill level. The coordination
of the difficulty of the tasks of the different agents is done using the organizational
description of the storyline as given in the Game Model. If the trainee is performing
above expectation and all the agents decide to increase the difficulty at the same
time the application will probably be too difficult the next time. The adaptation
engine will determine how much agents are allowed to adapt.

We combine this all together in our 2AGF framework that uses an agent or-
ganization model with BDI agents. Figure 4.1 shows the overview of the 2AGF
framework. The figure shows the different elements of the framework and how they
interact with each other.

Agent model• 2APL Agent

Agent model• Agent Bidding

• Game world

• Game state

• Agent interface

• User Model

• Adaptation Engine

• NPC• NPC• NPC• NPC

Update

User Performance

Translate

Plans Bid

Update Beliefbase

Task Weights Skill Levels

External Action
SelectionGame Actions

Preferences & 
Temination

Scene StatesApplicable plans

• Game Model

Figure 4.1: Framework overview

We will shortly discuss all the different elements and their purpose and we will
explain the interactions between the different elements. Like all other computer
game environments the 2AGF framework also contains a game world. The game
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world is the (3D) virtual environment in which the game characters, the game world
and the trainee interact. The 2AGF framework is independent from the actual game
world but throughout this work we will focus on serious games made for training
purposes like a fire commander training game.

In the game world there are different NPC’s and dynamic world elements that
the trainee will interact with. The behavior of the dynamic elements will for a
large part define the tasks of the trainee and thus also how difficult the tasks will
be for the trainee. These NPC’s are controlled by BDI agents. BDI agents are
agents that are modeled using the Belief-Desire-Intention model as discussed in
Section 3.3. This results in characters that reason more humanlike than the more
commonly used scripted characters [56]. The BDI agents interact with the NPC’s
and dynamic world elements through the agent interface. The agent interface pro-
vides a translation between the more high-level reasoning of the BDI agents and
the low level control of the NPC’s. A high-level BDI plan could for example be
“go to station” which depends on more low-level game plans like “move to x,y” and
“avoid obstacles”

The behavior of the BDI agents is constructed in such a way that they can per-
form different tasks that are suitable for the trainee. Different tasks are applicable
at different parts of the storyline of the game. It would, for example, be strange if
the firemen would prepare everything needed to extinguish a fire if their plan is to
rescue a cat from a tree. The storyline of the game is specified in the game model.
The game not only specifies the storylines of the game but also the boundaries of
the behavior of the different roles participating in the game. These roles are enacted
by the BDI agents and will therefore have to respect these boundaries imposed on
them.

The adaptation engine is an important element in the interaction between the
game model and the BDI agents. The most direct interaction between these ele-
ments is by passing the current active scene states to the BDI agents. This informa-
tion is used by the BDI agents to narrow down the applicable plans to only those
plans that are suitable for the position in the storyline. The applicable plans of
agents do not only depend on the scene states but also on the current internal state
of the agents. The internal state of the agents contains the most recent relevant
data from the game state by ways of a beliefbase update. Besides these game state
beliefs the agent also stores past events in its beliefbase which can also limit the
number of applicable plans. The agent can for example remember that he has a
broken leg or that he was aiming very accurately the last time they extinguished a
fire.

The characters in the game have the capability to perform basic actions, like
walking to a certain location or opening a door. The higher level behaviors are
specified in the BDI agents which send the basic external actions to the agent
interface which translates these commands to basic game actions. These high level
behaviors could be to extinguish a certain fire using different approaches. The BDI
agents can perform different actions that best fit their own beliefs. Most of the time
they can continue to do this without any coordination of the adaptation engine. The
agent can decide when it needs to coordinate with other agents. This can be the
case when the difficulty deviates too much from the skill level of the trainee or when
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the agent reaches a state where it is natural to perform a different task. At these
moments the agents send their applicable plans to the agent bidding module. Here
a bid is made from the applicable plans with their corresponding preference of the
agents. These preferences of the agents are used for maximizing the believability at
the agent level. Actions that are more natural in regards to past actions from the
agent will receive higher preferences. It would for example be less natural if the fire
extinguish skill of a certain fireman would suddenly decrease without a reasonable
cause. The resulting plan bid is send to the adaptation engine. The adaptation
engine keeps track of the game progression that is defined in the game model and
finds a task combination that best matches the required skill levels for the trainee
and the preferences of the agents.

The adaptation engine uses information from the trainee model to find the com-
bination of tasks that is most suitable for the trainee (while keeping the preferences
of the agents into account). Finding this combination is done through a combi-
natorial auction. We have chosen a combinatorial auction because they are very
suitable for optimizing tasks with dependencies and different conflicting interests.
The information from the trainee model to the adaptation engine is passed in the
form of skill levels. These skill levels represent the estimation of proficiency of the
trainee on different learning tasks. This means that the framework allows to es-
timate skill level for different types of tasks. For example, on the “extinguish fire
skill” and on the “giving team orders skill”. The trainee model is continuously
updated throughout the game to allow the system to dynamically adjust to the
trainee. The game state passes specific user performance information to the user
model. The passed data contains the performance of the trainee for each skill on
the most recently completed task combinations. For each selected task combination
the skill weights are passed to the agent. These skill weights represent the influence
for each skill on the most recent task combinations. The combination skill weights
and user performance allows the trainee model to update the estimated skill levels.

4.3 Agent organization

As discussed in Chapter 3, OperA enables to define the conditions when certain
plans are allowed or not. The ordering of the different possible plans can also be
defined in OperA. This allows the designer to make sure that the users are not
exposed to tasks that are not suitable yet or would ruin the storyline.

The OperA model for agent organizations enables the specification of organiza-
tional requirements and objectives, and at the same time allows participants to have
the freedom to act according to their own capabilities and demands. In OperA, the
designer is able to specify the flow of the game by using landmarks. The different
sub-storyline definitions of the game are represented by scenes which are partially
ordered without the need to explicitly fix the duration and real time ordering of
all activities. That is, OperA enables different scenes of the game to progress in
parallel. In the scenes, the results of the interaction are specified and how and in
what order the different agents should interact.

Such an interaction structure defines the ordering of the scenes and when it is
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• Start

• Extinguish Fire

• End

• Rescue Victims

Figure 4.2: Loosely defined storyline
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Figure 4.3: Strictly defined storyline

allowed to transition to the next scene. The scenes are defined by scene scripts
that specify which roles participate and how they interact with each other. The
definition of the organization can be so strict that it almost completely defines the
strategy. But it is also possible to specify the organization in such a way that all the
agents in the game work towards achieving the goals of the game but are still able
to do this using different strategies. Figure 4.3 shows an example of a very strict
specified storyline with a deterministic ordening. Figure 4.2 shows an extremely
unspecified storyline that just requires the fire to be extinguished and the victims
to be saved in the end.

It is also possible to define norms in the scene description. This makes it possible
to put extra restrictions on the behavior of the agent. In a scene script, it is also
possible to define certain time constraints to make sure that the game progresses
fast enough. Norms can, for example, be used to specify that there always needs
to be at least one agent that controls the firepump while extinguishing the fire. Or
one can specify that a fireagent always needs to wear a helmet before entering a
building.

The considerations above show that OperA can be applied to current game
development approaches as a way to specify flexible scripting. Most current game
developers already use storyboards to describe the storyline of the game. OperA
uses an “interaction structure” which is similar to a storyboard as it defines the
progression by defining the ordering of “scenes”. These scenes are specified by scene
scripts in which the interaction between the NPC’s is specified. These scene scripts
also allow the designer to specify the desired final states of the scene. This allows
the designer to guarantee the game is in certain state at the end of a scene, and
thus make sure the game progresses with proper continuity and that the planned
tasks are performed.

The OperA framework is created for open systems in which agents created by
third party developers can enter and exit the organization on their own initiative.
We however assume that the agents are all part of the same application and are
designed by the same company. This means that we can specify the mutual respon-
sibilities in advance and create agents that are able to fulfill their corresponding
tasks. We still use the OperA framework to specify boundaries of the game but we
do not need to use the social contracts of the OperA framework. In Chapter 5 we
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will show how an organization can be specified and how the agents interact with
the organization.

4.4 Adaptation engine

The adaptation engine is the part of the framework that uses data from the agents,
the game model and the user model to adapt to the trainee in such a way that it is
suitable from a storyline, trainee and the agent perspective.

Assuming a user model indicating the user aims, capabilities and learning ob-
jectives, the game engine will select a task that is most suitable for the trainee but
also preserves the storyline and gameflow. We assume that the storyline is defined
by an agent organization framework, such as OperA. At the beginning of the game,
a default user model is used, which may not be a very accurate representation of
the trainee but this model will be adapted according to the trainee’s performance.
On the other hand, each agent has its own preferences and these preferences are
likely to conflict with each other.

As stated earlier the game model specifies the storyline and the boundaries of
the game. Some of these boundaries are not only taken into account by the agents
but also by the adaptation engine. One could, for example, specify that one agent
always needs to go left and one agent needs to go right. The adaptation engine
should make sure that the resulting combination respects these boundaries.

The main objective of the adaptation engine is to choose the most optimal task
for the trainee, given the user model, the game flow and the capabilities of the
agents. The task of the trainee is created by combining the subtasks of the agents.
The agents representing the different adaptable elements will make different possible
variants of their subtasks available that can be executed in the next time step. The
actual selection is thus dependent on the required task for the trainee and on the
preferences of the agents. While optimizing on the skills of the trainee we also want
to optimize on the preferences of the agents (the agent bids) to keep their preferences
into account to keep the game as believable as possible. This process uses a form of
a combinatorial auction [66]. A combinatorial auction is needed because the agents
can give a higher score for performing a certain action depending on which plans
the other agents will perform. The preferences of the agents are different because
they have as a goal to stay as consistent and believable as possible and to follow
their own preferred ordering of tasks. The agent uses information from the Game
Model where the ordering of tasks can be specified. This preference dependence is
only used for tasks that require coordination between the agents. For example, it is
more believable for a fireman to lift a heavy object if another agent helps him. We
try to limit the amount of preference dependences because it is much more labor
intensive for the game designer to specify the preferences of the agents and it is
also more computationally expensive to find the best solution. Similar to finding
the best match for the skill level we also want to avoid large deviations from the
preferences. During this task selection we also use the restrictions from the Game
Model to select a fitting task according to the organizational requirements. An
example of this is that in the organization it is specified that one agent always goes
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left and one agent goes right. In the case that one agent specified no preference
while the other agent prefers to go right, the agent without a preference should
select the variations where it goes left. In Chapter 6 we will further explain the
workings of the adaptation engine.

4.4.1 Adaptation with BDI-agents

Standard 2APL agents and the 2APL language are not created for the purpose of
learning or adapting. We extended the 2APL engine to allow the agent to perform
different actions with varying difficulty given the same situation.

There are many forms of adaptation that could be used in conjunction with BDI
agents. The approach we developed changes a preference ordering in the applicable
plans of the agents. All the plans that are performed by the agents are plans that
are manually created with the game model structure in mind. This is done in such
a way that the applicable plans are not only dependent on the game state and the
internal state of the agent but also on the scenes that are currently active. The
game progress is more easily ensured because the designer can control at which
moment plans are applicable. Using these tailored plans results in adaptation that
always selects plans that have a predictable outcome. Predictable outcomes are
important for online adaptation because the trainee observes all the plans that are
performed by the agents. Furthermore, the agents are created in such a way that
they have multiple applicable plans at the same time. This ensures that agents are
always ready to adapt their behavior to the trainee when a new plan starts.

Default 2APL language execution would result in selection of the first applicable
plan without keeping any other preferences into account. In our framework all the
applicable plans could be selected depending on the storyline progression, the agent
preferences and the trainee’s needs. Variations in these applicable plans could be
very simple and dependent on only one single parameter. For example the agent
could walk a bit faster or a bit slower to make the task more difficult for the trainee.
But the variations could also be more complex, the agent could walk a different route
or the agent could be drunk and therefore won’t walk in a straight line. The agent
could even walk completely in the wrong direction to force the trainee to take a
certain action.

Plans with the same plan type but with a different difficulty for the trainee are
created. Choosing between these plans allows for adaptation of the difficulty level
by changing the preferences. Not only is it possible to change the difficulty level
but it is also possible to have the agent perform a plan of a different type if this is
also an applicable plan.

Our approach of using an agent organization framework together with a com-
binatorial auction for guiding adaptation is not dependent on 2APL; other (agent)
programming languages could be used in a similar system. However, 2APL is a
very good fit with this system. All the behaviors of the agents are guided in a plan
based fashion. It is perfectly normal in 2APL that multiple plans are active at the
same time and that multiple applicable goal rules from these different plans could
be executed. This works together nicely with our coordination which selects the
best fitting plan for both the trainee and the storyline.
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The implementation of the BDI-agents is explained in more detail in Chapter 8.

4.5 Formalization
In this section we will formalize some important aspects of a training simulation.
Of each of these aspects, we will discuss how to obtain the values of these. We use a
bottom-up approach to specify the different elements of the framework. The most
basic element in this definition are the basic tasks:

(D1) S = {s1, ..., sx}

These basic tasks are the smallest units which are used for the adaptation. These
basic tasks consist of agent plans. This means that we do not always adapt on the
level of basic actions. If you do want to adapt on the single basic action level one
can easily define an agent plan that consists of only performing one plan. But most
of the time an agent plan is a sequence of basic actions that are performed in a
fixed order.

Each task has a predefined goal. This basic tasks are constructed in such a
way that they fulfill the goal. An example of this could be the basic task “fetch
fire hose”, this task would consist of walking to the hose and picking it up. The
corresponding goal of this would be “have hose in possession”.

From these basic task we can define a the set of tasks:

(D2) T = {t1, ..., tl}

With ti = (si1; si2; ...; sim, Gi), sij ∈ S and Gi a partial state description.
We use goal(ti) to refer to the goal of ti.
The set of abstract tasks is defined as follows:

(D3) AT = {at1, ..., atz}

With ati an abstract task defined as follows:

(D4) ati = (Ti, Gi)

where Ti = {tj |goal(tj) = Gi}
This means that ati is the set of all tasks with the same goal. These tasks can

all be used to achieve the same effect. For example, all the tasks that achieve the
goal of fire extinguished. This could, for eample, be achieved by the tasks: throw
water on fire, throw blanket on fire.

4.5.1 Difficulty

The difficulty for a variation is determined separately for each skill that the user
needs to learn. The difficulties are defined on the basic task level. This means that
for every basic task we can determine the difficulty for each skill. The difficulty
for a skill of a basic task is always a value between zero and one. The resulting
difficulty function for a single basic task is defined as follows:
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(D5) d : S ×K ⇒ [0, 1]

With K the set of all possible skills. Possible skills could for example be: extin-
guishing fire and giving team orders.

Function d determines the difficulty of the separate tasks, this depends on the
selected subtask execution and are defined by a human expert. These values indicate
the expected needed skill of a trainee to perfectly complete the task. For instance,
on a task with a value of 0.5 on some property, a trainee with a skill level of 0.2 is
expected to have difficulty completing the task, while a trainee with a skill of 0.6
should be able to perform the task perfectly. The assumption is that tasks with a
skill level a little higher than the skill level of a user for certain properties can be
expected to be challenging enough to be valuable for training, but not too hard to
complete.

Some tasks are only relevant for certain skills and do not influence the difficulty
of the other skill levels at all. In these cases the difficulty for that skill will be
defined as Null.

From this we can calculate the combined difficulty for each skill: The difficulty
function D determines the total difficulty for a skill category from the difficulty of
the separate subtasks that belongs to the corresponding skill category:

(D6) D(ti, k) = g((d(ti1, k), ..., d(tim, k)))

Currently function g uses the average of all the non null difficulties but other
more specialized functions could also be used.

The weights for each skill category are dependent on the selected set of tasks ti.
The corresponding weights for each skill category are defined by a human expert:

(D7) k ∈ K : wk(ti) = w(ti, k)

These values indicate how much each skill is needed for the task. These weights will
be used to determine how much to update each skill level of a trainee that performed
the corresponding task. The weights are also always values between zero and one.
There are two equivalent ways to establish these weight variables in a useful way. In
the first case, each weight corresponds to the amount of impact that each property
has on the training as a whole. For instance, one way to determine such weights is
to use the expected amount of time needed for a certain subtask corresponding to a
certain skill. Note that this is an orthogonal concept to difficulty, because subtasks
that make up the largest part of a task are not necessarily also the hardest parts of
that task. In the second case, a perhaps easier way to handle these weight variables
is to separate the impact on learning as a whole from the make up of a certain task.
Then, the weights of a task could be required to sum to one over all skills. The
interpretation of a weight then is the part of that skill that is needed to perform
this task. Such a tuple may be somewhat easier to construct, for instance by human
experts. However, an indication of the size of the task compared to the training as
a whole is needed.

Moreover, a reward function is needed to evaluate the performance of the trainee.
Such a function should be defined for each task, such that it can give feedback about
the level of performance of the trainee on that task. The output of a reinforcement
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function is a number r, that can range from 0 to 1, where the interpretation is that
when a trainee receives a reinforcement of r = 1 the task was performed perfectly.
Conversely, a reinforcement of r = 0 indicates that the trainee failed to complete
the task at all. We only consider reinforcement functions that are constructed by
human experts, although for most domains some metrics such as the time needed
to complete a task compared to the average time needed to complete the task by
similar users could be used as reinforcement.

Finally we need a user model. In our case this is a very simple model consisting
of a tuple of size l:

(D8) U = (u1, u2, . . . , ul)

where each element indicates the expected skill level of the user on each correspond-
ing skill category.

The game organization model describes which combinations of subtasks are al-
lowed at any state of the game. Each agent is able to provide some of the subtasks
at a certain difficulty level. Furthermore, the user model will indicate the desired
difficulty level for each skill category for the user task. Then, the objective of
the adaptation engine is to determine an ordered set of subtasks that is allowed
according to the game model, possible to be executed by a set of agents.

4.6 Agent perspective

In the previous section we have described the way that the adaptation engine selects
tasks for the agents based on their bids, the constraints from the game model and
the required skill level of the trainee. In this section we will check how the agents
compose their bids and how they adjust their preferences accordingly.

4.6.1 Action selection

As stated in earlier sections we use a modified version of 2APL that provides learning
capabilities to the agents. It should be noted that in our approach, the individual
agents are not responsible for the learning rate of the trainee. That is taken care of
by the adaptation engine. However, the goals of the agents are explicitly determined
to facilitate the trainee’s objectives. Furthermore, we assume that all agents aim at
being as helpful as possible and opt to participate in a scene, to support the trainee.
This means that the agent is primarily responsible for fulfilling its own goals. All
tasks performed by the agents contribute in some way to the learning of the trainee,
but agents are not directly responsible for finding the right combination of plans or
to coordinate their tasks with the other agents.

Usually, the agent will propose to the adaptation engine multiple different plans
that it would like to execute, according to its goals. We make a distinction between
different types of plan sets that the agent can propose. At the highest level we have
plans that are different because they are designed to fulfill different goals. Next, we
have plans that are in a different class because they are designed to fulfill the same
goal but use different action types to achieve this. For example, an agent could have
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multiple actions for satisfying the goal to extinguish a fire. It can achieve this by
using water, or snuff out the flame by using explosives. And finally we have multiple
plans that use the same action type but have a different execution of this action
that is similar but are created to propose different difficulty levels. For example,
there could be multiple implementations of using a water hose to extinguish a fire
with different degrees of effectiveness.

Based on the information on the required difficulty of the subtask set, provided
by the adaptation engine, an agent will generate one or more fitting proposals.
The agent has two conflicting concerns when proposing actions to the adaptation
engine. One the one hand, the agent has certain preferences related to keeping its
behavior as consistent and believable as possible. On the other hand should the
agent also propose actions that allow for a suitable learning task for the trainee.
Suggesting suitable plans is not only dependent on the desired difficulty but also
on information of the current environment and of past occurrences. For example,
the agent can observe that another agent is already performing a certain task and
the agent knows that only one agent can perform this task at the same time. The
number of plans proposed by the agents have a big influence on the whole system.
In the extreme case that each agent only proposes one option, the adaptation engine
can only select which agents participate in the scene and not what behaviors they
perform and which variation is used. This allows for little possible adaptation to the
user and a higher chance that no valid combinations can be made. An advantage
of proposing very few options is that the behavior of the agent is more believable
because the agents propose actions that are best fitting with their own preferences
(staying as believable as possible). In the other extreme where the agents propose
all valid actions, there are a lot more possible combinations, allowing multiple valid
solutions and more possibilities to adapt to the user. A disadvantage is that the
agents could end up performing actions that do not fit their storyline very well. The
agents are able to give preferences on the actions they propose but it depends on the
adaptation engine to which degree these preferences are used. The optimal solution
will lie somewhere between these extremes. Agents should provide enough plans to
allow for proper adaptation to the trainee but not propose unrealistic plans, while
the adaptation engine should keep the preferences of the agent into account.

The adaptation engine not only selects the best matching combination of plans
but also is able to influence plans proposed by the agents to achieve a better combi-
nation for the trainee. If the organization detects the trainee would be best served
if more agents suggest plans related to a certain action type at a certain time, it can
request this from the agents. Remember that the agents already propose all options
that they think are believable so this request should not be used to try to let the
agents propose different plans without a special reason. One reason could be that
there is no valid combination possible with the current bids. However this should
not happen frequently. A situation that will occur more often is that agents are
performing actions that continue for longer periods of time but can be terminated
upon request. If this is not the case, the organization could have the agent switch
plans with an active plan that should not be terminated at that time. Or if the
organization always waits for the agents to finish its active plan before assigning
a new plan, some plans that very easily could be switched might not be executed
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because the agent is performing a simple plan that takes a very long time (possible
infinite) to complete.

Both the timing of switching plans as well as the decision to comply with a
request from the adaptation engine are the responsibility of the agents. If the
agent sees no need for coordination and skill level deviations are small enough then
the agent can decide to select a new plan without needing to communicate with
the adaptation engine. Figure 4.4 visualizes the plan selection process within the
agents. In some cases the agent is able to perform certain plans (and thus can be
requested by the organization) that at that time would not fit the storyline of the
game very well. Even though the expected combined difficulty of the task might
be less suitable for the trainee if the agent does not comply to the request, it could
still be a wise decision if the storyline of the game is better preserved.

We assume that when the default internal reasoning of the agents suggests pref-
erences on actions, the behavior of the agent is more natural. This provides an
advantage when compared with top-down orchestration of all the plans.

Send  bid 

Receive  
allocated plan 

Perform plan 

Coordination 
required?

Action
finished

Adaptation
request

select plan 

Bid

Plan

Request

Figure 4.4: Plan selection process

Definition 1 (Agent Proposal)
An agent proposal is defined as a set of actions with their corresponding preference:

(D5) Propa = {(s, pref(s))|xl ≤ hd(s) ≤ yl ∧ s ∈ Sok}

With xl and yl defining the boundaries of the difficulty and Sok defines the actions
that are legal with regards to the storyline. a defines the agent index.
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4.7 Conclusions
In this chapter we discussed the general outline of 2AGF. The basis for the adap-
tation relies on the use of learning agents. In order to coordinate the adaption of
the agents we use an organizational framework that specifies the limitations of the
adaptation in each context. We have shown how 2AGF meets the requirements
posed on adaptation of the game as discussed in section 1.5. I.e. it is done on-line,
takes care of a natural flow of the game and optimizes the learning curve of the
user. In order to fulfill the requirements 2AGF uses a user model, the preferences
of the agents and uses the guidelines from the organization model.

We argued that an agent based approach for adapting complex tasks is more
practical than a centralized approach. Note that the adaptation engine functions
as central control, but it does this only at times that agents need to adapt (which
they can indicate) or coordinate. So, central control is only used intermittently.
It is more natural if the different elements are implemented by separate software
agents that are responsible for their own believability. For complex games where
characters play roles over extended periods of time this increases the believability
of the whole game. However, the system does not only need to be flexible, the
designer also must be able to define the storyline and put certain restrictions on the
combined behavior of the agents. Agent organization frameworks are very suitable
for creating a flexible system that still must follow a certain progression and behave
according to certain norms. Hence the use of OperA for the specification of the
organization of the agents in the game.

The proposed model for game adaptation selects tasks that are most suitable
for the trainee while following the specification of the game model and keeping the
preferences of the separate agents into account. The combination of adaptations
selected at each moment is done through a kind of auction mechanism that provides
a balance between local optimization of the task and believability of the agent and
overall difficulty of the situation for the trainee.
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Increasing complexity of software games, in particular of serious games [68, 71], and
the need to reuse and adapt games to different purposes and different user needs,
requires distributed development approaches. The need for re-usage is even higher
for serious games because they are usually made for a smaller number of users
that need a specialized game for their learning goal. Game renderers (they create
the graphical representation of the game) are already reused [95] for this type of
games, physics engines can also be pulled off the shelf [52], but modular game AI
is still something that is not really available with the current technology [31]. As
games become more and more sophisticated in terms of graphical and technological
capabilities, higher demands are also put on the content provided by them. With
content we mean the story, characters, dialogue, game play, music, sound etc., i.e.
everything that is presented to the player through the interface [17].

Using agents in computer games is especially useful when the complexity of
the games increases. Thus especially for serious games it could be very useful to
implement the different parts using agents. These games usually are very complex
with different characters performing complicated tasks and they need to be modified
very often. One could, for example, think of combat training games where the
number of tanks should be increased or even replaced by another type of tank or
vehicle. It would be very useful if this could be done without rewriting the complete
strategy.

As discussed in Chapter 4, serious games can be seen as designed organizations
[29] developed to realize a specific set of goals and requirements. This explicit or-
ganizational structure is then elaborated by the individual agents into appropriate
behaviors. Global game structure is specified by organizational design. Organiza-
tion structures implement the idea that agent interactions occur not just by accident
but aim at achieving some desired global goals [84]. The resulting system is a system
where the individual agents can make individual decisions but keeping the organi-
zational model into account. This results in a system with freedom for the agents
to perform a variation of different tasks while making sure that their combined
behavior satisfies the progress of the game.

We propose a system for adapting agents in an organized fashion. As discussed
in Chapter 4, we need the agents to adapt to the user while he is playing the
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computer game. Because this adaptation is done online (during gameplay) it is
very important that the adaptation is regulated to make sure the game does not
reach unwanted states. This is less of a problem if the learning is done offline, then
you just want to make sure that the end result is good. Designers of computer
games put a lot of effort in creating scenarios and writing a certain storyline. Thus
in current computer games (adaptive) agents are hardly used because control is a
very important aspect and designers are afraid they lose control of the game by
introducing autonomous agents. Thus we certainly have to avoid the agents to
adapt in such a way that they ruin the game itself.

Our approach is to orchestrate the adaptation in such a way that it always fol-
lows the strict requirements of the game play. An Agent Organization [27] is needed
to describe game objectives in terms of the capabilities and constraints of organi-
zational concepts such as roles (or function, or position), groups (or communities),
tasks (or activities) and interaction protocols (or dialogue structure), thus on what
relates the structure of an organization to the externally observable behavior of its
agents. Agents are autonomous, so can in principle evaluate organization state and
decide to adapt their behavior.

In section 5.1 we show how an agent organization can be used to define the game
progress and in section 5.2 we discuss the implementation of the norms and how
they keep the adaptation of the agents in control.

5.1 Adaptation using agents
Current use of agents for gaming assumes centralized control over agents which
have no learning capabilities which makes adaptation impossible. On the other
hand, systems that do allow learning are still restricted on the learning possibilities
and also assume centralized control. Adapting the game to the user for complex
learning applications requires both learning capabilities and decentralized control.
However, in order to guarantee successful flow of the game and the fulfillment of
the learning objectives, the system needs to be able to describe global objectives
and rules.

For games, where the agents are adapting during the game and thus the adap-
tation directly has to have a beneficial influence, the system needs to be more
predictable.

In chapter 4 we gave a general overview of 2AFG and the role of OperA. In the
next section we will describe in more detail how OperA is used for the design of
adaptable games.

5.1.1 Keeping the storyline
Using OperA enables us to describe the storyline of the game by means of global role
objectives and behavioral norms. In OperA it is also possible to describe different
organizational mechanisms that can be used for defining relations between different
types of agents.

When using difficulty adjustment in serious games one has to make sure that
the intended tasks are still learned by the player and not skipped or changed by the
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adaptation. A good way to learn these tasks is to split them up in several different
subtasks that can be used to achieve checkable landmarks. In such a landmark one
can specify what the intended outcome is once it is achieved. The game can only
progress if these landmark requirements are achieved.

Certain landmarks first need to be achieved by the player before he is allowed
to continue learning other more advanced subtasks. The learning of the different
subtasks can be done using increasing difficulty or even using a hinting system. The
approach we take is fundamentally different from approaches that are currently used
for creating games; We design the game from the agent organization perspective.
Right now applications that use adaptable agents first create a complete world and
storyline and then at the end the agents are added, making it almost impossible
for the agent to make any significant decisions. Systems that are created from an
agent perspective without any organization model usually have no clear definition
about the storyline at all.

In our approach, we define the most critical waypoints that need to be achieved
and indicate their relative order such that the agents are able to choose between
different actions, but still are guided towards the achievements of the critical way-
points.

5.1.2 Example

Our suggestion of using an agent organization approach works for most types of
games where there are multiple characters. As an example, we will focus on the
“real time strategy”(RTS) genre of games. In RTS games, different teams compete
against each other by controlling multiple battle units and production units. Basic
tasks are building, gathering resources, attacking and defending. This game genre
is a good test case because there are lots of different independent characters or units
that have to work together to reach their goals.

In current RTS implementations the whole team of a computer opponent is
controlled by one predefined script [46]. In this script, the exact actions for every
situation are defined. This is done on the level of assigning tasks to a predefined
number of units. The specific execution of the tasks is handled by lower level parts
of the engine. This means that the whole team is basically just one big agent. In
our proposed approach every entity in the team is a separate agent with its own
goals and responsibilities. The organization model defines the limitations on the
strategies.

All the different roles participating in the game are defined by a role description.
In these role descriptions the activities and services that have to be performed by
this role to achieve the game objectives are defined. In an RTS all the different types
of units are separate roles. The buildings in an RTS game are actually production
units. They play such an active role in this type of game that it makes sense to
also model these as agents. We also added the environment to the organization
because we also want to be able to adapt the environment. A possible adaptation is
to create extra resources in unexplored areas if the game is too difficult for the user,
or remove resources if the game is too easy. It is possible that there are roles that
do not visually exist in the game but play a more controlling role. For example, it
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could be a good idea to have a special role that controls all the resource gathering
agents so that they cooperate and distribute tasks more efficiently. In Table 5.1
we show a simplified example of the role definition of a worker agent. A worker
agent has a few different objectives; it has to gather resources that can be used for
creating new units and production units, but he also has to build these production
units. Note that we use natural language to describe norms, in reality the OperA
norm language would be used.

Table 5.1: Role Definition of a Worker Agent

Role definition

Role id: Worker agent
Objectives: Minegold(Minen), Build(Buildingy), Repair(Tankz)
Sub-objectives: Walk to mine(Minen), Return gold(Base)
Rights: Enter mine
Norms: IF damaged(Tankz)THEN OBLIGED(Repair(Tankz))

Different roles can also be grouped together using a group definition. In Table
5.2 we have an example of a group definition. In this group definition the different
roles that are part of the group are specified. A group does not have goals but is
used to associate norms with all the roles within a group. Group definitions can
also be very useful for defining tasks that can be performed by different roles.

Table 5.2: Group Definition of Character

Group definition

Group id: Characters
Roles: Tank,Soldier,Worker
Norms: OBLIGED(listen to move commands)

Relations between different roles can be specified using the role dependency
diagram. In this diagram one specifies if a role depends on other roles to reach
its objectives. Figure 5.1 is an example of a subset of role dependencies of our
example RTS game. In this diagram you can see that the commander depends on
the workers to get more buildings and the workers depend on the commander to
receive orders to, for example, build more barracks.

The main interaction of the agents and the progression of the game is defined by
the interaction structure. In Figure 5.2 we show a small portion of the interaction
structure for the simplified RTS. The arrows point to the agent the other agent
depends on to accomplish its task. This allows us to specify which parts of the
game have to be done in what order. Very important for computer games is that it
is possible to define tasks that can be performed in parallel.

The different elements in the interaction structure are called scenes. The scenes
are defined by scene scripts that specify which roles participate and how they in-
teract with each other.
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• Worker •Commander

• Barracks

• Soldier

Give orders

Give orders
Construct

Protect

More buildings

Train

Protect

Figure 5.1: Role Dependencies

The definition of the organization can be so strict that it almost completely
defines the strategy. For example in the current approach of Boswars the LUA
script defines that first 5 workers are built and then immediately the barracks are
built. It is possible to define the organization in such a way that this behavior is
guaranteed. But our idea is that the organization is specified in such a way that all
the agents in the game work towards achieving the goals of the game but are still
able to do this using different strategies.

Figure 5.2: Part of Interaction Structure

Table 5.3: Scene Script Gather Resources

Scene script definition

Scene id: Gather Resources
Roles: Worker(1..MAX)
Results: r1 : mine gold(Minen)
Interaction Patterns:
Norms: OBLIGED(stop BEFORE 1000 gold)
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In Fig. 5.2 we show a small part of the interaction structure to demonstrate the
need for restricting the possible strategies of the agents. The interaction structure
is a partial ordering of the progression of the game. In this interaction structure we
define that before building barracks, resources have to be gathered. This is because
the resources are needed to be able to build a barracks. A similar situation occurs
in the “train soldier” situation. Before a new soldier can be trained we first need
to have a barracks build.

If the agent is learning without restrictions it would be possible for the agent to
learn a very efficient strategy for mining gold and just continue to do this. This could
be a very efficient behavior from the agent’s perspective because it can just continue
to take the most efficient route from the mine to the base and back. However this
is of course not a desired behavior, as other elements of the game can only continue
if the worker also spends time on some of the other tasks. If no barracks or factory
is build, no battle units can be created.

In a predefined strategy this is solved by hardcoding the complete behavior of
the agent. The strategy specifies exactly how the mining should be done and for
how much time.

We do not want to specify in the organization exactly how the mining should be
done because we do want the agents to be able to optimize their behavior and adapt
to the trainee. But we do want to make sure that the game progresses. This can be
done using a norm specifying a limit on how long the agent can mine gold before he
has to continue to the next scene in the interaction structure (see table 5.3). The
agent is also allowed to move on to the next scene before this limit is reached but
now we have a guarantee that this part of the game will progress. This does not
mean that once a worker has stopped gathering resources, that he never will gather
resources again. As you can see in Fig. 5.2 it is possible to define a transition from
a scene back to a scene that has been active before.

One could also specify a maximum amount of time spent on gathering resources.
This could be done because of efficiency reasons (start building a barracks as soon
as possible), but it would be a very bad idea to stop gathering resources while the
worker is bringing back the gold to the base (the gold is lost in this situation).
These restrictions can be specified in the “Scene connector definition”. In this
definition you do not only specify the source scene(gather resources) and the target
scene(build barracks) but also a list of departure landmarks and entry landmarks.
A specification of the departure landmarks in this case should be that they mined
at least an x amount of gold thus ensuring that they don’t stop at any time, but
only when they gathered enough gold.

Besides defining the progression of the game it is also possible to define interac-
tion and cooperation between different roles. This can be defined on the scene script
level using the interaction patterns. In the previous scene script (Tabble 5.3) we
did not define any interaction patterns because that scene can be executed by one
single agent without any restrictions concerning other agents. We will now show
an example of a possible scene where interaction is required. In this scene we have
a compound that has to be guarded by at least 4 guards (one for every side of the
building). The players of guard role are agents that have to sleep 8 hours a day, so
they can work for a maximum of 16 hours a day. If all the agents are able to learn
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or adapt without any restrictions, they might all learn to sleep at similar times.
Leaving the building with all the guards sleeping. This could be a situation that
you always want to prevent. But we do not want to solve this by specifying fixed
times for every guard to sleep, we want to keep the system as flexible as possible.

Using an organizational structure we can define this specific criteria as a norm
for that scene. A possible solution would be to check with the other guards when
they are going to sleep and if two guards are already sleeping, discuss with the
other guard if he can go to bed. There are different gradations possible on defining
this requirement in the scene. The most important is defining the norm that at
least one guard is always awake. This is enough and the system should now be able
to let the agents themselves come up with a possible solution. We do not specify
how they should solve it. But it is also possible to guide this interaction using
interaction patterns. One could define an interaction pattern that a guard always
has to check with all the other agents before going to bed. Or one could even specify
the complete ordering of all the actions that have to be taking for a certain strategy.
In Table 5.4 a possible scene script definition is shown, in this table we used only
the norms to specify the limits on the behaviors.

Table 5.4: Scene Script Guard Compound

Scene script definition

Scene id: Guard Compound
Roles: Guard(4)
Results: Compound secureC
Interaction Patterns: . . .
Norms: OBLIGED(awake(guard1) ∨ awake(guard2)

∨ awake(guard3) ∨ awake(guard4))

The point we are trying to make with this example is that we want to keep a
lot of room for different strategies and executions, but you do want to restrict the
learning from reaching states that are undesirable.

5.2 Norms

Using OperA as we have seen, to specify the game model not only allows us to
specify the progression of the game but also have the ability to specify norms.

Norms are not the same as boundaries in our applications. The agents are aware
of the norms but they are able to break norms. It could even be argued that agents
that break norms are sometimes an essential part of the training. In reality humans
also break norms and the trainee needs to be able to cope with these kinds of
situations. One example is that firemen always need to follow safety protocols such
as ”enter the building in pairs”, ”report where you are every 5 minutes”, ”report
every victim you discover”, etc.

If the characters in the game would always follow this safety protocol then the
trainee never experiences situations where he needs to correct a fireman.
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One might think that if norms from the game model can be broken that the
progression of the game is not guaranteed anymore. This is not true in our model
because even though norms can be broken, the original landmarks of the scene and
the scene transitions can never be broken. This means that even though agents
can perform plans that break norms, these plans still have to respect the objectives
of the scene. The agent can for example decide not to follow the norm of not
wasting water (to give the trainee an opportunity to correct this behavior). This
does not prevent the agent from reaching the landmarks of the scene which in this
case would for example be extinguishing the fire in the house. This means that the
agent performing a role needs to be able to access the norms to be able to reason
about them. As discussed in Section 3.2.3 we use the OperettA tool to create the
actual OperA models.

Java 
Parser

Operetta XML

Prolog Norms
file

Counts-As
Library

Adaptation
Engine 2APL Agent

2APL Agent
2APL Agent

Operetta

Game model

Figure 5.3: Information flow from OperettA to Adaptation Engine and the Agents

Figure 5.3 shows the flow of the translation of the OperettA model in our frame-
work. The designer uses the graphical interface of Operetta to specify the pro-
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gression of the game by defining the scenes and the scene transition. The norms
corresponding to the game are specified in Operetta. Currently the norms are not
directly associated with scenes in the graphical interface but one could easily spec-
ify norms that correspond to single scenes by adding the scene name to the norm
activation requirement. The resulting Operetta model is stored as an XML file that
is easy to parse by external programs. We use a JAVA parser that translates these
norms to a separate prolog file at the start of the game. This prolog file is ordered
in such a way that the corresponding norms for each scene can easily be matched.
These translated norms are implemented in a way very similar to the normal beliefs
in 2APL agents but they cannot be modified by the agents and they get a special
identifier for debugging purposes. The agents include these files and therefore are
able to reason about these norms similar as they reason using their beliefs.

The norms are specified on the scene level and are therefore only included by
the agent if the corresponding scene is currently active. Keep in mind that the
norms are specified on the role level and not on the agent level. This means that it
only reasons about the scenes that correspond to the role(s) the agent is currently
fulfilling.

In section 3.2.2 we described how to relate concrete norms to abstract norms.
This is done using the counts-as operator [37]. In these counts-as rules we can
for example specify that intensity(fire)=0 counts-as fire-extinguished(fire2). This
counts-as module is currently authored by hand, in future work an extension can
be made to Operetta to have an authoring tool to author and verify these rules.
These count-as rules are stored as a separate prolog file that is accessible by both
the agents and the adaptation engine.

As we explained earlier we modified 2APL in such a way that we have multiple
applicable plans and from these applicable plans we select the plan that is most
suitable for the trainee and the believability of the agent. In this selection process
we also look at the norms that are defined in the game model. Even though the
norms are not strict boundaries we still prefer the agents to not break the norms if
this is possible. We do this by first making a list of applicable plans for which we
expect that they do not break any norms. If this list is empty than we make a list of
applicable plans that can break norms and select the best matching plan from these
options. We talk about expecting to break norms because it is not always known
in advance if performing a certain plan will break a norm. Part of this is caused
by the environment being stochastic and therefore causing a different outcome than
intended by the agent. For example, the agent could expect to extinguish the fire
with a bucket of water but the fire grows just a bit too big to be extinguished this
way. A different factor is the behavior of the other agents, which could deviate
from the agent’s expectations. A possible norm could be that agents always have
to operate as a two person team, if the partner agent suddenly runs away a norm
violation could occur.

A possible way to avoid some of these norm violations is to implement expected
outcomes of agent plans by using a simulated run of the environment. This is a
computationally very expensive way to implement expected outcomes. And if the
stochastic variables give exactly the same outcome as the executed environment it
is also unrealistic because the agent could always perfectly predict the future. We
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implemented the expected outcome by using agent expected outcomes programmed
within the agents. Even though these expectations are less accurate they are more
realistic and easier to calculate.

Some norms can most easily be detected on the adaptation level. This is mostly
the case for norms that regulate some simple coordination that always needs to hold.
For example, in some cases one of the agents should perform a certain task and it is
not important which agent performs it. This can be solved by using intensive agent
communication but it would be much simpler to solve this on the adaptation engine
level. Because this adaptation is already creating the best matching combination it
would be easy to filter out combinations that do not follow this norm. Norms that
require extensive queries within the agents are best not solved in this fashion.

5.2.1 Norms that should be broken

Breaking norms is handled very similar to the other OperettA norms; only allow
combinations that break norms if there are no combinations left that do not break
any norms.

In some games we model tasks where real life norms should hold for the partic-
ipating humans and thus also for the NPC’s in our game. For example, a fireman
should always wear a helmet during a mission. We call these norms “game norms.
We could model these norms as OperA Norms but it could be argued that for a
training application these norms should sometimes be broken on purpose by the
agents. This means that an agent selects a plan that violates the game norm while
it is possible to select plans that do not violate this norm. If the NPC’s never break
the norm of not wearing a helmet than the trainee who plays the fire commander
would never experience the situations where a fireman does wear his helmet and
therefore can never perform the task of reprimanding the fireman. We have chosen
to not model these norms as OperA norms because the OperA norms should not
be broken if it can easily be avoided.

In some cases other agents also need to be aware that another agent breaks a
game norm. This could be implemented by using complex observations and rea-
soning within these agents but in most cases the designer knows to which agents
this event is relevant. In these cases we have chosen to update these agents directly
with this “game norm x broken” event because it is much more efficient.

OperA norms that are violated by agents can also be learning experiences for
the trainee. For example if the trainee forgets a certain step in the process of the
training then the agents will end up into a situation where they have to violate a
norm and then it should become apparent for the trainee that he did something
wrong. For example, if the fire commander (the trainee) is responsible for making
sure the team always has the complete standard equipment with them and they did
not bring enough helmets. In this case one of the agents can never follow the norm
of saving the victim from the burning building while also following the norms of
not entering a burning building without wearing a helmet. The agent can chose to
perform both options because they both break one norm. For training purposes it
will probably be best if the agent prefers to perform to save the victim without a
helmet.
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5.3 Conclusion
In Chapter 3 we described the OperettA tool and how it can be used to create
agent organizations. In Chapter 4 we explained the need for a control mechanism
to guarantee the progression of the game. We used an adaptation engine and game
model to support this central control. In this Chapter we explained how the OperA
framework (and the OperettA tool) is used to create a game model. We illustrated
how this can be done using the real time strategy game domain to show how the
different elements of OperA should be used to specify the progression of the game.
Finally, we indicated the importance of the norms and how these are used within
the agents to guide planning and also how they can be used (through violating
them) to increase the difficulty of the game for the trainee.
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6 Adaptation

Current game adaptation approaches do not meet the requirements discussed in
Section 1.5. In this chapter, we propose an adaptation engine that is able to handle
these requirements. The adaptation engine is the element of our framework that
coordinates the adaptation to the trainee.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1 provides the motivation for
using the adaptation engine. Section 6.2 focusses on the user model update and
how the model is used to select the most suitable task. In section 6.3 we show the
coordination capabilty of the adaptation engine. The scalabilty of the adaptation
engine is discussed in Section 6.4. In the final section of this chapter we present our
conclusions regarding the adaptation engine.

6.1 Introduction

The proposed system only uses unsupervised learning because we want the system to
operate autonomously. It uses expert knowledge as offline input for the adaptation
but it will be more flexible than current direct adaptation methods. The storyline
will be defined by the game model.

Important to keep in mind is that the task that needs to be executed by the user
follows from the behavior of the agents. Each agent is responsible for adapting its
own subtask while making sure that believability is preserved. Think of the example
where the trainee is a fire commander that needs to learn how to secure victims from
inside a burning building. A possible subtask, could be controlling the fire, which
can easily be increased in difficulty by letting the fire grow more rapidly. However,
it would be unrealistic if the fire suddenly doubles in size without a gradual increase.
There are many other subtasks that also influence the performance of the trainee.
The bystanders could be obstructing the medical staff more if time progresses.
Another type of subtasks directly interacting with each other occurs when there is
a police agent that has the ability to influence the bystanders. The tasks the user
needs to execute not only follows from the behavior of the agents. But the behavior
of the agents also depend on the actions of the user. If the user performs well then
the agents need to adapt to the new skill level of the trainee. The adaptation engine
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keeps track of the skill level of the user and coordinates the adaptation of the agents
to match these skill levels.

6.2 Adaptation loop

The goal is to select the task best suited to the current skill level of the user. To
make the adaptation fast we are using a flexible form of direct adaptation in the
online phase. This means that the different possible plans on the lowest level are
already implemented and stay fixed. The actual execution of the plans still depends
on the current state and there are many ways to combine these plans from all the
agents. From all these possible behaviors and combinations of behaviors of all the
different agents we want to select the most suitable task for the user. Something to
keep in mind is that the tasks that need to be performed by the user are dependent
on the game environment but even more on the (adaptive) agents. These agents
perform different plans given a different task preference. For example, a task could
be made easier if a cooperative agent is autonomously performing a large portion of
the task without requiring lots of input from the user. One requirement is that the
games adapt to the trainee in an online fashion. To do this we have to somehow track
the skill levels of the user. Not every adaptation step needs to be perfect because
they will quickly be corrected by new adaptation steps. The system is a dynamic
adapting system because it is making estimates about the user performance during
gameplay and uses this information to select the most appropriate combined task.
In subsection 6.2.2 we will discuss how the user information is updated.

Each agent has it own preferences and these preferences are likely to conflict
with each other. One might think that it is strange that the preferences of the
agents conflict even though they are created by the same designer. These conflicts
mainly arise from gametime events. Agents try to stay as believable as possible
and therefore change their prefences caused by actions they already performed in
the current game session. We have chosen to use a form of combinatorial auction
[66] to select the best suitable plans for all the agents. The main objective that
needs to be optimized by the auction is to choose the most optimal task for the
user. The agents representing the different adaptable elements will make different
possible variants of their subtasks available that can be executed in the next time
step. Thus the task of the user is created by combining the subtasks of the agents.
The variants that are made available depend on the restrictions that are defined by
the agent organization. The agents will be able to give preference relations between
the different variants. The actual selection is thus dependent on the required task
for the user and on the preferences of the agents.

The user model is a model where we store the estimation of the skill levels of
the trainee for different tasks the trainee needs to learn. The user model is updated
while playing the game and will therefore become more accurate over time. If
a player never played the game before then we use a default user model which
represents an average user that uses the application for the first time. From this
user model we will select a task that is most suitable for the user but also preserves
the gameflow. Part of the preservation of the gameflow is handled by the agents
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themselves.
Figure 6.1 shows a schematic overview of the task selection process. This is

optimized on the skills of the user but also most fitting with the preferences of the
agents. The preferences of the agents are different because they have as a goal to stay
as consistent and believable as possible and to follow their own preferred ordering of
tasks. The agent uses information from the game model where the ordering of tasks
can be specified. During this task selection we also use the restrictions from the
game model to select a fitting task according to the organizational requirements. An
example of this is that in the organization it is specified that one agent always goes
left and one agent goes right. In the case that one agent specified no preference
while the other agent prefers to go right, the agent without a preference should
select the variations where it goes left.

• Combinatorial Auction • Selected Task • Usermodel Update• Usermodel

• Performance Trainee• Game model

Figure 6.1: Task selection

The resulting ”selected task” is a combination of all the plans that will be
executed by the agents. This task has a certain combined difficulty for all the
separate learning tasks. After the task is completed this information can be used
to update the user model. The update of the user model is also dependent on
the performance of the user. Figure 6.2 shows the pseudocode of the algorithm.
The different steps in the algorithm will be explained in further detail in the other
sections of this chapter.

6.2.1 Task model

In this subsection, we will formalize some important aspects of a training simula-
tion. Of each of these aspects, we will discuss how to obtain their values. Most
importantly, we will show how to automatically determine user models using task
models and vice versa.

As a task model, we will use a tuple of length P , where P is the number of
relevant skills the trainee needs to learn. The tuple of a task T = (t1, t2, . . . , tP )
contains values from 0 to 1. These values indicate the expected needed skill of a
user to perfectly complete the task. The assumption is that tasks with a skill level a
little higher than the skill level of a user for certain properties can be expected to be
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beg in
wh i l e game not ended
{

send a c t i v e s c en e s to agen t s
r e c e i v e b i d s from agen t s
combine b i d s
{

min imize p r e f e r e d s k i l l d e v i a t i o n s
op t im i z e agen t s p r e f e r e n c e s
en su r e v a l i d i t y o f comb inat i on o f b i d s w i th game model :
{

check scene landmarks
check t a s k dependenc i e s
check norm comp l i ance

}
}

i n f o rm agen t s o f nex t t a s k s
check scene t r a n s i t i o n s
p r o g r e s s i n game model
update u s e r model

}
end

Figure 6.2: Adaptation loop algorithm

challenging enough to be valuable for training, but not too hard to complete. Below
we will discuss how such task models can be updated using training information,
but for now we can consider these as given.

A second aspect is the task weights model. This is a tuple of length P : W =
(w1, w2 . . . , wP ) that indicates how influential each skill is for the task. These
weights will be used to determine how much to update each skill level of a user that
performed the corresponding task. We require each element wi of a weight tuple to
be a real valued number 0 ≤ wi ≤ 1. There are two equivalent ways to establish
such a weights model in a useful way. In the first case, each weight corresponds
to the amount of impact that each property has on the training as a whole. For
instance, one way to determine such weights is to use the expected amount of time
needed for a certain subtask corresponding to a certain skill. Note that this is an
orthogonal concept to difficulty, because subtasks that make up the largest part of
a task are not necessarily also the hardest parts of that task.

In the second case, a perhaps easier way to handle these weight tuples is to
separate the impact on learning as a whole from the make up of a certain task.
Then, the weights of a task could be required to sum to one over all skills. The
interpretation of a weight then is the part of that skill that is needed to perform
this task. Such tuple may be somewhat easier to construct, for instance by human
experts. However, then still a indication of the size of the task compared to the
training as a whole is needed, that should be stored in a different number V . Mul-
tiplying each element of a weight tuple in the second case with this value should
result in a weight tuple such as described in the first case. We will therefore assume
that the weights can be interpreted as the impact of that part of the task on the
training as a whole, as described in the first case.

The third aspect is the reinforcement function. Such a function should be defined
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for each task, such that it can give feedback about the level of performance of the
user on that task. The output of a reinforcement function is a number r, that
can range from 0 to 1, where the interpretation is that when a user receives a
reinforcement of r = 1 the task was performed perfectly. Conversely, a reinforcement
of r = 0 indicates that the user failed to complete the task at all. We only consider
reinforcement functions that are constructed by human experts, although for most
domains some metrics such as the time needed to complete a task compared to
the average time needed to complete the task by similar users could be used as
reinforcement.

Finally, as the fourth aspect, we consider the user model. This model is also a
tuple of size P : U = (u1, u2, . . . , uP ), where each element indicates the expected skill
level of the user on each corresponding skill. This model is hard to obtain a priori,
since it would require a screening of each user on all the relevant skills. Therefore,
in the next section we will discuss ways to update this model automatically.

6.2.2 Updating user models
As mentioned in the previous section, a user model is a tuple of size P containing
estimates of skill levels for the user. For instance, these could be instantiated with
a value of 0 for each skill, meaning we do not expect the user to be able to perform
any skill to a desired level yet.

We now allow a user to try to perform some scenario. This scenario will consist
of a number of tasks that can potentially be divided further into subtasks. For each
task we assume there is a task model, a weights model and a reinforcement function.
After a user completes any subtask we can update the user model as follows:

∀ui ∈ U : ui = (1− αiwi)ui + αiwirmax(ti, ui) , (6.1)

where 0 ≤ αi ≤ 1 is a step size learning parameter. First assume that ui < ti.
Since we required that wi is between 0 and 1, the effect of this update is as follows:
if the task was performed perfectly, r = 1,ui will get updated towards ti with a
step size dependent on αi and wi. If, on the other hand, the task failed completely,
the update results in an update of ui towards zero. It can be easily verified that
for skills that are not needed for the task the user skill is not updated, since wi is
then equal to zero. Typically, αi is required to be reasonably high in order to adapt
quickly from the received reinforcements. It is however possible to set αi to zero,
for instance when the main goal of a certain task is to only update specific parts of
the user model.

When ui > ti, the user is assumed to be able to perform a task with difficulty ti
without problems. If that is indeed the case, r = 1 and the user is updated towards
ui. This implies the user model is not updated. However, if the user is not perfect
and r < 1, the user will get a negative update that is dependent on how low the
reinforcement in fact is. This update should ensure that the skill levels in the user
model will converge to the actual skill of the user.

We note that the expected user skill ui will get updated positively every time that
rti > ui. This implies that for difficult tasks, a user with low skill does not need to
perform perfectly to increase the expected skill. In general, we want users to increase
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their skill levels, so we want them to perform tasks where the expected reward is
higher than ui/ti. If we are correct in estimating these expected reinforcements, we
can easily determine which tasks are fruitful options for training. This brings us to
the following important point: estimating the expected reinforcements.

6.2.3 Estimating expected reinforcements

As stated in the former section, if we have an accurate estimate of the reinforce-
ments for a certain user on a certain task we can determine which tasks have a
good probability of increasing the user’s skill and are therefore suitable choices for
training. In general, we can expect that tasks with a lower difficulty than the skill of
the user are never suitable, since then for all possible values of r, we have rti < ui.
However, some tasks will be too difficult, resulting in a high probability that r = 0
and therefore rti < ui and again the user skill will be updated negatively. There-
fore, we are looking for tasks where tiR(u, t) > ui, where R : U × T → [0, 1] is a
function that gives the expected reinforcement for a given user on a given task. For
any user, it is then possible to determine the expected reinforcement and therefore
the expected update to the user model.

There are many ways one can estimate a function. We note that we assume that
enough information on the expected reinforcement is contained in the user and task
models. This means that the actual function may be somewhat noisy, but since
the user model itself is also noisy, and we only intend to use it as an indication
this should not be a problem. One way the function may be approximated is by
use of supervised learning techniques such as a neural network. This network could
then take all user model and task models that have already yielded a reinforcement
as training inputs and the actual reinforcements as output. This general function
can then be updated for all users whenever more information is received and can
therefore be expected to give reliable generalizations reasonably quickly.

Up until this point we assume preconstructed task models. However, it is pos-
sible to also update the task models, based on experience with users. In particular,
after a number of users with different skill levels for a subtask i have performed
tasks that contain this subtask, the difficulty of this subtask can be evaluated.

Recall that the difficulty ti of a subtask should be interpreted as the skill level
with which a user can perfectly perform the task. One option would be to simply
take the average skill of all users that performed the task perfectly. However,
especially for simple tasks this would overestimate the difficulty, because there could
be many users with skill levels far above the necessary minimum to perform the
task perfectly that will all also get perfect scores. Another possibility would be to
take the user with the lowest skill level to perfectly complete the task and take its
skill level as the new task difficulty. However, this will usually underestimate the
difficulty, since the user models have to be learned and a user could have a higher
skill level than its user model indicates. To find a better way to estimate the task
difficulties, we look at how the user models were updated after performing a certain
task T . We assume that the user models as a whole are reliable estimates of skill.
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ti =
1

N

N∑
n=0

rni max(ti, u
n
i ) . (6.2)

This update takes into account all users (N), not just the ones that performed
the task perfectly and will therefore not suffer from the overestimation as described
above. Similarly, because it is not dependent on a single user that got a perfect
reinforcement, but with an unreliable skill level, it is also not subject to the un-
derestimation we described. Updating the task model in this way is not always a
feasable option as it requires the lot of users to play the game. In case we have too
little data to use this option, we will use the preconstructed task models.

6.2.4 Task selection

The adaptation engine consists of two different parts. One part selects the best
combination of plans for all the different agents. The other part keeps track of
the game progress and is responsible for checking if the combinations of plans are
currently valid depending on the state of the game. The combinatorial auction has
to optimize on two possibly conflicting objectives. On the one hand, we want to
optimize on the preferences of the agents while, on the other hand, we want to select
the combination which is the optimal difficulty for the user. Because we focus on
adapting to the trainee, we give the highest priority to finding the best match for
the trainee. Remember that we optimize on different skills of the trainee. Slight
variations in difficulty level are not problematic but we do want to prevent large
deviations from the desired skill levels for each separate skill. This means that we
rather have more small devitions for each skill than that we have multiple skill levels
that are perfectly chosen but a large deviation in one remaining skill.

While optimizing on the skills of the trainee we also want to optimize on the
preferences of the agents to keep their preferences into account to keep the game
as believable as possible. This process uses a form of a combinatorial auction [66].
This needs to be a combinatorial auction because the agents can give a higher score
for performing a certain action depending on which plans the other agents will
perform. These are exactly the type of dependencies between bids that are dealt
with in combinatorial auctions. This preference dependence is only used for tasks
that require coordination between the agents. For example, it is more believable
for a medical NPC to go towards enemy lines if the offensive NPC’s are also going
towards enemy lines. Similar to finding the best match for the skill level we also
want to avoid large deviations from the preferences. This means that we do not
optimize on the highest combination of preferences from the agents but on the
smallest squared deviations from the preferred proposal. The formula below is the
function that we currently use and corresponds with the properties that we specified.
The framework is also suitable for more complex multi attribute functions.
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f = wu
((d1 − s1)2 + (d2 − s2)2 + ...+ (dn − sn)2)

n
+

wa
((b1 − a1)2 + (b2 − a2)2 + ...+ (bm − am)2)

m
(6.3)

With wu specifying the influence of the user model preference, n the number of
skill, si the desired difficulty level for skill i, di the difficulty of the task combination
for skill i, wa specifying the influence of the agent preferences, m the number of
agents bj the value of the highest preference of agent, aj the preference value of
agent j corresponding to the task combination.

A usual point of critique is that using dynamic difficulty adjustment removes
the challenges from the game. This is true up to a certain point; the user will
always be able to play the complete game below his maximum skill level. But in
the case of serious games we assume that the trainee actually wants to learn. It
it also possible to specify that a minimum skill level is required for the trainee to
pass or to finish the game. If the player is not purposefully sabotaging, the game
adaptation does not mean that the challenges of the game have to be removed
from the game. Controlling the relative difficulty of the game at specific parts of
the game results in a more satisfying game experience than trying to optimize on
a constant ”optimal” relative difficulty. In the game model we do not only allow
the designer to specify the progress of the game but we also allow the designer to
specify different difficulties corresponding to certain phases in the storyline. We
also allow the designer to specify an absolute difficulty level, this can be a desired
option especially for serious games because one would like to be able to know that
if the trainee finishes the training that the skill level of the trainee is high enough.

6.2.5 Synchronization

Selecting the best combination of plans from the different agents is easiest if they
all terminate at the same moment. If all plans are terminated and started at the
same time the optimal combination for the trainee can be selected. However, the
time to execute the different plans by the agents is not always the same and to
keep the storyline flowing, it is not always a possibility to terminate plans of all
the agents when a few agents have completed their task. A simple example of this
difference is two agent that are both walking but one needs to walk much further
than the other. We do not want the agent who arrives first to idle while the other
agent is walking. And we also do not want the agent that is still walking to stop
before arrriving at its goal.

In 2AGF we specify different subtasks of the game application by using scenes
(Chapter 5). The end of a scene usually is a natural time for all the participating
agents to terminate their behavior for that scene and thus to synchronize their
behavior in a natural way. This gives enough control to make the necessary changes
both for the gameflow and to optimize learning for the user.

Because multiple scenes can be active at the same time, it does not mean that
if a scene is finished that all agents have terminated their plans but only the agents
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that are involved in that scene. Our solution is to assume that all plans that have
not terminated, stay active and that only newly created plan combinations are
determined by the adaptation, using these plans as given. This approach results in
a good combination for the trainee when the new plans start. If plans terminate,
then the difficulty of the task changes again. The difficulty difference can usually
be compensated very quickly with new plans from the agents that now terminated
their plans by using the same approach again. This results in a system that adapts
quickly while keeping the behavior of the agents realistic.

6.2.6 Selection example

To get a better understanding of the adaptation process we give an example of the
possible interaction between the agents and the adaptation engine. Consider a game
world with three game characters, one adaptive game element, and a single building.
Moreover we have one human player (the trainee) in the role of a firecommander.
One important element in fire commander training is the behavior of the fire. An
agent that controls a certain element for the adaptation does not always need to be
a character in the game, allowing us to model the behavior of the fire as a separate
agent. So,it could be argued that the fire is also called a character. Finally, the
victim inside the room is also modeled as an adaptive agent. This results in the
following participating agents:

• 2 Firemen (Agent and NPC)

• 1 fire (Agent, not an NPC)

• 1 Victim (Agent and NPC)

• 1 Commander (The user)

The aim of the game is to train the fire commander on how to work under
pressure, and we will focus on one scene where a fire needs to be extinguished in
a room. The agents will adapt to optimize the difficulty to match with the skill
levels of the trainee. For simplicity, we will only focus on one scene (Chapter 5) in
this example denoted in the Picture 6.3. The partial ordering of the scene for this

• Start • Get Access to Room

• Evacuate Victim

• Extinguish Fire

• End

Figure 6.3: Example Scene

task is shown in figure 6.3. The blocks in the figure represent subscenes. In this
game, agents simulate firemen with their own preferences, skills and own memory
of past games. The first evaluation on performance is done when the trainee has
finished extinguishing one room or when another ending criteria is reached (trainee
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can fail the task completely). When this period is over we get feedback about
the performance of the trainee. The scene we are showing respresents the progress
through one of these rooms.

The performance measures are always domain specific and need to be designed
by an expert. In Chapter 7 we will discuss this process in more detail. For the
moment assume that the trainee has to learn three skill categories:

• Extinguishing fire

• Giving orders to the team

• Rescue victims

Let’s assume that the adaptation engine sends a request to all the agents to
send new bids because the difficulty needs to be adjusted. These requests go to
the bidding component of the agents. This bidding part uses the 2APL part of
the agent to retrieve a list of applicable plans. Listing 6.1 shows simplified and
shortened 2APL code for fireman agent1. One aspect that can be seen in this code
is that different plans are applicable if different scenes are active. Remember that
multiple scenes can be active at the same time. In this example only ”scenea”
is currently active. The code also shows that a specific ordering of plans can be
specified within the agent. This agent can only perform plans of the type ”a2” after
completing a plan of type ”a1”. Please also note that the game state also influences
the applicable plans of the agent by using guard checks in the plan specifications.
In this case the agent can only open the door with an axe if the character has an
axe in possession. It is possible to write more advanced agents where the agent, for
example, retrieves an axe to open the door with an axe.

The bidding element of the agents calculates the preferences for all the applicable
plans and sends this as a proposal to the adaptation engine. For simplicity we will
not use dependent preferences in this example.

The proposal of one fireman agent (fireman agent1 ) is shown in table 6.1. The
other fireman agent (fireman agent2 ) proposal is shown in table 6.2. The proposal
from the victim agent is shown in table 6.3. And the proposal for the agent control-
ling the fire is shown in table 6.4. Please note that agents from the same type can
have different proposals. This difference grows as the game progresses because each
agent has a different history. Also note that the agents can prefer different variants
of one action type over and under another action, at the same time, depending on
the difficulty.

Remember that their proposals not only contain different plans and different
action types but also contain several variations with different difficulties for the
user. Because there are no prior actions performed by the agents it is easier to
keep their behavior believable in this phase. For example the fire could start at any
level of intensity before the user arrives and the cooperative members could be as
intelligent as you like. This allows the agents to propose more varied plans.

The difficulties that are displayed in the tables are only difficulties for that par-
ticular agent. From these difficulties we have to calculate the combined difficulties
for each task combination. In this example we use the very simple approach of just
averaging the involved difficulties for each skill type. To be more precise we only
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Listing 6.1: FireMan1.2apl

Be l i e fUpdate s :
{ t r u e } SetDoorOpened (A) {dooropened (A)}
[ . . . ]
{ t r u e } Se tGoa l S t a r t e d (A){ g o a l s t a r t e d (A)}
{ g o a l s t a r t e d (A)} SetGoalDone (A) {not g o a l s t a r t e d (A)}

Be l i e f s :
Scene ( scenea )
Subscene{a1}

PG−r u l e s :
[ . . . ]

s ceneb ( ) <− r o l e ( Fireman1 ) and not g o a l s t a r t e d ( sceneb ) |
{ [ . . . ] }

PC−r u l e s :
a1 <− s t a t e ( FireMan1 , axe , yes , ) |
{@gameworld ( a c t i o n ( FireMan1 , ” opendoor , axe1 ” ,” ok ”) , ) ;}

a1 <− t r u e |
{ @gamewolrd ( a c t i o n ( FireMan1 , ” opendoor , k i c k1 ” ,” ok ”) , ) ;}

[ . . ]
a1 <− t r u e |
{ @gameworld ( a c t i o n ( FireMan1 , ” manhose , h e l p f u l l 1 ” ,” ok ”) , ) ;}
[ . . ]

a2 <− Done ( a1 ) |
[ . . . ]

Plan id Skill Type Diff Pref
ID1 orders man hose 0.5 0.7
ID2 orders man hose 0.6 0.7
ID3 orders open door 0.5 0.5
ID4 orders man pump 0.5 0.5
ID5 orders man pump 0.8 0.5

Table 6.1: Agent 1

Plan id Skill Type Diff Pref
ID1 orders man hose 0.5 0.7
ID2 orders man hose 0.6 0.7
ID3 orders open door 0.5 0.6
ID4 orders break window 0.5 0.5

Table 6.2: Agent2

Plan id Skill Type Diff Pref
ID1 victim normal 0.4 0.7
ID2 victim disabled 0.8 0.3

Table 6.3: Victim Agent
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Plan id Skill Type Diff Pref
ID1 fire ground fire 0.5 0.7
ID2 fire ceiling fire 0.8 0.7
ID3 fire ground fire 0.5 0.6

Table 6.4: Fire Agent

do this for the two firemen in the example, the agents are the only ones involved in
their corresponding subtask.

The adaptation engine receives these proposals and calculates the highest scores
for the combinations. Starting with the highest score, the adaptation engine will
then check if the scores are valid within the game model. This process continues
until a valid combination is found (the valid combination with the highest score).

A possible requirement for the whole task is that one agent always needs to
operate the water pump. Fireman agent1 is the only one capable of performing
this task and therefore only combinations with fireman agent1 manning the pump
are valid. The partial ordering specifies that getting access to the room needs to
be completed before the victims can be extracted and before the fire can be extin-
guished. This means that in the beginning of the task at least one agent needs to
perform this subtask. Fireman agent2 has two possible actions (‘open door’ and
‘break window’) that fit this subtask. The finally selected combination will contain
at least one of these options. For all the remaining combinations the expected diffi-
culty for all the skill categories of the trainee are calculated. From these estimations
the combination best matching with the desired difficulty is selected.

The number of combinations grows exponentially with regards to the number of
proposals of the agents. In practice this is not a big problem because the amount
of proposals is of reasonable size and this calculation does not need to be done
very often compared to other processes in a real time game. The action selection
however is not a trivial task, the example would become too big if all combinations
are shown.

Let’s assume that the desired difficulty for each skill is 0.4, the user model
influence is wu = 0, 8, and the agent influence wa = 0, 2.

We now have all the numbers to calculate the combination that gives the smallest
deviation in the adaptation engine optimization function. This combination is the
function that fits well with the required skill level for the trainee and keeps the agent
preferences into account. The best fitting combination in this case for the trainee is:
Fire agent: ID1, Fireman agent1: ID4, Fireman agent2 : ID3 and victim agent ID1.
The deviation using equation 6.3 for the corresponding result is ≈ 0.02917 which
gives an indication how good the match first with the requirements (the smaller the
better)

The agents get a response from the adaptation engine to perform the selected
plan variations. The agents always comply with these requests and should therefore
never propose offers they do not want to execute. It might sound very harsh and
centrally controlled if the agents always need to comply with the adaptation engine.
But the agents control when and if they make a proposal to the adaptation engine
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and it makes a preselection of the task that it wants to perform.
After the fireman agent2 completes the task of opening the door it finishes

the plan it was performing. The agent can now decide to select a new plan by
itself or send a proposal to the adaptation engine. This moment might be a very
natural moment for the agent to change its behavior and it decides to send a new
proposal to the adaptation engine. The adaptation engine assumes that the other
agents continue with their tasks and selects an action from fire agent2 that best
fits the requirements for the trainee given the difficulties and limitations given by
the actions from the other agents. The proposed actions and preferences of fireman
agent2 may have changed because of internal changes and changes in the scenario.
It would make no sense to propose to open the door because the door is already
open. This selecting, matching and executing behavior is repeated throughout the
course of the game, guiding the adaptation of the agents.

6.3 Coordination
We have talked about the adaptation organization model being able to guide the
progress of the game. In this section we will discuss some more details on more
specific ways to guide the flow of the game. In the first subsection we show how the
adaptation engine is used to coordinate the adaptation of the agents. In subsec-
tion 6.3.2 we show that adaptation can also be used to coordinate tasks that need
to performed by multiple cooperating agents. In subsection 6.3.3 we show that one
can not only adapt the difficulty within the scenes to adapt to the trainee but that
it is also possible to transition to different better matching scenes depending on the
skill level of the trainee.

6.3.1 Adaptation needs coordination
There are multiple agents that can adapt in almost every scenario. In some cases
multiple agents adapt on the same skill level of the trainee. In our framework
the agents bid their preferred actions according to their own preferences. Then the
adaptation engine makes sure that a combination of agent behaviors is selected that
is suitable for the trainee. We argue that a coordination system is necessary for
complex adaptation. We will show this by a simple example. Let’s assume that the
trainee is performing two scenes that follow each other and that are both focused
only on the extinguish fire skill. For simplicity of the example we assume that all
the fire agents are identical and can perform exactly the same actions and have
the same preferences. The possible plans and the agent’s preferences are shown in
Table 6.5.

We will compare our approach to an approach with a central user model esti-
mation but without any coordination between the agents. Let’s assume the trainee
performed well on the first task with multiple fires. This information is then used
to update the skill level of the user. We will not go into detail how this is done in
this section but it is explained in section 6.2.2. Let’s assume the extinguish fire skill
is updated to 0.4. We use the same new skill level for the uncoordinated approach
to show that even with central skill updates it could still go wrong. In the case of
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Table 6.5: Possible tasks

Rate 1 Rate 2
Separate difficulty 0.2 0.4
Agent preference 0.9 0.85

no coordination, the agents will all use this estimated skill level of the trainee and
all decide on a large increase of the expand rate of the fire. In this example, every
agent will select the case with fire expansion rate 2. They estimate this is to be a
perfect fit for the trainee regarding the difficulty and it is also their preferred task.
This might not look too problematic because they all perform at a difficulty of 0.4
and the trainee has a skill level of 0.4. However, it will be clear that if all agents
increase their difficulty level, together they increase the level to above 0.4

Let’s assume an expert defined the combined difficulty of multiple fires as (
√
f1 + · · ·+ fn)/n

with n the number of fires and fi the separate difficulty of fire i. An actual function
from a domain expert might be different but it is logical that multiple fires with a
certain difficulty will be more difficult than a single fire with that difficulty. The
better estimation for a task with four fast expanding fires is actually closer to 0.63.
This will probably result in a scenario with multiple fires that expand too fast and
will be too difficult for the trainee to extinguish. Not only would the adaptation of
agents result in less suitable tasks for the trainee, it could also result in oscillations
in difficulty. Because the algorithm would think the task was relatively easy and
the trainee performed below expectation, it would lower the estimated skill level of
the trainee which would result in other tasks being too easy.

In the coordinated approach, we let the agents send proposals to the adaptation
engine. Using Formula 6.3 we calculate the best match for all the possible com-
binations of agent tasks. This formula takes not only the preferences of the agent
into account but also uses the difficulties for the combined task. For simplicity we
assume the preferences of the agents are in this case not dependent on the actions
performed by the other agents. We assume the desired difficulty for the extinguish
fire skill is 0.5, the user model influence is wu = 0.8 and the agent influence is
wa = 0.2. As explained earlier the agents send their bids to the adaptation which
selects the best combination regarding difficulty and agent preferences. Please note
that in this example all the agents send out their bids at the same time, this is the
default behavior at the beginning of a scene but the system also works if the agents
bid asynchronously. The different combinations possible from the bids of the agents
are calculated and the actions that need to be performed are then returned to the
agents. Given the above assumptions, the best (in this case one of the best) valid
combination for the trainee is: Fire agent 1:Rate 2, Fire agent 2:Rate 1, Fire agent
3:Rate 1,Fire agent 4:Rate 1. with a combined difficulty of exactly 0.5 and an agent
preference deviation of only 0.000375 giving a total score of 0+0.000375 = 0.000375
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6.3.2 Tasks coordination

Besides controlling the combined difficulty of a task, the adaptation engine has
the task of making sure the intended storyline is maintained throughout the game.
Agents do have their own preferences which are not always fitting with the intended
storyline.

• Carry Stretcher

• Operate Hose

• End

• Stabilize Victim

Figure 6.4: Example scene

In Figure 6.4 we show a graphical representation of a possible scene within the
game model. Let’s assume the story has already transitioned from a previous scene
to the scene displayed in the figure. The adaptation starts by ensuring all the agents
are aware which scene(s) is/are currently active and that transitions happen in such
a way that it is believable for the user.

The first part of this scene involves a task where both agents are required for
carrying the stretcher. After the agents finish the task of carrying the stretcher,
they are available to do other tasks. If the agents would completely autonomously
choose their next task then their behavior will have to be either very complex or very
static to guarantee that the agents will follow the storyline. Using our framework,
the agents make a bid of their possible tasks and their preferences to perform these
tasks. These preferences have nothing to do with adapting to the trainee or trying
to follow the storyline but trying to stay as believable as possible. The only thing
that needs to be checked is that there are always agents available that are capable of
performing the required tasks. Let’s assume that in this example both agents prefer
to operate the hose but one of the agents (fire agent 2) is also capable of stabilizing
the victim. Both agents will send their bids to the adaptation engine which first
checks the bids for compatibility with the storyline and will then select the task
with the best matching difficulty from the remaining combinations. In this case
agent 2 will bid its most preferred task but also the task of stabilizing the patient.
The adaptation engine will select a combination where agent 1 operates the hose
and agent 2 stabilizes the victim. As in most cases the agents have multiple different
implementations for each task with different difficulties for the trainee. This allows
the adaptation engine to not only select the right type of tasks but also with the
right difficulty. This approach makes it relatively easy to define different possible
storylines with different task implementations of the agents while guaranteeing the
correct tasks are performed according to the storyline.
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6.3.3 Different skill levels
The goal of 2AGL is to create training games that give trainees the right tasks at
the right difficulty at the right time. In this section we will show how different skill
levels of the trainee influence the game content to which the trainee is exposed.

• …...

• Team & Fire : Team focus

• …• Team & Fire : Balanced

• Team & Fire : Fire focus

Evaluation

Decision

Figure 6.5: part of an interaction structure

In figure 6.5 we show a part of an interaction structure. The interaction structure
defines the main storyline of a game. In this figure the light arrows represent the
scene transitions that define which of the following scenes we can transition to. We
also show that at the end of a scene a new evaluation of the skill levels of the trainee
is made. In section 6.2.2 we have shown how the skill level is updated. Keep in
mind that we have different skill levels for all the different tasks. In this case we
only have two skill levels; extinguishing fire and giving team orders. The transitions
between the scenes are defined in the scene transitions. In these scene transitions
we do not only specify the conditions that should hold, to go from one scene to the
next, but we can also indicate for which skill levels of the trainee the new scene
is suitable. The scene transitions are ordered with a priority to make it easier to
specify the transitions.

The idea of this particular type of scene transitions is to allow the designer
to design a storyline that automatically focuses on the skills of the trainee which
need to be improved. In this case the trainee gets a task that is more focused
on team orders if this skill is lacking and the other way around. We give a short
explanation of the different scenes to show the difference between different scenes
and the adaption to skill levels within the scenes.

The scene fire focus is a task with three different fires, each with a starting size of
three units. This scene does not contain any interaction with other team members
so that the trainee can fully focus on the dynamics of the fire. The dynamics of
the fire within the scene are still dependent on the extinguish fire skill level of the
trainee.

The scene team focus is a task with 3 firemen that needs more complex orders
from the trainee to successfully complete the task. Each firemen needs to be co-
ordinated by the trainee to do a specific task in a task that requires all three of
them. One firemen needs to turn on the fire pump, to make sure water is provided.
One fireman needs to keep a certain door closed to prevent a draft which would
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escalate the fire. The last fireman needs to operate the fire hose. Depending on the
giving orders skill level of the trainee, the firemen in the team of agents will need a
different amount or complexity of orders. If the trainee skill level is very low, then
the fireman will do this task almost automatically. If the trainee skill level is higher,
then the firemen require more team orders or they will be very passive. If the skill
level is even higher the fireman can become stubborn and require even more team
orders. A simplified version of the code is shown in Figure 6.6. As can be seen
from this code there are multiple implementations for the goal-rule followOrders.
These different implementations are all applicable in the same situation but the
actual selection of these rules is coordinated by means of the adaptation engine.
The scene Balanced is a task with two firemen that need orders from the trainee
and fire with medium difficulty type.

The task team & fire: team focus can only be accessed if the skill level of the
trainee for skill giving orders is below 0.5, this transition has priority 1. The task
team & fire: fire focus can only be accessed if the skill level of the trainee for
skill extinguish fire is below 0.3 and the transition has priority 2. The final scene
transition goes to the scene ”team & fire: balanced” and has no further restrictions.
The transitions should be constructed in such a way that there always is at least
one possible transition.

If we look at two different runs from a trainee it becomes clear that both the
tasks that need to be performed by the agents change but also the difficulty of the
different elements within this task. Let’s assume the trainee finished the previous
task and after the evaluation and update of the skill levels, the trainee has the
estimated skill levels of 0.4 for team orders and 0.7 for extinguishing fire. This
information is used for checking the scene transitions and the task team focus is
selected. In this case the user goes from one room to the next to enter the next
scene but this is not always the case. The user is presented with the task specified
in the team focus. The scene is selected by following the priority of the transitions
states and the conditions for the transition with highest priority holds in this case.
The agents participating in this scene are also still adapting to the trainee. The
skill level for the trainee is 0.4, this results in a combination where most of the
agents will require orders before they perform the right task. If the skill level of the
trainee would be lower, more of the agents will perform the correct task without
any orders. If the skill level of the trainee would be higher, more of the agent will
perform ”stubborn” behavior and require even more orders from the trainee.

6.4 Scalability

An obvious danger of coordinating actions between agents is that, if all possibilities
are always sent to a central point which decides the best combination, we can
run into scaling problems and you might as well use completely central control
instead of an agent based approach. One of the differences between a completely
centralized approach and our approach is that the agents make a pre-selection of
the plans that are applicable with regards to their internal state and the current
game state. The reduction of the number of plans takes place on multiple levels. In
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I n c l ude : GameCharacter . 2 ap l // hand l e s s cene t r a n s i t i o n messages and c h a r a c t e r s movement

Be l i e fUpdate s :
{ t r u e } wa i tFo rOrde r ( ) { wa i tFo rOrde r ( ) }
{ wa i tFo rOrde r ( ) } noWaitForOrder ( ) {not wa i tFo rOrde r ( ) }

Be l i e f s :
Scene ( teamFocus )

Goals :
f o l l owO r d e r s ( b lockWor ld )

P lans :
@b lockwor ld ( e n t e r ( 8 , 8 , r ed ) , )

PG−r u l e s :
f o l l owO r d e r s ( b lockWor ld)<−Scene ( teamFocus ) // ve r y a c t i v e
|{ goto ( 4 , 4 ) ; // go to door

c l o s e ( door ) // c l o s e n e a r e s t door i f i n range}

f o l l owO r d e r s ( b lockWor ld)<−Scene ( teamFocus ) //more p a s s i v e
|{ wa i tFo rOrde r ( ) ; }

f o l l owO r d e r s ( b lockWor ld)<−Scene ( teamFocus ) // hard
| { [ . . . ] }

PC−r u l e s :

// door a l s o c l o s e d but r e q u i r e s team o rd e r
message ( t r a i n e e , in form , c l o s e ( l e f tDo o r ))<−wa i tFo rOrde r ( ) |
{ goto ( 4 , 4 ) ; // go to door

ho ld ( door ) // ho ld n e a r e s t door c l o s e d i f i n range}

message ( t r a i n e e , in form , La ,On , c l o s e ( l e f tDo o r ))<− s tubbo rn ( ) |
{ [ . . . ] }

Figure 6.6: Stubborn Fireman
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Gather Info
Search 

Building

Secure Area
Evacuate 

Victims

Extinguish 

Fire
Get to site

Kitchen Fire

Multiple 

victims

EndStart

Figure 6.7: Interaction structure

the following subsections we will discuss the different types of pre-selection and in
subsection 6.5.3 we analyse the difference between the 2AGF approach and a naive
centralized approach.

6.4.1 Scenes

As discussed in Chapter 5 the rough outline of the game is specified in the interaction
structure. This interaction structure is built up from the scenes where the required
behavior of the participating agents is outlined. Only a limited number of scenes
can be active at the same time. Each arrow in the interaction structure defines a
scene transition with its corresponding transition requirement. A transition always
means that the old scene is no longer active. From Figure 6.7, where we show a
small part of an interaction structure, it can be seen that in this specific case only
one or two scenes can be active at the same time. The scene get to site has two
outgoing arrows, this type of arrow is used for situations where both transitions can
be valid at the same time.

6.5 Designing scalable AI

In our framework the agents are always informed which scenes are currently active.
The agents are designed in such a way that they know which plans are applicable in
which scene. This allows the agents to make a very fast selection on all the plans.
They do not have to check the applicability of these plans according to their beliefs.
Because the kind of serious games we investigate have a lot of specialized plans for
each scene this filtering has a very big influence on the performance of the whole
system. Every scene is also built of a partial ordered collection of sub-scenes. This
allows the agents to make an even more fine grained pre-selection.

Technically it functions as follows; The adaptation engine updates every 2APL
agent with the most current scene states. Each 2APL agent extends a basic GameChar-
acter agent. From this definition every agent will inherit the standard ability to
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I n c l ude : GameCharacter . 2 ap l
// hand l e s s cene t r a n s i t i o n messages
//and c h a r a c t e r s movement

Be l i e fUpdate s :
[ . . . ]

Be l i e f s :
SubScene ( Mu l t i p l eV i c t im s )
Subscene{K i t c h e nF i r e }

Goals :
E x t r a c tV i c t im s ( d i s a s t e r A r e a )

StoveOf f ( d i s a s t e r A r a e )

P lans :
@d i s a s t e rA r e a ( e n t e r ( 8 , 8 , r ed ) , )

PG−r u l e s :
t rue<−SubScene ( Mu l t i p l eV i c t im s ) // i n i t sub−s cene
| { [ . . . ] }

t rue<−Scene ( K i t c h e nF i r e ) // i n i t sub−s cene
| { [ . . . ] }

Ex t r a c tV i c t im s ( d i s a s t e r A r e a)<−SubScene ( Mu l t i p l eV i c t im s )
// easy
| { [ . . . ] }

Ex t r a c tV i c t im s ( d i s a s t e r A r e a)<−SubScene ( Mu l t i p l eV i c t im s
) // hard
| { [ . . . ] }

StoveOf f ( d i s a s t e r A r a e)<−Scene ( K i t c h e nF i r e ) // easy
| { [ . . . ] }

StoveOf f ( d i s a s t e r A r a e)<−Scene ( K i t c h e nF i r e ) // hard
| { [ . . . ] }

PC−r u l e s :
[ . . . ]

Figure 6.8: Fireman Agent

update its beliefs according to the scene states update. This specific 2APL plan
adds the current active sub-scene to the beliefbase of the agent.

Example 6.8 shows a simplified version of the code of a fireman agent. In this
example only the Evacuate victims scene is active. As can be seen the agent has the
current active sub-scene available as beliefs. These beliefs are used as conditions for
the PG-rules of the agents. A planning goal rule (PG-rule) specifies that an agent
should generate a plan if it has certain goals and beliefs. This means that these
plans are only generated if the sub-scene conditions is true. Some generic plans
can be used in multiple scenes. This can easily be achieved because the conditions
check is a belief query that can also include the logical OR.

For every sub-scene we use a special rule that will be applicable when the cor-
responding belief is added to the belief base. These specific rules will be applicable
independent of the agent’s current goals (it could have no goal at all). In this plan
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we specify which goals should be added to the goal base (and which should be re-
moved). The goals that are added to the goal base match the goals that should
be fulfilled in the scene. For example in the evacuate victims scene each victim
agent will have the goal to play a victim in that specific scenario while a fireman
agent could have a goal to locate the victims and a goal to protect them from harm.
In Example 6.8 it can be seen that the scenes are already initialized because the
corresponding goals are already active.

Most of the time when a sub-scene is finished the participating agents are finished
with their sub-scene specific goals and plans. However this is not always true. In
some cases an agent satisfies the requirements to move to the next sub-goal while a
different agent is in the middle of a task. The agent will now have more applicable
plans then just the new plans corresponding to the new sub-scene. In other systems
it would be very difficult to manage these kinds of situations. In our system the
agent would just propose the applicable plan from the old task and from the new
sub-scene. The agent can also give a much higher believability rating to the old
plan if terminating the plan would disrupt the flow of the game.

An important thing to note is that the scenes start and end in natural situations
in the games, it is not just split up into arbitrary pieces. Scenes correspond to
natural occurring phases in the training game. The scene Get to site in Figure 6.7
for example is clearly a separate phase in the progress of the game. The goals of
the agents that are active during this scene will correspond to the goal of the scene
and will usually be fulfilled when the termination criteria of the scene are reached.
This also makes the transition between scenes a very natural moment to adapt to
the trainee and to coordinate this adaptation with the participating agents.

6.5.1 Believability

Besides the pre-selection on the scene level we also prune the number of suggested
plans that the agents can suggest by using their believability preferences. This
means that the agents will estimate the believability for all the remaining plans
and exclude the plans that have a believability below the set threshold. In quite
a number of cases there will be plans that have a believability that is very low or
even zero. This is mainly caused by past events that are already observed by the
trainee. It could happen for example, that the agent is currently playing a victim
with a broken leg because that was the best fit with the current skill levels of the
trainee. It would then be completely unbelievable if the agent suddenly switches to
a plan where he runs away.

The believability filtering will have a larger influence if the characters are inter-
acting for a larger part of the game. The trainee will have more knowledge about
the NPC and the number of believable actions will be more limited. A factor that
is frequently limited because of this is the intelligence or autonomy of the NPC.
It is possible for an NPC to perform a task a bit more intelligent (as if the NPC
would have learned) but it would be very strange if the NPC suddenly becomes
much more intelligent or very stupid.

On the implementation level it works as follows. 2APL builds a list of all the
applicable plans exactly in the same way as the default 2APL implementation. This
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list is already quite limited because of the scene restrictions we discussed earlier.
For all these we calculate the believability number. This is always between zero and
one. The actual calculation of the believability is domain dependent. For example,
a fire agent can only increase or decrease the fire expansion rate within certain
limits. NPC’s that simulate humans will have very different limitations in order to
make sure the agent does not appear schizophrenic while adapting to the trainee.

The calculation of the believability is done in a separate module in our intended
2APL implementation. The believability is usually dependent on past actions and
beliefs from the agent. The agents for example need to keep track of the level
of intelligence of its past actions to make sure it will stay consistent from the
perspective of the trainee. We also store this data in the belief base of the agent.
This means that not only the extra believability module has access to this but that
the reasoning part of the agent is also able to use this data. This means that the
agent can reason that it cannot run away because it is aware that it has a broken
leg. This allows the designer to implement these dependencies on the past more
naturally. It also helps to make the framework to scale better because more plans
are excluded in an earlier phase. The believability calculations are allowed to be a
bit more computationally expensive than some of the calculations in the framework
because they only have to be performed on a relatively small number of plans. A
cutoff threshold is set and all the plans that fall below this level will be excluded
from the agent proposal. The threshold level for a part defines the tradeoff between
accurate adaptation and believability. Only filtering out plans with believability
zero will already help a lot in solving the disruptive changes that can be observed
in some more traditional adaptive games.

6.5.2 Combinations

After all the agents have finished selecting the possible plans that might fit in the
current situation they send this proposal to the adaptation engine which checks the
tasks that are currently performed by agents and then checks all the new proposals
from possibly different agents (remember that the agents can use the coordina-
tion asynchronously). The adaptation engine uses the specifications from the game
model of the scenes that are currently active (for example only the extract victims
scene could be active). This means that the number of plan combinations is not
only limited by the number of plans proposed by the agents but also by checking
the validity of the combinations before they are evaluated on skill difficulties. In
some cases this pruning can have a big influence. If we for example assume that
the (sub)scene defines that at least one fireman should explore the left corridor and
that there is currently only one fireman active then we can very quickly throw away
all the combinations that contain the fireman performing a different plan than ex-
ploring the left corridor. In most cases however this pruning is less efficient because
most requirements require to really check the plans of multiple agents. For example,
if the (sub)scene specifies that a stretcher needs to be carried by at least two agents
then we need to check each combination until from all the corresponding plans there
are at least two agents that perform the carry stretcher plan.

The agents also do not use the adaptation engine for all their plan selections.
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If there is no need for adaptation, then the agents will keep running their normal
2APL program with the current preferences. The adaptation engine will request a
new bidding round if the deviation from the intended difficulty becomes too large.
The bidding process is also started at fixed points in the game scenario where it
is logical for the agents to start performing different actions. Updated preferences
also do not mean that the agents have to stop performing their current plan but the
selection of the first new plan is influenced. A third way of managing the scaling
problem is that multiple scenes can be active at the same time and not all agents
are part of every scene. This splits the optimization problem into smaller subtasks
which makes it more efficient to optimize.

6.5.3 Scalability analysis

In this section we will analyze the scaling difference between a naive centralized
approach and our coordinated distributed approach. Both approaches will have a
very similar approach of combining the actions of the NPC’s but the main difference
will be in the remaining number of plans proposed by the agents. We aim to
use reasonable assumptions that correspond to the type of serious games we have
encountered during our research. The example in Figure 6.7 shows a part of an
interaction structure of a game. This part of the interaction structure shows six
scenes. A reasonable assumption is that a whole game can be split into 30 different
scenes of which on average two scenes are active at the same time. Because the
scenes are independent of each other, the total number of scenes hardly influences
the execution time if our distributed approach is used. In Figure 6.7 only one or
two scenes can be active at the same time. In practice most interaction structures
are very similar and it hardly ever happens that more than two scenes can be active
at the same time. Using an average of two scenes at the same time will therefore
give a pessimistic estimation of the performance. The ability of the agents to filter
the possible actions depending on the active scenes makes a huge difference in the
number of possible actions that can be proposed by the agents. In this example
the agent will filter out more than 93% ((30-2)/30) from its complete plan base. In
the same figure we also see an example of a scene with different sub-scenes. In this
case there are only two sub-scenes but an average of four will give a more realistic
estimation. We again pessimistically assume that on average two sub-scenes are
active at the same time (per scene). We assume that every agent has 6 unique
plans for each sub-scene. The ability to also select plans according to the sub-
scenes will cut the remaining number of plan in half again (2 of 4 sub-scenes are
active for each scene). As explained in section 6.5.1 the agents can also filter out
some of the remaining plans by cutting out the plans that are not believable enough.
In some cases this filtering percentage will be very low but in the kind of serious
games where the NPC also cooperates with the trainee a reasonable assumption
will be that 50% of the remaining plans are filtered out. We will leave out the
optimization on the invalid combinations because it is very difficult to give accurate
estimations for this and it will also make it more difficult to compare to the naive
approach. This means that we will compare the number of combinations that can
be made from the actions proposed by the agents. For each of these combinations
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the difficulties for the different skill levels need to be calculated. Even though this
calculation itself is not very time consuming the exponential nature of making these
combinations will really become a factor in complex scenarios.

The purely naive approach will have 720 (30 scenes * 4 sub-scenes * 6 actions per
sub-scene) different plans for each agent active at the same time. Our approach will
have 12 (6 actions per sub-scene *2 sub-scenes active per scene * 2 active scenes /2
for believability filtering). In figure 6.9 we plotted out the number of combinations
for both approaches depending on the number of agents. As can be seen the number
of combinations already add up very quickly with our distributed filtering but it is
much more manageable than without the filtering. Even with four agents the naive,
centralised approach is already 12960000 times as slow as our (filtered) approach.
With more than four agents the naive approach becomes completely impractical.
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Figure 6.9: Number of possible action combinations

Keep in mind that in practice our distributed approach will be much faster
because we are also efficiently filtering out impossible combinations. This means
that in practice the number of combinations that will be evaluated will be much
lower than the estimations from our graph. We, however, also realize that the
term scaling is relative. The coordination is fast enough by using our distributed
approach for the type of games we are investigating and is much faster than the naive
approach. But because of the exponential nature of the remaining coordination it
will not scale to games with massive numbers of NPC’s.
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6.6 Conclusions
We argue that an agent based approach for adapting complex tasks is more practical
than a centralized approach. It is much more natural when the different elements
are implemented by separate software agents that are responsible for their own
believability. For complex games where characters play roles over extended periods
of time this increases the believability of the whole game. The system not only
needs to be flexible, the designer also must be able to define the storyline and put
certain restrictions on the combined behavior of the agents. The combination of
using a game model to specify the desired game progress and the adaptation engine
to coordinate, gives us the ability to guide the behavior in the desired direction.

We also have shown that by using an agent organization framework we can
segment the game in scenes in a natural way to describe which of the possible
actions of the agents are relevant at the current moment. Every selection phases
reduces the number of plans that need to be coordinated. This greatly reduces the
scaling problems when coordination multiple agents with a large variety of possible
actions
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7 Adapting to the user

In this chapter we will discuss user profiles and different ways to adjust to the users.
One point in which users vary is the initial skill level. Usually users are not starting
from zero at a training. However, one person might be skilled in one element of the
training (e.g. organizing the team) already, while having no experience with another
part (e.g. coping with emergencies), while for another person this might be exactly
reverse. Besides the initial skill level, the users can also vary greatly in the learning
rate. Even though the initial skill level of one user might be lower than another user,
this does not mean that he won’t reach the desired skill level sooner. Users can also
vary in their learning preferences. One person likes to feel secure and first master a
certain skill completely and practice it several times, while another person is more
comfortable getting new challenges even when he does not completely master the
old ones. This requires a different adaptation to best match the desired skill level.
But the differences could go much further than just the preferred difficulty. Some
users prefer different forms of learning. One might prefer to learn from observing an
expert player while another user might prefer to figure everything out on his own.
Some users might prefer more visual feedback while a different user might prefer
visual or audio feedback. Many more differences could be mentioned, but it is clear
that every trainee is unique and should be challenged in his own way, using different
paths through the training program and getting different types of feedback.

A crucial factor for successful digital educational games, particularly for older
children and adolescents, is an appropriate balance; balance between learning and
gaming and balance between challenge and ability. These factors are important to
maintain fun, immersion, flow experience, and motivation - the motivation to play
and therefore to learn [45]. We don’t pretend to present a theory on how best to
adapt a game towards different types of users. This would need a careful psycho-
logical study, including experiments with trainees in controled settings. However,
in this chapter we try to show that given a theory on some optimal way of adapting
the game to a certain type of trainee, this adaptation could be supported through
our framework.

This chapter is organised as follows. In section 7.1 we discuss user profiling in
more detail. In section 7.2 we show different ways to adapt to the trainee. Some
conclusions and directions for future work are drawn in section 7.3.
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7.1 User profiling

The goal of an adaptable serious game is to make it suitable for a large number
of trainees. In most cases it also is desirable to make one particular training com-
puter on which the game is installed suitable for training multiple trainees. Most
serious games require the trainee to play the game for multiple sessions. One of the
reasons could be that the trainees do not always reach the desired skill level within
one training session. Or they are required to refresh their skills by doing periodic
training sessions.

From this requirement it becomes quite obvious that a user profile needs to be
stored for each trainee, which can be accessed by logging in with a unique user
profile. With stored profiles the system will select appropriate tasks every session
because it already has a fairly accurate estimation of the trainee’s skill levels. In
general a user profile contains two elements. First is the estimated skill levels of the
user in different skills. The second is the user personality or learning type.

The skill level of a user is based on past performance on the same or similar
tasks. In the simplest case we start every trainee on a kind of default skill level for
each skill. This can be adjusted after a training. The adjustment can be changed
towards the default start value if the training took place a long time ago and the
trainee is not expected to have more experience with that task.

In order to change the skill level during the training the skill of the trainee has
to be measured. This can be done in two ways. First we can implement explicit
markers in the training that correlate with a skill level. E.g. having extinguished
a fire in a certain time, having saved a number of victims, etc. These performance
measures are always domain specific and need to be designed by an expert. Experts
creating these kinds of training are used to create performance measurable tasks.
An example of a performance measure could for example be the time it took to
extinguish the fire (however in reality this would be more complex)

The second way to measure performance is through measuring user actions and
reactions directly. E.g. mouse movements, eye tracking, etc. These measurements
need to be interpreted (and possibly combined) into indicators for skill levels. E.g.
someone that is capable to attack a fire in a house will move around directly and
not explore the environment. Remember that we are getting the performance of the
user for the complete tasks because different subtasks influence each other making
it impossible to accurately measure independent performance.

In some cases the actual training could be required to take place in an expensive
simulator. In these cases we would like to minimize the time that the trainee needs
to train in the simulator. The required training time is decreased if the initial skill
level is more suitable for the trainee. One way to achieve this is to have the trainees
fill in a simple questionnaire before they start with the simulation. A questionnaire
that only inquires about the trainee’s experience in the task could already make a
big difference.

This could be facilitated by using simple questionnaires that determine the per-
sonality and learning type of the trainee. Examples that already are in use and
seemingly of practical value are the MBTI personality test and the Kolbes learning
type test. The personality and learning styles give some general handles on how
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the training should be organized. E.g. a person that is introvert will rather try
and solve a problem by himself before getting explicit hints through the game. So,
they need more time to get started and the game should not adjust too quickly.
People that have an exploring learning style should be prevented from progressing
too quick without finishing their tasks properly. So, using personality and learn-
ing style we can adjust the adjustment function of the adaptation engine to fit the
trainee. However, we can still use the same framework in every case.

Finally, we know that the term user model might seem very pretentious from
a cognitive science point of view. We use a very poor user model that is centered
around the skill level of the user. However, this model is enough to show how our
framework functions. Our aim is not to go into the cognitive psychology of the user
but we want to be able to, given a user model, design games that adapt to that
user. Similar to current approaches we focused only on the difficulty of the game
compared to the skill level of the trainee because this has the biggest influence on
the performance of the trainee.

7.2 Different user adjustment
In the previous chapters we assumed that there is always just one way to adapt to
the user. In this section we will discuss different possible adaptations.

7.2.1 Parameter vs different solutions
Almost all adapting games rely on simple parameters that are adapted to best
match the skill level of the trainee without keeping past events into account. This
can result in situations that are less educational for the trainee and more often
result in unrealistic behavior. A very famous example of this is the so called ”rubber
banding” approach that is used in adaptive racing games. The idea is that the game
is most exciting if all the other drivers, drive relatively close to the player. They
adapt the speed parameters of the cars in such a way that they keep driving close
to the human player. Multiple things ruin the game play in this situation. Firstly,
it is very obvious for the player that the other cars drive faster if he drives faster.
This is less of a problem if the player drives the car as fast as he can and could still
be nice to play. But this can be a problem if the player exploits this by first driving
slow and sprint to the finish. Secondly, it allows the cars to drive faster than the
human player if the cars are lagging behind. This is a serious problem if noticed by
the player, he will really have the feeling that he is being cheated out of a victory.
Thirdly, the computer controlled cars do not keep past events into account. This
means that if the player suddenly slows down the other cars will also slow down to
keep close to the player. This is very disruptive for the believability of the game.

In the 2AGF framework we do not just change the speed parameter but we give
the agents controlled cars the choice of different driving styles, some of which are
more efficient than others. Other frameworks do not use this approach because it
makes it more complex to orchestrate. This orchestration is exactly handled by the
2AGF framework. In cases where the race becomes too difficult for the trainee it
will not just slow down or switch to slower driving style for the fastest car but it will
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automatically find a solution that is the best match for the trainee while making
sure the game stays believable. A possible solution would be that the second fastest
car would brake too late for a corner, bumping into the fastest car and therefore
slow both of them down.

As can be seen from the example above, the parameter approach is often too
crude. If one can only tune one parameter to change all features of a game one can
only change very general features. By using adaptable agents we have the possibility
to adjust many more features independently, while keeping believability through the
explicit coordination mechanism.

7.2.2 Relative difficulty

It is important to note that we focus on the task of learning from a computer
science perspective. This means that we do not focus on what would be the optimal
task for the trainee but more on how the 2AGF system is able to cope with the
different types of adaptation to the trainee. We will not go into detail in which
solutions give the best learning performance for the trainee, but we will show that
the framework allows the designers to specify different adaptations that are most
suitable for that situation and that trainee. Most of the time the framework will
be used to select a difficulty for each skill that is a bit more difficult than the tasks
already mastered by the trainee. This results in higher difficulties for the tasks that
the trainee is more proficient at and lower difficulties for skills the trainee still has
to master. For example, if the trainee is good at giving team orders and not yet
good at extinguishing fire. The default behavior of the system would be to make
the task of giving orders relatively difficult and to keep the task of extinguishing
fire manageable for the trainee.

However in some cases the designers might want to deviate from this default
behavior. It could be desirable that the trainee focuses more on a skill for which
its performance is still lacking. This could be done in different ways in the 2AGF
framework. It is possible to create different scenes that focus more on a specific
subtask and define the scene transitions in such a way that that the trainee transi-
tions to a scene which focuses more on that particular skill. This would still fit with
the default behavior of the framework and without any further specifications the
behavior will also still be default. This means that the skills in which the trainee
is more proficient, will still be adapted to higher difficulty but these skills will play
a much smaller role (they could even be completely omitted) in the selected scene
and therefore makes it easier for the trainee to focus on the skill that needs more
attention.

The 2AGF framework also allows designers to deviate from the default behavior
by specifying different requirements on the difficulty at the scene level. It is possible
to specify the relative difficulty for each skill. This allows the designer to make a
certain task relatively more difficult or make it relatively easy. It can be used to
allow the trainee to focus more on a specific task. One could specify that the skill
that needs most improvement will get a slightly increased relative difficulty and
decrease the relative difficulty for the other tasks. Resulting in a situation where
the other skills require relatively little attention from the trainee. And therefore
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will hopefully be able the complete the task, that is relatively more difficult, and
increasing his skill level on this skill.

The relative difficulty can also be used to make certain parts of the game more
difficult and other parts relatively easy. This could be done by increasing the relative
difficulty for all tasks in a certain scene or even in a specific sub-scene. For example
resulting in asituation that is a little bit more difficult on all tasks than the trainee
expected. This will make this part of the game more demanding on the trainee.
Making certain parts of the game relatively more difficult than other parts of the
game is a technique that is quite often used in entertainment games. “End bosses”
in games for example would not be very exiting if the difficulty is not higher than
the rest of the level.

On the other hand it is sometimes desired to keep the relative difficulty of the
game constant. Allowing the player to keep a certain threshold of concentration
throughout the game without any disruption. This could also be a desirable prop-
erty because it allows the player to stay more immerged in the game and maintain a
high learning rate throughout the game. Keeping the player immerged in the game
like this is often referred to as ”being in the flow” [78]. Again we do not make any
claims on which of these approaches is more desirable but we show that the 2AGF
system is capable of both keeping the trainee in ”flow” as dramatizing certain parts
of the storyline.

In some cases it can be beneficial for the trainee not only to make certain parts
of the game more difficult but also to let him fail at a certain task. Failing a task
could give more feedback to the trainee in some cases. If he, for example, always
is lazy with giving team orders but the firemen still complete the task. Then the
trainee would not really notice that he should be quicker with his team orders. So,
adapting the game to the trainee does not by definition mean making the game
easily playable all the time. Creating difficult challenges and failures is usually
needed to facilitate learning. Thus an adjustment when a skill level of a trainee is
too low can be to create a scene where the skill is really necessary to pass and thus
will get attention and will be mastered.

7.2.3 Skill required to pass

A frequent occurring requirement in serious games is the requirement to be able to
guarantee that certain skill levels are reached when the trainee finishes the train-
ing. The ability to know if this requirement is met is relatively easy in the 2AGF
framework because we do know (by estimation) the absolute difficulty of the tasks.
One could specify certain minimum difficulties for certain critical scenes to allow
the trainee to pass the training. In some cases however it is not desirable to just
fail the trainee if these critical limits are not reached.

One simple solution is to let the trainee play the whole game again from the
start. This will not result in exactly the same gameplay as the last because the
trainee has hopefully increased his skill levels and the framework will already have
a more accurate estimation of the skill levels of the trainee. Replaying the game
over and over again will probably increase the skill levels of the trainee until he
can successfully pass the training but this could require a lot of unnecessary time
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from the trainee. It could for example happen that the trainee’s skills levels are
sufficient on all tasks except for extinguishing a ceiling fire. If this specific task only
occurs once in the game then the learning on this tasks would be very low. A much
more efficient way to deal with this is to define transitions to states that expose
the trainee to a different scene that will focus on learning this particular skill. A
very simple way to do this is to let the trainee replay the same scene (or a more
believable sequence of scenes) if he has not reached the critical skill level. This
approach is less demanding on the designers of the game but it could be suboptimal
or boring for the trainee. A different possible approach that could be implemented
in the system is to transition the trainee to a more specialized scene which if passed
successfully also transitions to the same scene as the former ”failed” scene would.

7.3 Conclusion
In this chapter we discussed how we can build up and maintain user profiles that
consist of the trainee’s skill levels and personality and learning style. We discussed
the selected user model which is relatively simple as a user model but good enough
for our goal.

In the last section we discussed how the 2AGF framework can be used to adapt
the game in useful ways to different types of users. We do not claim to have a
theory to accomplish an optimal adaptation of the game for every type of user. In
order to accomplish this goal extensive cognitive psychological experiments with
trainees would be necessary. In these experiments different adaptation strategies
for different user types should be tested and hypotheses about optimal strategies
formulated. We leave this for future work.
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8 Implementation

In this chapter we will discuss the implementation of different parts of 2AGF. As
discussed in Chapter 1 we have several requirements for our system, which should
be met by the implementation.

In particular relevant for the implementation are the requirements that the
agents have to be able to perform fundamentally different tasks and that the agents
have to stay believable. Keeping the agents believable requires them to take past
events into account. In subsection 8.1 we discuss the implementation of the agents
and look at how the agents keep track of their past actions and how they use this
information to calculate the believability of a new plan.

In section 8.2 we describe the interaction of the agents with the game model.
We discuss the fulfilment of roles from the game model by agents in a separate
section 8.3. The implementation of the norms is discussed in section 8.1.1. Of
course, the most important part of the framework is the interaction between the
adaptation engine and the agents. The implementation of these interactions is
described in section 8.4. Serious games also involve games engines where the actual
gameplay and the visualization of the game take place. In section 8.5 we discuss the
environments we have used and how the agents interact with such a game engine.

8.1 Agent implementation

To implement a system with organized adapting agents we choose to implement
the NPC’s in the game as intelligent agents. As motivated is Chapter 3 we have
selected the agent programming language 2APL [25] as a starting point for our
implementation. Our approach of using an agent organization framework together
with a combinatorial auction for guiding adaptation is not dependent on 2APL;
other (agent) programming languages could be used in a similar system. However,
2APL is a very good fit with this system and we have in-house expertise on 2APL.
All the behaviors of the agents are guided in a plan based fashion. It is perfectly
normal in 2APL that multiple plans are active at the same time and that multiple
applicable goal rules from these different plans could be executed. This works
nicely together with our coordination which selects the best fitting plan for both
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the trainee and the storyline.
The high level actions of the NPCs are implemented using the 2APL platform.

This allows modeling of the NPC’s using the BDI architecture. The agents are
created such that they conform to the game model that defines the story line. Thus
the agents will have a representation of all the norms and their plans will depend on
the active scenes, while their goals should be such that they fulfil the objectives of
the role of the NPC that they implement. This process makes it a lot easier for the
developer to ensure that certain behaviors are only performed at the right moment
in the game progress. The 2APL agents are created in such a way that multiple
plans are applicable at the same time. These applicable plans can vary in difficulty
for the trainee but they can also have the NPC perform substantially different tasks
in the game.

Search building

Evacuate
victims

Pairwise search

Parallel search

Thorough search

One by one

Groupwise

Front/back
rooms
floors

Front/back parallel
Rooms parallel
Floors parallel

Top floor first
Utility rooms first
Living quarter first

Figure 8.1: Distinction of the different action types

When the agents receive a request to perform a new behavior they reply with a
number of different applicable plans according to the game state, the active scenes
and the internal state of the agent.

Default 2APL was not developed with the idea of having the agent perform
different tasks depending on the skill level of the trainee or to deal with norms and
believability. Our approach is to implement multiple plans with varying difficulty
and are applicable at the same time. Figure 8.1 shows an example of the structure
of how multiple different applicable plans can be defined. As can be seen, agent
plans can have a completely different goal on the highest level. There can also be
quite different types of plans to achieve the same goal. And finally we have similar
plans that will give a different difficulty for the trainee. In Figure 8.2 we show the
agent architecture. We extended 2APL in such a way that after the deliberation
cycle we calculate the agent preferences from all the applicable plans. The agent
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can either choose to perform its most preferred plan or it can coordinate through
the adaptation engine.

Plans

Beliefs

Goals
Adaptation

Engine

Agent 
Interface

Game state

Deliberation

Coordination
with AE

Preferences

Action Trace

Optional
Coordination

Figure 8.2: Agent architecture

We separated these aspects because it would be very inefficient and unnecessarily
complex if the agents use the BDI reasoning process to decide why they want to
perform a certain plan. BDI is not really suitable for calculating continuous values.
It would also make the behavior specification of the agents less readable. This
separate bidding part of the agent is also responsible for estimating the believability
of each action. One important factor in estimating the believability of a new plan
is its difference compared to the previous plan. Such transition believability can
either be fully manually audited by the designer for each transaction but a hybrid
solution is more suitable. In this hybrid solution the game designer can specify that
a certain plan can never follow certain other plans and may not be included in the
current bid. For example, it could be desired that a victim becomes more mobile to
make it easier for the trainee to extract the victim but we do not want the trainee to
observe the victim NPC transitioning from having a broken leg to suddenly running
away. In most plan transitions, multiple new plans are possible but some are more
believable than others. Example 8.3 shows a simplified version of a 2APL agent
that is used to adjust the fire in a simulation. As you see there are two different
goals that both are applicable and that these goals have different plans that could
match these rules in this situation. The default behavior of 2APL is to always
selects the first applicable rule. We have extended this selection process to always
make a list of all the applicable rules. Different applicable plans not only allows the
adaptation engine to select tasks with different difficulties but also different task
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types. If coordination is needed, then the different applicable plans are transferred
to the bidding module of the agent. In the bidding module the separate difficulties
of the tasks and the agent preferences for performing the tasks are added. The
original action types are also stored in the agent bids. The scenes of the storyline
are specified with the same type names as in the agents to make it easier to match
the right behavior with the storyline requirements. The composed bid is then sent
to the adaptation engine which replies with the action to be performed by the agent.

// hand l e s the scene t r a n s i t i o n messages and wor ld i n t e r a c t i o n
I n c l ude : GameEntity . 2 ap l

Be l i e fUpdate s :
[ . . . ]

Be l i e f s :
F i r e I n t e n s i t y (2 )
Scene ( e x t i n g u i s h F i r e 1 )

Goals :
s i m u l a t e F i r e ( b lockWor ld )

P lans :
@b lockwor ld ( s t a r t ( 4 , 4 , 1 ) , )\\ s t a r t s t a t e o f the f i r e

PG−r u l e s :
s i m u l a t e F i r e ( b lockWor ld ) <− Scene ( e x t i n g u i s h F i r e 1 ) // easy
| { [ . . . ] }

s im u l a t e F i r e ( b lockWor ld ) <− Scene ( e x t i n g u i s h F i r e 1 ) // hard
| { [ . . . ] }

Figure 8.3: Fire agent

The actual execution of the actions of the plans takes place in the game world.
The interface with the game engine is taken care of by the agent interface. We will
not elaborate on this aspect, but in principle we could use the CIGA framework as
developed by Joost van Oijen [80] to take care of the game world aspects.

It would be very inefficient to also perform the low-level reasoning using 2APL.
By low level plans we mean plans that perform the detailed game actions. For
example how to move all the joints of the fireman when picking up a hose or how
to navigate to a certain point. These kinds of tasks could very easily be controlled
in the game outside of the game engine. In Figure 8.4 we can see that the agents
send their external actions to the agent interface. This agent interface facilitates
the translation between the high level actions of the agents to the very low level
actions of the NPC’s. For example, a BDI agent sends an external action to the
interface to walk to the door. The agent interface will then translate this high level
action to a suitable game action that can be executed by the NPC’s . In this case
the corresponding game action could be a ”move-to point(x,y)” instead of a move
to door action.
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Figure 8.4: Framework overview

8.1.1 Norm implementation
The norms are automatically parsed from the OperettA XML file. These norms in
OperettA are defined as a deontic formula expressing what is obliged, permitted
or prohibited by certain roles/actors in the organization. The deontic formulas are
complemented with operational semantics to simplify norm checking.

The basis of the norm frame is a predicate-based propositional logic core, using
the typical logical connectives (¬,∧,∨,→,↔). A norm in OperettA is defined as a
tuple:

Definition 2 (Norm)
A norm N is a tuple 〈Deon,Cact, Cmaint, Cdisact〉 where

• Deon = 〈type, actor, Cdeont〉 is a deontic statement composed of:

– type: a deontic operator O,F, P describing the type of norm;

– actor responsible for achieving;

– a formula Cdeont describing the deontic state.

• a formula Cact expressing the activation;

• a formula Cdisact expressing the expiration;
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• a formula Cmaint expressing the maintenance condition.

The semantics of a norm are defined in terms of these conditions and the special
proposition violation to signify violation of the norm [5]. In essence, when a norm
has been activated (Cact holds), has not yet expired (Cdisact does not hold) and
the maintenance condition is not fulfilled (Cmaint does not hold), a violation of
the norm happens. Such a violation, represented by the reserved proposition (e.g.,
violated(N1)) or by a flag being raised, represents that the system is in a state
where the norm was not adhered to, and some actions have to be undertaken (e.g.,
to sanction the agent breaking the norm, or to repair the system).

Figure 8.5 shows the implementation of how the 2APL agents are able check the
current norm states. The figure also contains a few examples of norm conditions in
the beliefs section. The agents perform the norm activation check every round. If
a norm is activated then it is moved to the set of active norms. The agent checks
if the maintenance condition holds for all the norms in the active set. If a norm is
active and the norm condition does not hold then the norm is violated. After that
the agent checks the deactivation condition for all the plans in the active set. If the
deactivation condition is active then the norm will be removed from the active set.

PG−r u l e s :
t rue<−t r u e | [ a c t i va t eNorms ( ) ; checkBrokenNorms ( ) ; removeExpiredNorms ( ) ]
PC−r u l e s :
a c t i va t eNorms()<− t r u e |{ i f B( a c t i v a t i o n n o rm (X) and not a c t i v a t ed no rm (X) and
a g e n t a pp l i e s n o rm (X) )

then { Act ivateNorm (X) ; ac t i va t eNorms ()}
}

checkBrokenNorms()<− t r u e |{ i f B( ac t i v a t ed no rm (X) and not maintenance norm (X) )
then { Desact ivateNorm (X) ; BrokenNorm (X) ; checkBrokenNorms ()}
}

removeExpiredNorms()<− t r u e |{ i f B( ac t i v a t ed no rm (X) and exp i r ed no rm (X) )
then { Desact ivateNorm (X) ; removeExpiredNorms ()}
}

Be l i e fUpdate s :
{ a c t i v a t ed no rm (X)} Desact ivateNorm (X) {not a c t i v a t ed no rm (X)}
{ t r u e } Act ivateNorm (X) { a c t i v a t ed no rm (X)}
{ t r u e } BrokenNorm (X) {broken norm (X)}

Be l i e f s :
a g e n t a pp l i e s n o rm ( goAlone ) .
a c t i v a t i o n n o rm ( goAlone ):− s e t t i ngUpCoope r a t i on , a g e n t r o l e ( f i r e F i g h t e r ) .

e xp i r ed no rm ( c a r e f u l o p e n i n g ):− opened ( door (X ) ) .

maintenance norm ( c a r e f u l o p e n i n g ):− o r d e r ( f i r s t ( e x t i n g u i s h b e h i n d ( door (X) ) ) , second ( open (X ) ) ) .

Figure 8.5: Norms checking in 2APL

In Figure 8.6 we show an example plan that dependent on the activation of
the norm careful opening performs a different behavior. The agent in this case
estimates the risks of opening a door and then decides how and if to open the door.
Extinguishing the fire before opening a door costs extra time. If the risk is too high
even with extinguishing the fire, then the agent will never open the door. If the risk
is high without extinguishing he will first extinguish the fire. But in cases where
the risk is not so high it depends if the agent needs to be careful or not. Being
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careful when opening a door, is a typical norm that is followed by the agent when
there is no time pressure. But when the agent also has the norm to save the victims
before the building comes crashing down then it will be more likely that the agent
will drop the norm to save the victims.

open door()<− c u r r e n t p o s i t i o n ( f r o n t o f (D) ) and c o o r d i n a t i o n (C) | {
[ . . . ]

i f B( r i s k o p e n i n g d o o r (C , e x t i n c t i o n , h igh ) ) then l e a v e ( )
e l s e
{

//Norm dependent check
i f B( r i s k o p e n i n g d o o r (C , n o e x t i n c t i o n , h igh ) or a c t i v a t i o n n o rm ( c a r e f u l o p e n i n g ) ) then
{

e x t i n g u i s h F i r e (D)
} ;

openDoor (D)
}
}

Figure 8.6: Norm dependent plan performance

8.1.2 Believability

Agents do not only have the task of finding applicable combinations but they also
have to decide how believable it is to perform a certain plan. As discussed in the
adaptation chapter this believability of the agents is used by the combinatorial
auction as preference of the agent. Usually plans with similar actions and similar
difficulty have the best believability. The larger the change in difficulty and the
more sudden the action types change, the less believable it becomes. For example,
it would be very unlikely if the aiming accuracy of an opponent in a shooting
game suddenly decreases. In these cases simple formulas are used to specify the
believability of plan transitions.

The bidding element of the agent influences the plans selected by putting a
preference relation on the plans of the agents. These preferences are calculated by
a modified version of the deliberation cycle which selects the plans with the highest
preference from all the applicable plans.

As stated in the earlier sections the agents have the responsibility of making a
selection of possible plans that they can perform, and to give a preference value to
each of these possible plans. The main influencer in this preference is the believ-
ability of the plans if they are performed by the agent at the current time. Please
note that believability of plans is dynamic and depends on past actions and events
performed in the game world. This means that we have to estimate these numbers
dynamically. We do realize that most of these believability functions are domain
dependent and that care should be taken if they are used in a different situation.

To be able to calculate the believability regarding past events we have to some-
how store the actions performed by the agents. To do this we store the complete
action trace of all actions performed by the BDI agent. This results in quick stor-
ing of events. In Figure 8.2 it can be seen that this module is used when storing a
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newly selected action and for calculating agent preferences. If a new believability
calculation needs to check certain past events to estimate the current believability
for this plan, then a simple query on the trace can be initiated to check the relevant
past events.

The believability could be dependent on a lot of different factors but in most
cases it is enough to only look at the plan that is currently performed or one simple
parameter that is continuously updated by the agent.

Table 8.1 shows an example of a believability transition specification. This is a
discretized believability transition that only takes the current performed plan into
account. In this example, the designer specified that the transition from the state
moving with a broken leg cannot transition at all to a state where the agent just
walks or runs away.

Table 8.1: Discretized transition believability example

Broken leg Walk Run

Broken Leg 1 0 0
Walk 0.4 1 0.9
Run 0.4 0.8 1

The believability transition specification can also be defined by more complex
functions. Equation 8.1 shows an example of such a function. This is a function
specifying the believability of the agent transitioning to a more or less intelligent
plan. This example shows a very simple equation to approximate the believability
of this transition, an actual transition function created by an expert will probably
be more complex. In this example we can see that smaller variations are more
believable and an agent that makes smarter decisions over time is more realistic
than an agent that becomes more stupid over time.

f(Po, Pn) =

{
1− 0.5(Pn − Po) if Pn > Po

1− (Po − Pn) if Pn ≤ Po

(8.1)

with Po the intelligence level of the last executed plan of the agent and Pn the
intelligence level associated with the new applicable plan.

Of course it is also possible to have a hybrid solution that uses functions that
are discretized on different ranges.

8.2 Agents and game model interaction
As discussed in earlier chapters we are using OperA as the basis for our game model.
The creation of actual game models is done by using the Operetta tool. This not
only helps the designer to guide him through all the elements of a game model
specification but it also performs model checking to help verify the validity of the
model.

The resulting game model is stored in an XML file. This allows us to easily
parse the different elements of the game model.
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The objective of a scene is used when designing plans for the agents that corre-
spond to that scene to make sure they fulfill the scene objective. The adaptation
engine sends messages to the agents to let them know which scenes and subscenes
are active. This is much more efficient than having all the agents check individually
if a scene is started or finished. It also makes it easier to have the agents perform
plans according to the (partial) ordering of the scene because they know which sub-
scene is active and plans can be written to be only applicable if the scene progressed
to a corresponding subscene.

The game progression is modeled using an Opera model. This allows us to
control the progression of the game while leaving room for the agents to adapt
to the trainee and the circumstances of the game. We call the game progression
model the game model. This game model is created in the Operetta tool and results
in an interaction structure with landmarks and scene transitions to specify the
requirements the storyline needs to follow. The different scenes of the interaction
structure are directly related to the plans of the agents. The adaptation engine keeps
track of which of the current scenes are active. This information is sent directly
to the agents which store the active scene(s) in their beliefbase. In the guard of
all plans there is a check that only makes the plan applicable if the corresponding
scene is active. This check could also allow the plan to be applicable for multiple
scenes if it is relevant. One could for example imagine that a movement plan is
applicable in almost all the scenes.

The plans of the agent need to be created in such a way that they accomplish
the goals of each scene and that the landmarks can be achieved. Scenes usually
end in a landmark state that always needs to be achieved at the end of the scene
to preserve the intended result of each scene. A transition to a new scene can be
made if a scene is completed. Restrictions and possible new scenes are defined in
the scene transitions.

We currently manually implement the landmarks and scene transitions by trans-
lating them to JAVA code in the game model to make it easier to check them in
the adaptation engine. But as future work it is possible to automate this process.
The adaptation engine sends a scene transition message containing the new active
scenes and sub-scenes every time a transition occurs.

Scenes could also consist of multiple partially ordered subscenes. Because this
partial ordering also needs to be respected by the agents they need to be aware of
which subscenes are active. This process is very similar to the progression on the
scene level. The adaptation engine checks if a landmark for a subscene is achieved
and updates the agents with the new active subscene(s). These active subscenes
can also be used in the guards of the agent plans to guarantee the agents preserve
the partial ordering of the scenes.

8.3 Role enactment

Roles enactment is implemented using 2APL modules. This extension to 2APL
allows information hiding and reusability by encapsulating cognitive components
that implement a specific capability/functionality of the agent. With this extension
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action a 2APL program is specified in terms of a set of 2APL modules each having
a unique name. These modules are especially created so they also can be used to
implement agent concepts such as agent role and agent profile [24]. This makes them
very suitable for implementing the different roles that an agent fulfills, because every
role can be specified in a separate module, which is called by the main module of
the agent. If a certain agent has a clear standard role then this role is implemented
in the main 2APL program, this means that this role will be the default role that
is enacted by the agent. Using modules allows clear separation of the code from
the different roles. This separation also allows for more reusability of the code,
two different agents could use the same module to perform a certain role. It is
even possible to create one module that contains all the basic game behavior that
all agents must be able to perform in the game, E.g. navigation behavior. This
module could then be used by all agents and only has to be programmed once
(avoiding errors and having consistent updates when e.g. the navigation changes).

• Main Module

• Role Module

• Role Module

Figure 8.7: Module interaction

Figure 8.7 shows the interaction between the different modules (the arrows in-
dicate which module can activate another module). As can be seen in this figure
it is not only possible to activate roles from the main role but also to activate one
of the module roles from one of the other module roles. Please keep in mind that
multiple roles can be active at the same time. This results in applicable plans that
come from modules. The plans selection algorithm identifies all these applicable
plans and treats them all equal as if they were from the same plan base.

8.4 Agents and adaptation engine interaction

Part of the framework is to adjust the tasks performed by the agents to match the
skill levels of the trainee. In our framework the agents have control over when they
switch to a new task. Figure 8.8 shows the protocol of the interaction between the
agents and the adaptation engine. Even if the agents switch to a new task they
decide for themselves if they start a new task by themselves or if they propose a
number of actions to the adaptation engine. The agents would do this if they do not
make any dramatic changes in their behavior and continue with the task that they
are performing. The deviation in difficulty for the trainee should also not deviate
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too much from the previous tasks because then it could adversely affect the com-
bined difficulty for the trainee. Even though the agents select these plans without
involving the adaptation engine they are still required to update the adaptation
engine with the task they are performing. This is needed because the adaptation
engine requires all the plans that are currently being performed to select combina-
tions for other agents that fit with the norms of the active scene. The adaptation
engine also needs to know the new difficulties of the task the agent is performing
because many small deviations by multiple agents could eventually result in a big
deviation in the combined difficulty levels.

The agents themselves do not have to keep track of the skill level of the trainee
or the combined difficulty for each skill level. The adaptation engine keeps track
of this information and sends this information to the agents. If the deviation is
too big for a certain skill level then the adaptation engine will send a request to
the agents to propose some new tasks that can be performed by them at this time.
Most of the time not all agents can easily change their behavior in order to reduce
the deviation to acceptable levels.

Performing
plan

Plan finished Skill
measurement

Large skill
deviation

Select plan 
without bid Make bid

Plan 
combination

(auction)

Start new plan

Active (sub) 
scene

Figure 8.8: Agent and adaptation engine communication protocol

This is why we let the agents decide how willing they are to change their behav-
ior. This is done by using different rounds of deviation requests. If the adaptation
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engine sends the first request, the agents only reply with a proposal if they can easily
and realistically change their tasks. The adaptation engine uses these proposals (if
any, otherwise all the agents continue without coordination) to calculate the optimal
combination and then checks the skill deviation for this combination. If this skill
level deviation is still too big then the adaptation engine will initiate a new round of
proposal requests from the remaining agents. The agents know that this is a second
request for the same deviation and therefore are aware that it could not be solved
by other agents that can easily change their behavior. The agent should therefore
be more likely to give a proposal in this round. Using this approach, we leave the
control of changing their behavior to the agents while having a central mechanism
to verify if requirements are met and sending this information to the agents to allow
them to change their behavior to meet the requirements. It is possible to deal with
bid rounds that fail in adjusting the skill deviations enough in two different ways.
One option is to keep the bids of the agents that did make a bid on hold until a
complete combination can be made that satisfies the skill deviation criteria. An
advantage of this approach is that a more optimal combination can eventually be
made because bids from a large number of agents can be combined at the same
time. Disadvantages are that the adaptation will be slower and that agents could
perform less realistic because they cannot switch plans at the appropriate time.

However, we prefer the option that every round we use the bids of the agents
that did bid directly to adjust the game towards the required skill level. This will
result in quick adaptation and will allow the agents to switch plans at suitable times.
A disadvantage of the approach is that it can result in a possible big skill deviation
because a more optimal combination is not available because of asynchronous bids
of the agents. This skill deviation will most likely be small enough and if it is still
too big it will be adjusted as soon as possible by initiating a new skill deviation
event.

8.5 Agent game engine coupling

Connecting intelligent agents to a game engine is a very complex subject by itself
on which we also have done some research. It is beyond the scope of this thesis
to go into too much detail on this subject because it does not concern the actual
adaptation. For the interested reader we would suggest the following papers[80, 26].
We do however briefly discuss the synchronization between agents and the game
engine because this is a critical element for such a framework. There are three
basic tasks that need to be communicated between the game engine and the agents.
First, information about the game environment needs to be provided to the agents
to allow them to reason about the game. Second, the actions that the agents have
selected to perform in the game need to be transferred to the game engine to allow
them to be executed. Last, the communication between agents can be affected by
the game environment and thus needs to flow from the agents, through the game
engine, back to the agents again.

When an agent requires information from the game engine, a distinction is made
between information about static and dynamic game entities. Static entities have
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properties that are fixed for the duration of the game, e.g. buildings, mountains
and roads. Dynamic entities contain properties that change continuously. E.g.
victims have changing health, firefighters change position and fire spreads through
a building. For static entities the engine can inform that the entity is static and
include the requested properties. After such a message the agent normally does not
need to update this information anymore. For dynamic entities the game engine
sends a message when entities become observable or disappear out of sight of the
agent. After receiving a message that an entity is observable, the agent can decide
to subscribe to this entity or to certain properties of it. After subscribing to a
dynamic entity the game engine will keep sending updates about the requested
properties. This mechanism prevents the agent from being flooded by information
about all possible entities and their properties, while not limiting it to predefined
aspects of the game world. This mechanism also gives room to the agent to preserve
its autonomy, with respect to its beliefs. The agent decides himself which of the
information provided by the game engine through the subscription mechanism it
will incorporate into its belief base and which it will ignore.

In order to execute actions in the game world, an agent sends a request to the
game engine. However, the agent’s actions might be of a different type than the
game engine’s actions, for instance, open a door vs move object x to position y,
z. Moreover, the timing of the request might not correspond to the game loop, so
directly executing these actions in the game engine is in general not possible. There-
fore, we propose to implement the actions of the agents in the game world by a queue
structure which contains a description of the action plus possible timing constraints.
Figure 8.9 shows a diagram of the information flow of the action requests. Each
block in this image represent an agent. A requested action is inserted at the end of
the queue to keep an ordering of the requested actions. At the beginning of each
new time-step of the game loop the engine selects actions to perform. One possible
approach would be to always select the actions at the top of the queue. The game
engine however is able to select actions based on other criteria. For example, certain
actions might be preferred by the game engine or a higher priority might be given to
actions by a certain agent. The game engine also removes actions that are not valid
anymore and sends a message to the corresponding agents. Normally agents expect

Agent Platform Game Engine

Succeeded?

Requested action

Figure 8.9: Framework overview
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an external action to behave like a method call and the agent waits for the result.
But because actions in the game world are not always executed right away, do not
always succeed, and sometimes have unexpected results, we separate the request of
performing the actions from the result. The result of the execution of the actions is
sent back from the game engine to the agent in a separate message. Agents do not
have to stop their reasoning process to wait for this message. When the message
arrives, the information can be used for further reasoning. This is fundamentally
different from normal multi-agent programming. There are different ways to cope
with this delayed feedback. There is no guarantee that the engine responds within
a certain time limit. An agent could be programmed in such a way that it assumes
that the action failed if no response is received within a fixed amount of time. Or
an agent can assume that all actions succeed and if a negative response is received
from the engine this information is corrected. More elaborate reasoning about this
information is also possible.

We are currently using a blockworld type game environment for the prototype
of our system as shown in Figure 8.10. We are also developing a more advanced
prototype in a follow-up project using the Quest 3D game engine shown in Fig-
ure 8.11.

Figure 8.10: Screen shot from the blockworld environment

Figure 8.11: Screen shot of RescueSim using the Quest3D engine
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8.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we have shown how we implement the NPC’s as 2APL agents. We
have shown that we can easily use the 2APL rules to represent plans with different
levels of difficulty. We also showed how the agents can incorporate the norms and
landmarks of the OperA model and how they can be made aware of the active
scenes. We also argued that 2APL needed to be extended in order to implement
all aspects that we needed to cover for the adjustment of the agents to the trainee.
We introduced a module to keep preferences for all plans and a module that is used
to coordinate the plans with the adaptation engine whenever necessary. We have
shown how the agents keep past actions into account when selecting new plans. This
results in agents that stay individually believable. We have shown the interaction
between the agents and the game model to allow preservation of the storyline. The
implementation of the role enactment is solved used 2APL modules. Finally we
have shown some aspects of the coupling of the agents to the game engine.
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9 Conclusion

In this thesis we developed 2AGF, an Agent based framework for adapting games
to the trainee. We used an organization based framework (OperA) to support the
coordination and guarantee the global objectives of the game, while the agents have
the freedom to adapt flexibly to the trainee.

We have shown that our framework has advantages over both completely cen-
tralised as well as purely decentralised systems, as they are currently in use.

Although we have briefly shown how the framework can be used to support the
adaptation of the game to different personalities and learning styles of the trainee
we do not claim to have a strategy for optimal adjustment of the game based on a
trainee profile. In order to be able to take this step further cognitive psychological
research is needed in which different strategies are tested with trainees. In the rest
of these conclusions we will revisit the major contributions of this thesis and will
finish with some directions for future work.

9.1 Research results

As said before, serious games become an important way for training people. One
of the big advantages that is claimed is that they make it possible to train people
at any time and any place without the need for a trainer to be present right away.
However, for a serious game to be effective it should be guaranteed that the trainee
obtains the skills that the game aims to train for. This means that the game should
be engaging, such that the trainee actually keeps playing until he mastered all the
skills. One of the requirements to guarantee this outcome of the training is that the
game suits the trainee in such a way that a kind of ”flow” (right balance between
capabilities and challenges) is maintained. This requirement led us to the main
research question of this thesis:

How can serious games be modeled to provide different challenges
for different trainees, using possibly fundamentally different tasks that
might be ordered and combined in different ways, while maintaining a
consistent storyline and allowing adaptation that could help the achieve-
ment of the learning aims of the game?
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We start solving the research question by first investigating what the related
work is in this field. Chapter 2 gives an overview of most relevant work. Even though
quite some research has been done in this they all do not meet the requirements
which we have also specified in Chapter 2. We looked at other games that adapt to
the user and even though some of these approaches succeed in matching a skill level
of the trainee, they usually adapt to only one skill level and adjust the relatively
simple parameters. We also looked at reinforcement learning based techniques that
are able to adjust to the trainee. These techniques work by not selecting actions
that had the best performance. This selection process can be very visible to the
trainee which is undesirable. All these adaptation techniques also do not keep any
past actions of the characters into account when selecting new actions. This can
cause the characters to behave incoherent and unbelievable to the observing trainee.

We also looked at current techniques that are used for maintaining the storyline
of games. Most of the work done in this field concentrates on fixing the storyline if it
is disturbed. This is a different goal than we have and therefore it is not surprising
they do not fully cover our requirements. We require a system is able to allow the
agents to choose from fundamentally different actions and still guarantee the game
progresses as intended.

Chapter 3 introduces to main building blocks (OperA, OperettA and 2APL) that
we use as the basis for our framework. One important requirement for performing
any adaptation is that there are elements in the game that can be adapted. In this
chapter we looked at which game elements are most suitable for adaptation and
when they can best be adjusted. We decided that game characters and dynamic
elements in the game are most suitable.

For the preservation of the storyline we decided to use an agent organization
model to guide the agents in the desired direction. We explained why we selected
the OperA model and give a description of the system. The corresponding tool
OperettA is also described in this chapter because it is used in the implementation
phase of the 2AGF framework.

We selected the 2APL language and corresponding development framework as
the basis for implementing the high-level behaviors of the game characters as BDI
agents. Using BDI agents allows us to create intelligent characters that are goal
directed and able to deliberate on their actions. This allow making decisions during
the game because not all game states are known before the game is started because
the game is adapting to the trainee.

Chapter 4 plays an important role in this thesis in answering the research ques-
tion. We explain the general workings and the different elements of the 2AGF
framework. We explain how the BDI agents interact with the game engine. Besides
this we also introduce how to get and use performance measures from the trainee,
which is essential for adapting to the trainee. The adaptation engine is also intro-
duced in this chapter. The adaptation engine is also important in answering the
research question; it facilitates the plan selection of the agents while also checking
the progression in the game model, the agent preferences and the desired difficulties
for the trainee. Basic BDI agents are not able to learn or adapt, in this chapter we
also introduce the extension of 2APL to allow the creation of adapting BDI agents.

In order to use an agent organization approach to guide the storyline progress of
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the game, we modelled the actual storyline in an organization model. In Chapter 5
we explain how this can be done. The agents have to be aware of the norms of
the organization. In Chapter 5 we also show how the information is passed from
the OperettA XML to the agents and how they use this information. We also
show how the norms are handled on the multi-agent level. Besides this we explain
the importance of norms in the planning of the agents and their influence on the
difficulty of the game.

To adapt to the trainee the system has to somehow go from the performance
of the trainee to new actions that are performed by the adaptable elements. The
2AGF framework contains an adaptation loop that does exactly this. In Chapter 6
we specify this adaptation loop and explain the tasks of the different elements in the
loop. We use a user model to get a more stable estimation of the skill levels of the
trainee. This user model is updated every time new performance data is received.
The selection process in the adaptation loop not only keeps the desired skill levels
for the trainee in mind but also the preferences of the agents and compatibility with
the game model. We also show how this selection process helps in the coordination
of agent actions. For the system to be usable it also has to scale good enough, in
Chapter 6 we show the scalability is much better than with a purely centralized
approach.

In Chapter 7 we show how we actually differentiate the needs of the different
users. We also explain why we want to be able to use fundamentally different tasks
and not just do simple parameter tuning and how this difference is perceived by
the trainee. Keeping all skills at the same level of relative difficulty will not always
result in the best route to achieve the learning goals. In Chapter 7 we explain how
changing the relative difficulty can be controlled in our framework and how it affects
the trainee. Serious games usually require the trainee to reach a certain minimal
skill level to “pass” the game, we show how the framework can guarantee this even
though the system is adapting.

In Chapter 8, we showed that we have not only designed an architecture that can
perform the required adaptation, but that we created a working implementation to
show the scalability of the system and that it can practically be applied in a serious
game. We explained how the 2APL agent platform is extended with specialized
modules to interact with the adaptation engine. In this chapter we also explained
how the agents are able to create preferences dependent on their previous actions
to keep them believable while adapting. Besides this we showed how the agents can
interact with the game engine to actually perform actions in the game world.

To further verify we achieved our goals we check if we achieved the requirements
we set in Chapter 1.

9.1.1 Online adaptation

Applying online adaptation to best match the difficulty of the game to the skill
level and providing each trainee with its own challenges is important for helping
the trainee reaching his learning goals. A trainee will not learn much from a game
that is too simple and will become frustrated if it is too difficult.

Because we want to perform online adaptation we cannot use standard reinforce-
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ment learning algorithms. We require something that works efficient (real-time),
but also is accurate enough to keep the trainee in the “flow”.

Important to note here is that we do not want to converge to optimal perfor-
mance of the agents, but that we optimize on minimizing the difference between
the supplied difficulty to the trainee and the most suitable difficulty for the trainee.
Other systems that use reinforcement learning for adaptation to the skill level of
the trainee mostly do this by getting a ranking of the effectiveness of actions and
not perform the most effective actions if they perform too well. This approach is
not suitable because it does not meet our requirement because it gives unnatural
behavior.

The desired difficulties continuously change over time because the trainee is
learning to better perform the tasks while he is playing the game. The framework
continuously measures the performance of the trainee and uses this to update the
user model of the trainee. This user model is then used by the adaptation engine
for finding a combination of plans, from all the possible plans the agents want to
perform, that matches best with the skill levels of the trainee. This results in very
direct adaptation that is occurring while the trainee is playing the game.

9.1.2 Separate adaptation on different tasks

Serious games can have the goal of learning many different tasks to the trainee. One
could think of a serious game where the trainee needs to learn how to extinguish
fire but also how to extract victims from the building.

In most adaptation approaches that are currently used in other games, only
one overall difficulty level for all the tasks in the game is adapted. We think it is
beneficial for the learning goals of the trainee to separate these tasks and adapt on
them individually.

The user model we discuss in Chapter 6 stores a separate value for of the skills
the trainee needs to learn. The agents also specify separately, for each plan they can
perform, how much they influence the difficulty for each task. The task selection
part of the adaptation engine calculates the combined difficulties for each valid
task combination, and selects the combination with the smallest deviation for each
learning task. The adaptation is not completely independent on the other skills
because some combinations that could have fit better with one skill, might fit a lot
worse with another skill. We therefore optimize by preventing large deviations for
all skills.

If the framework would always only adapt the difficulties for each learning task,
and the trainee is performing worse on a certain learning task, then he will probably
not improve his skill level enough on this task because he also has to focus on the
other tasks. We therefore also allow the creation of scene transitions that can specify
transitions to different branches in the storyline to focus more on a certain task.

9.1.3 Allow fundamentally different tasks by the NPC’s

Allowing the agents to perform fundamentally different tasks is not a difficult re-
quirement (one could have agents perform random plans) on itself, but allowing
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the agents to do this while adapting to the trainee and, preserving the storyline
and respecting the intended boundaries of the game is more difficult. It becomes
even more challenging if the behavior of the agents over time also needs to stay
consistent and believable. Most other game adaptation approaches do not keep this
believability into account and are therefore known to ruin the enjoyment of the
game.

We managed to cope with these problems by using BDI agents that are contin-
uously updated with the current progress of the game. The plans of the agents are
created in such a way that they are only performed at the right moment (storyline
progress) of the game. We do this by creating the agents with the organization
model in mind and specify which plans are applicable for a certain scene. Besides
this the agents can also reason about the current state and how to achieve their
goals, therefore making it easier to perform the right plans in the right moment.

Allowing agents to perform fundamentally different task makes it more difficult
to coordinate these tasks. For example, if there is a task that needs to be performed
by a minimal number agents and one of the agent decides to perform a different task,
then we somehow have to guarantee this minimum number of agents or perform a
completely different task. This could be solved by using a communication between
the agents, but this will become slow and impractical if the game gets complicated.
We implemented a more efficient system where the adaptation engine checks these
requirements when creating an optimal task combination.

Estimating the relative difficulty for a certain learning task between fundamen-
tally different tasks is a challenging issue that we solved by using expert knowledge
in combination with the possibility to update these expert difficulty estimations by
using reinforcement learning.

9.1.4 Keeping the game believable on the NPC level

To optimally achieve the learning goals of the game the player has to get the feeling
the game is a realistic representation of reality. This feeling of realism can easily be
disturbed if the game is inconsistent or if the characters appear to be schizophrenic.
Keeping the game believable on the NPC level is something that is difficult to do
with an adapting system that is fully centralized. This is an important reason
for modeling the characters of the game as individual BDI agents. Serious games
are often games where characters play roles over extended periods of time. This
increases the importance and difficulty of preserving their believability.

Our agents keep track of their own believability and take this into account when
selecting the possible actions that they can perform. We extended 2APL to allow
the agents to calculate their own believability. This is done by storing the complete
trace of previously selected plans.

These stored actions are then used to calculate which actions are most believable
(from the set of actions the agents can currently perform). Actions that fall below
a certain threshold are not executed. The other plans get a preference ranking that
is sent to the adaptation engine. The adaptation engine prefers combinations with
higher preferences for the agents. We do realize that there can be a tradeoff between
selecting the most believable plans from the agent and the plans that best match
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the skill levels of the trainee.

9.1.5 Maintaining the intended storyline

This requirement itself not difficult and something that is achieved in most games,
because they are similar tasks the agents can perform or they do not adjust at
all. However when the game adapts to the desired skill level of the trainee and the
characters are able to perform significantly different subtasks then this will lead to
a disturbed game and storyline progress if no special care is taken.

Serious games are used for training the user certain skills. We therefore make
sure the player is not able to reach the end of the game without learning these skills.

We tackle this issue by modeling the game using an agent organization approach
that is also proven to work in other domains with similar problems. In Chapter 5
we showed how we can use an agent organization model to specify the storyline of
the game. The game is split into different subtasks with checkable landmarks. The
game can only progress if these landmark requirements are achieved. The agent
organization of the game is specified in such a way that the required progress of the
game is guaranteed.

Our approach of maintaining the storyline still allows the agents to perform
different tasks dependent on the skill levels of the trainee.

9.1.6 Keep the coordination scalable

For the framework to have a practical use, it needs to be scalable enough to perform
the adaptation in an actual game with multiple game characters active at the same
time, each of these agents containing a large number of possible plans it can execute.
Not only do we have a large number of plans because we want the agent to be able
to perform fundamentally different tasks but also because these plans have different
variations with different difficulties. The adaptation needs to be done online while
the player is playing the game, making the scalability even more critical.

In Section 6.4 we investigated the scalability of the system. We have shown
that when using a naive and purely centralized system it will not scale well at
all. Because the agents in the 2AGF framework are aware of the progress in the
game and only consider plans that correspond to this progression, the number of
plans that potentially need to be coordinated is significantly reduced. It is also
the responsibility of the agents to consider which actions are believable. Because
unbelievable plans are not selected, this further reduces the possible number of plans
that might need to be coordinated.

Another benefit of using agents in our framework is that do not have to coor-
dinate every action but only when the agents think it is a good moment, or if the
deviation in the skill levels becomes too big. All these factors combined, result in a
system that is much more scalable and can be used in a real game environment.
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9.2 Future work

9.2.1 Learning agents
Besides adapting to the trainee the agents could also adapt to better perform in
their environment. Agents are able to adapt their behavior in order to optimize
achieving their own goals. On the level of individual adaptation, it is probably
advisable that the agents do not learn completely new plans, as learning new plans
is slow in online adaptation. Another disadvantage of learning new plans is that
it requires exploration which might degrade performance. Learning new plans also
makes it difficult to estimate the difficulty of the task for the user. For new (online
created) plans it is impossible to use a human expert to rate these difficulties.
And updating these weights from user data also does not work well because there
would be too little data because of the large number of new plans. This leaves the
agent with the ability to learn which of its predesigned behaviors to select. The
performance measure for this task must be separate from the adaptation model.
The agent still needs to explore different actions but all the available actions are
viable options. While adapting to the environment one has to keep in mind that
the agents still need to adapt to the trainee.

Three different methods can be used when doing this online adaptation. A
simple approach is to predefine expected outcomes for each action type. If the
performance is worse than the predefined expected outcome then the agent should
try a different action type. For tasks which can have the same feedback parameter
for the different actions, reinforcement learning can be used to optimize the agent’s
performance. Agents can use reasoning for selecting different action types. For
example, if the agent knows that a truck is blocking the road then it could better
execute a different action where access to the road is not needed.

9.2.2 Other types of feedback
Besides adjusting the difficulty to the trainee it is also possible to adjust the feedback
to the trainee. There are different types of feedback that could be given to the
trainee.

When giving feedback to the user, special care has to be taken that this feedback
is not too invasive and disrupts the rest of the game.

One way to give feedback to the user is to give the user more information about
her performance and how this performance was calculated. This could easily be
incorporated in our framework because we already determine the performance of
the trainee during gameplay. Showing this information to the user in a non-invasive
way could however be problematic.

Another possibility for feedback would be to give the trainee more insight in why
the agents selected a specific task. This is also a invasive type of feedback and we
would advise to do this only in an optional evaluation phase, not during gameplay.

And finally one could intervene if the player fails or succeeds on a certain task.
This could be done by giving the player hints or give some special feedback if he
does something correct. Our framework already allows the selection of agent plans
that help the trainee if it is expected that the trainee will have problems with the
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task. However we currently do not intervene directly if the player is stuck on a
small specific subtask.

9.2.3 Evaluation
Because of the theoretical nature of this thesis there is still much possible future
work to do on the evalution of the framework. This can best be achieved by inte-
grating the system in a commercial grade serious game where different tasks need
to be tought to the trainee. From the research that is presented in this thesis a
knowledge transfer project was originated with the GATE research program. This
knowledge transfer project is a collaboration with a Dutch serious game company
called V-step and part of this knowledge transfer is to implement our ideas in their
AI-framework.

When talking about adapting to users it is always difficult to show the actual
benefits of the system without performing user trials. We did not focus on this
aspect in our research because it is beyond our field of expertise and to be able to
perform a good user trial one also first requires a complete implementation of the
system in an actual game.

9.2.4 Extending the user data
Currently we are using the estimated skill levels of the trainee to adapt. Even
though this will probably stay the most important factor one could extend it with
more feedback from the user.

One could estimate the stress levels of the trainee and use this as an extra
factor for adaptation. Estimating stress can be done in different ways. One could
ask the trainee some questions during the game but this would be disruptive for
the gameplay experience. One could also use extra sensors that measure certain
physiological aspects of the trainee (heart rate, skin response, saliva tests). Even
though this allows the player to continue without any disruptions, special care needs
to be taken that the measurements themselves are not uncomfortable.

9.3 Final words
In this thesis we presented the 2AGF framework and explained the workings of
the different elements of the framework. The goal of this work was to develop a
way to adjust a serious game to a trainee with fundamentally different tasks while
maintaining the storyline of the game. We think that we succeeded in meeting the
requirements we set to achieve this goal. Although we have only made a prototype
implementation of the framework, we believe that it could be turned into an industry
strength tool for developing the intelligent, adapting agent part of serious games
such that it is adaptable to the trainee in a way that he will optimally learn from
using the game.
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1 Samenvatting

Computer games zijn frustrerend als ze te moeilijk, maar saai als ze te gemakkelijk
zijn. Doel van dit onderzoek is om games the creëren die zich aan de gebruiker
aan passen terwijl hij het spel aan het spelen is. Dit moet resulteren in games die
juiste uitdaging bieden voor iedere gebruiker. Bij veel spellen die nu op de markt
zijn is het wel mogelijk om de moeilijkheid te selecteren, maar dan voornamelijk
in vooraf gedefinieerde moeilijkheden die aan het begin van het spel geselecteerd
moeten worden.

Er bestaan ook spellen die zich aanpassen aan de gebruiker, maar deze spellen
concentreren zich voornamelijk op onderdelen van het spel die gemakkelijk aan
te passen zijn. Bijvoorbeeld de richtnauwkeurigheid van de tegenstanders in een
schietspel of het geven van minder schade als de speler geraakt wordt. Dit onderzoek
concentreert zich op het toestaan van complexere aanpassingen zonder de verdere
ervaring van het spel negatief te benvloeden.

Hoewel veel van dit onderzoek ook toepasbaar zal zijn in entertainment games
richting wij ons voornamelijk op ”serious games”. Dit zijn games die voornamelijk
gemaakt zijn om taken aan gebruikers te leren. Denk hierbij aan een simulator die
helpt bij het opleiden van bijvoorbeeld een brandweer commandant. Het primaire
doel van dit onderzoek is het ontwikkelen van een kader waarin men aan kan geven
hoe elementen van de simulatie aangepast kunnen worden om het leren van de
gebruiker te ondersteunen. Deze elementen kunnen zowel karakters in het spel zijn
als ook dynamische elementen in de wereld.

Designers van een spel ontwikkelen een verhaallijn die de speler behoort te er-
varen tijdens het spelen van het spel. Als er echter meerdere elementen zijn die
zicht dynamisch aanpassen aan het niveau van de gebruiker dan kan deze verhaal-
lijn gemakkelijk verstoord worden.

In dit onderzoek hebben we een framework ontwikkeld waarin het mogelijk is
om de voorgang van het spel te specificeren en tegelijkertijd toch genoeg speel-
ruimte over laat voor de dynamische elementen om zich aan te passen aan de ge-
bruiker. Serious games hebben vaak als doel meerdere verschillende (sub-)taken
aan de gebruiker te leren. Het door ons ontwikkelde framework is in staat om deze
onafhankelijk bij te houden en hier ook specifiek op aan te passen.

Het framework zorgt er ook voor dat de aanpassende karakters in het spel
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geloofwaardig blijven voor de gebruiker. Dit betekend dat een slachtoffer in een
reddingssituatie niet opeens mee zal rennen als zijn been gebroken is. De karak-
ters in het spel zijn gemodelleerd als ı̈ntelligent BDI agents”. Dit houdt in dat ze
zelfstandig kunnen redeneren aan de hand van hun eigen geloof, verlangens en in-
tenties. Daarnaast houden deze agenten rekening met acties die zij in het verleden
hebben uitgevoerd. Dit zorgt er voor dat de karakters zelf voor een groot deel kun-
nen bepalen welke acties uitgevoerd kunnen worden op een bepaalde situatie in het
spel.

De voortgang van het verhaal wordt gemodelleerd in een agent organisatie. Dit
maakt het mogelijk om de voortgang en verwacht gedrag en normen in het spel vast
te leggen. Deze agent organisatie is zo gespecificeerd dat de karakters samen ervoor
zorgen dat het spel juist verloopt terwijl de ze significant verschillende taken uit
kunnen voeren om beter aan te passen aan de gebruiker.
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